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A Note from the Series Editor

The history of the LGBT movement has been a serpentine series of

crusades to identify and combat the myriad legal discriminations,

oppressions, and social proscriptions that faced its constituents.

Choosing what battles to fight—for any group—is always a compli-

cated historical and cultural process, and the choices made depend

on a wide range of factors. In recent years the battle for marriage

equality has become, for many activists, the central struggle of the

fight for lesbian and gay rights. This is understandable since marriage

equality deals with relationships, legal rights, medical and economic

benefits, and sustaining family units. But in the midst of any conflict

it is often di‰cult to see the broader picture—and other options.

Nancy Polikoƒ’s Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage: Valuing All

Families under the Law is one of the first books to examine, in detail

and with a plethora of real-life as well as legal examples, what all fam-

ilies need to survive in a world that is becoming, socially and eco-

nomically, increasingly harsh and complicated. Polikoƒ’s brilliant

and incisive legal analysis cuts through the arguments for and against

same-sex marriage recognition to show us that both sides are argu-

ing from a place that misses the larger picture of what all families—

of whatever configuration—need to continue to support themselves

and flourish. Drawing on cutting-edge family law, feminist theory,

and plain old common sense, Polikoƒ brings us a vision of how we,

as a society, can legally and ethically value everyone’s desire for fam-

ily, stability, and security. In many ways Beyond (Straight and Gay)

Marriage oƒers us a vision of the LGBT movement as it grows up to

become as mature, inclusive, and progressive as its potential has al-

ways indicated it could be.

 

Series Editor





Introduction

Karen Thompson had a problem. Her lover of four years, Sharon Ko-

walski, lay in a hospital bed, having suƒered a brain injury caused

when a car operated by a drunk driver collided with her car on a

stormy Minnesota night. Because Karen wasn’t a family member, the

nursing staƒ would not let her see Sharon; this would be the begin-

ning of a decade-long struggle pitting Karen against Sharon’s parents

over control of Sharon’s treatment.¹

Susan Burns had a problem. The divorce decree awarding custody

of her three children to their father stated that the children could not

visit her if at any time during their stay she was living with or spend-

ing overnights with a person to whom she was not legally married.

More than four years later, on July 1, 2000, Vermont instituted civil

unions for same-sex couples. Susan entered into a civil union with

her partner on July 3. When the children spent the night in the home

Susan shared with her partner, a judge found her in contempt of

court.²

Larry Courtney had a problem. His partner of fourteen years, Eu-

gene Clark, did not come home from his job on the 102nd floor of the

south tower of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. When

Larry filed a workers’ compensation claim, the reviewing agency

replied that he did not qualify for benefits, which might instead be

paid to Eugene’s father, from whom Eugene had been estranged for

twenty years.³

Lisa Stewart had a problem. At thirty-three, and with a five-year-

old daughter, Emily, she was diagnosed with breast cancer, which be-

came terminal. She was unable to continue working as a real estate

appraiser and lost her income and her health insurance. Her partner

of ten years, Lynn, had insurance through her job, but it did not cover

Lisa and Emily. Lisa and Lynn live in South Carolina, which does not

allow “second-parent” adoption, so Lisa is Emily’s only legally rec-
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ognized parent. When Lisa dies, Emily will receive Social Security

survivors’ benefits, but Lynn will not.⁴

A consumer of current news might imagine that access to same-

sex marriage is the most contested issue in contemporary family pol-

icy, and that marriage is the only cure for the disadvantages faced by

lesbian and gay families. Both of these observations would be wrong.

The most contested issue in contemporary family policy is whether

married-couple families should have “special rights” not available to

other family forms. Excluded families include unmarried couples of

any sexual orientation, single-parent households, extended-family

units, and any other constellation of individuals who form rela-

tionships of emotional and economic interdependence that do not

conform to the one-size-fits-all marriage model. No other Western

country, including those that allow same-sex couples to marry, cre-

ates the rigid dividing line between the law for the married and the

law for the unmarried that exists in the United States.

Consider the situations of the people above. Some may see them

as evidence that same-sex couples must be allowed to marry. If Karen

and Sharon had been married, no one would have questioned Karen’s

right to be Sharon’s guardian. If Susan and her partner were married,

she would not have been in violation of the court order when her

children visited. If Larry and Eugene had been married, Larry would

have received Eugene’s workers’ compensation benefit. If Lisa and

Lynn could marry, Lisa would be covered on Lynn’s health insurance,

Lynn could adopt Emily, and Lisa and Emily would both receive So-

cial Security survivors’ benefits when Lisa died. 

I see these stories diƒerently. Karen was the right choice to be

Sharon’s guardian because she knew Sharon best and was indis-

putably committed to her, because Sharon progressed when Karen

worked with her while she was institutionalized, and because Karen

was willing to take Sharon out of an institution and care for her in

their home. Susan and her children were entitled to regular visita-

tion to sustain and support their mother-child relationship, and un-

less her partner was harming the children, the fact that Susan lived

with a partner should not have concerned a family court judge. Larry

and Eugene were an economic unit; Eugene’s death hurt Larry, not

Eugene’s father. Lisa needed healthcare; her daughter needed legal

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage
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recognition of the two parents she had; and on Lisa’s death, Lynn

needs survivors’ benefits to help her continue raising Emily.

I propose family law reform that would recognize all families’

worth. Marriage as a family form is not more important or valuable

than other forms of family, so the law should not give it more value.

Couples should have the choice to marry based on the spiritual, cul-

tural, or religious meaning of marriage in their lives; they should

never have to marry to reap specific and unique legal benefits. I sup-

port the right to marry for same-sex couples as a matter of civil rights

law. But I oppose discrimination against couples who do not marry,

and I advocate solutions to the needs all families have for economic

well-being, legal recognition, emotional peace of mind, and com-

munity respect.

Consider the following:

Bonnie Cord graduated from law school and began working at a

government agency. She bought a home with her male partner in the

foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia. When she applied

to take the Virginia bar exam—a test necessary to obtain the right to

practice law in the state—a judge ruled that her unmarried cohabi-

tation made her morally unfit to do so.⁵

Catrina Graves was driving her car behind a motorcycle driven

by Brett Ennis, the man with whom she had been living for seven

years. A car failed to stop at a stop sign and hit Brett’s motorcy-

cle; Brett was thrown onto the pavement. Catrina saw the accident,

stopped her car, and ran to Brett, who had suƒered trauma to his

head and was bleeding from the mouth. He died the next day. When

Catrina sued the driver for negligent infliction of emotional distress,

the court dismissed her lawsuit because she was not related to Brett

by blood or marriage.⁶

Olivia Shelltrack and Fondray Loving had lived together for thir-

teen years when they bought a five-bedroom home in Black Jack,

Missouri. They moved in with their two children and a third child

from Olivia’s previous relationship. The city denied them an occu-

pancy permit because its zoning laws prohibit three persons unre-

lated by blood or marriage from living together.⁷

These are heterosexual couples and they could marry. But they

shouldn’t have to. Bonnie’s choice to live with an unmarried part-
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ner bore no relationship to her ability to practice law. Catrina’s an-

guish would have been no diƒerent had Brett been her spouse. The

proper zoning concerns of Black Jack, Missouri, do not turn on

whether Olivia and Fondray marry.

Extending legal rights and obligations to unmarried couples, as

many Western countries do, is a start, but it is not enough. “Couples,”

meaning two people with a commitment grounded on a sexual a‰li-

ation, should not be the only unit that counts as family.

Consider these examples:

As a foster child, Jason was placed with married parents, Daniel

and Mary Lou, who divorced two years later. Jason then lived with

Mary Lou and visited Daniel, who also paid child support. When

Mary Lou and Daniel petitioned to adopt Jason, the court ruled that

unmarried adults could not adopt a child together.⁸

Two sisters in England, Joyce, eighty-eight, and Sybil, eighty, have

lived together all their lives. They grew up on a thirty-acre farm and

worked on the land. They moved away for about fifteen years but re-

turned in 1965, built a home on the land, and leased the farm. They

live oƒ the rental income. They each have wills naming the other as

their beneficiary. When the first sister dies, the 40 percent inheri-

tance tax will make it necessary for the survivor to sell the land and

move. The survivor of a heterosexual married couple or a registered

same-sex civil partnership would not have to pay this tax.⁹

Fifty-nine-year-old Maria Sierotowicz had been living in the

same one-bedroom, subsidized housing unit in Brooklyn since 1984.

Her mother, who lived with her, passed away in 1990. Ten years later,

her eighty-one-year-old father returned to the United States from

Poland and moved in with her so that she could care for him. Maria

followed procedures and requested that he receive permission to join

her Section 8 household. Her request was denied because he wasn’t

her spouse and his presence would make her unit “overcrowded.”

Maria received a notice terminating her Section 8 subsidy.¹⁰

Marriage cannot be the solution to these problems. Jason’s par-

ents tried marriage; it didn’t work for them. They need to be able to

adopt Jason as two unmarried parents, if a judge finds that such an

adoption is in Jason’s best interests. Sybil and Joyce are a family, but

not a family based on marriage or even on a marriage-like relation-

ship. They are a long-term, interdependent unit, and they need—

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage
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perhaps more than many spouses do—the financial advantages now

extended only to spouses. If Maria had married, her husband would

have automatically received permission to live with her. Instead she

wants to care for someone unable to care for himself. She needs oc-

cupancy rules that do not stand in her way. 

It is possible to envision family law and policy without marriage

being the rigid dividing line between who is in and who is out. Keep-

ing the state out of marriage entirely, making marriage only a reli-

gious, cultural, and spiritual matter, would be one way to accomplish

this. But the law would still have to determine how to allocate rights

and responsibilities in families and when relationships among peo-

ple would create entitlements or obligations. This necessity, coupled

with the disruption of expectations that ending the state’s involve-

ment in marriage would produce, suggests another approach. 

I call this approach valuing all families. The most important el-

ement in implementing this approach is identifying the purpose of

a law that now grants marriage unique legal consequences. By un-

derstanding a law’s purpose, we can identify the relationships that

would further that purpose without creating a special status for mar-

ried couples. 

Sweeping legal changes in the late 1960s and early 1970s altered

the significance of marriage and laid the groundwork for this plural-

istic vision. Those changes grew out of cultural and political shifts,

including feminism and other social-change movements, greater ac-

cess to birth control and acceptance of sex outside marriage, and

increased dissatisfaction with marriage. The legal changes included

decreased penalties on nonmarital sex, especially an end to discrim-

ination against children born to unmarried mothers; equality be-

tween women and men; and no-fault divorce.

Early gay and lesbian rights advocates forged alliances with oth-

ers who challenged the primacy of marriage: divorced and never-

married mothers, including those receiving welfare benefits;

unmarried heterosexuals, both those consciously rejecting the bag-

gage associated with marriage and those who simply did not marry;

and nonnuclear units, such as communal living groups and extended

families. The gay rights movement was part of broader social move-

ments challenging the political, economic, and social status quo and

seeking to transform society into one in which sex, race, class, sexual
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orientation, and marital status no longer determined one’s place in

the nation’s hierarchy. Marriage was in the process of losing its iron-

clad grip on the organization of family life, and lesbians and gay men

benefited overwhelmingly from the prospect of a more pluralistic vi-

sion of relationships.

There were setbacks. A backlash resulted in restrictions on

women’s reproductive freedom, repeal of gay rights laws, and less

support for welfare mothers. Conservatives employed the rhetoric 

of “traditional family values” to fight any proposal advancing rec-

ognition and acceptance of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender

(LGBT) people, and used antigay propaganda to raise money and

garner votes for a wide-ranging conservative agenda. 

I seek to reclaim and build on the principle that law should sup-

port the diverse families and relationships in which children and

adults flourish.

Since the mid-1990s, two movements have placed marriage in 

the public policy spotlight. The “marriage movement”—with both

religious and secular components—opposes not only recognition of

LGBT families but also easily obtained divorce, childbearing and sex

outside marriage, and sex education that teaches anything other than

abstinence. It advocates government funding of “marriage promo-

tion” eƒorts. Its most prominent religion-based groups are Focus on

the Family and the Family Research Council. They speak of a “God-

ordained family.”

David Blankenhorn of the Institute for American Values and

Maggie Gallagher of the Institute for Marriage and Public Policy are

leading spokespeople for the secular claim that supporting any fam-

ily form other than heterosexual marriage endangers the social fab-

ric. By blaming poverty, crime, drug abuse, and education failure on

family diversity, they point the finger at unmarried mothers and ab-

solve government of the responsibility for wage stagnation, income

inequality, poor schools, sex and race discrimination, and inade-

quate childcare and healthcare. Legal groups such as the Alliance

Defense Fund and Liberty Counsel represent these positions in liti-

gation. The mission of Liberty Counsel is “restoring the culture one

case at a time by advancing religious freedom, the sanctity of human

life, and the traditional family.”

The “marriage equality” movement advocates for gay and lesbian

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage
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couples to be able to marry. Attorney Evan Wolfson heads a national

organization, Freedom to Marry, which has the support of numerous

partner organizations, gay and nongay, at the national, state, and lo-

cal levels. Two national groups, the Human Rights Campaign and the

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, work to advance many LGBT

rights issues and devote some of their resources to marriage-related

organizing and advocacy. Four legal groups that challenge discrim-

ination against LGBT people in all areas, including employment,

schools, immigration, the military, and family law, have had primary

responsibility for the litigation contesting restrictions on access 

to marriage: Lambda Legal (formerly known as Lambda Legal De-

fense and Education Fund); Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders,

the Boston-based group that won the right to marriage equality 

in Massachusetts; the American Civil Liberties Union Lesbian Gay

Bisexual Transgender Project; and the National Center for Lesbian

Rights.

Both these movements focus on marriage. Neither starts by iden-

tifying what all families need and then seeking just laws and policies

to meet those needs. The marriage movement does not want to meet

the needs of all families. Its leading spokespeople argue that the in-

trinsic purpose of marriage is uniting a man and a woman to raise

their biological children. They oppose marriage for same-sex cou-

ples, and want marriage to have a special legal status.

The marriage-equality movement wants the benefits of marriage

granted to a larger group: same-sex partners. With few exceptions,

advocates for gay and lesbian access to marriage do not say that

“special rights” should be reserved for those who marry. But the

marriage-equality movement is a movement for gay civil rights, not

for valuing all families. As a civil rights movement, it seeks access to

marriage as it now exists. 

The movement’s most consistent claim is that exclusion from

marriage harms same-sex couples in tangible ways. But people in any

relationship other than marriage suƒer, sometimes to a level of eco-

nomic or emotional devastation. The law is not uniquely unfair for

gay and lesbian couples. Access to marriage will provide some gay

men and lesbians with the economic support and peace of mind that

come from knowing that all your family members have adequate

health insurance, that a loved one can make medical decisions for
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you if you are ill, that your economic interdependence will be recog-

nized at retirement or death, and that your children can be proud of

the family they have. But other LGBT people, and all whose family

form, for whatever reason, is not marriage, will still be without those

supports that every family deserves.

The focus on access to marriage may be constricting the imagi-

nation of advocates for LGBT families who attribute every problem

a same-sex couple experiences to marriage discrimination. Consider

this:

Openly gay San Francisco supervisor Harvey Milk was assassi-

nated on November 27, 1978, by a former supervisor, who also mur-

dered the city’s mayor, George Moscone. Milk was a community

leader, dubbed the Mayor of Castro Street, and the first openly gay

elected o‰cial in a major U.S. city. A film about his life won the 

Academy Award for best documentary in 1985. San Francisco named

a plaza in his honor, and numerous gay community organizations

and alternative schools across the country bear his name. 

His surviving partner, Scott Smith, received death benefits from

the state Workman’s Compensation Appeals Board.¹¹

When gay surviving partners of those who died on September 11,

2001, did not receive workers’ comp death benefits, gay rights advo-

cates attributed it to marriage discrimination. But solutions to this

problem and others are available or more achievable using a valuing-

all-families approach, and they will help more people. Scott Smith

was successful because California does not base entitlement to work-

ers’ comp death benefits on marriage. Its law is one model other

states could adopt.

Laws that distinguish between married couples and everyone else

need to be reexamined. They stem from the days when a husband was

the head of his household with a dependent wife at home, when a

child born to an unmarried woman was a social outcast, and when

virtually every marriage was for life regardless of the relationship’s

quality. It was a very diƒerent time. 

When the Supreme Court declared the laws diƒerentiating be-

tween men/husbands and women/wives unconstitutional, the laws

became gender-neutral. This created a new problem. It left distinc-

tions between married couples and everyone else without assessing

the justness of that approach. It’s time to make that assessment. To-

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage
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day more people live alone, more people live with unmarried part-

ners, and more parents have minor children who live neither with

them nor with their current spouse. The laws that aƒect families need

to be evaluated in light of contemporary realities. A valuing-all-

families approach does this by demanding a good fit between a law’s

purpose and the relationships subject to its reach.

Karen Thompson was the right choice to be Sharon Kowalski’s

guardian. Susan Burns and her children needed regular visits with

each other. Larry Courtney deserved compensation for Eugene’s

death. Lisa Stewart needed health insurance and the ability to pro-

vide for her family when she dies, and her daughter needed two le-

gal parents. 

Many of these results could be secured right now by looking for

solutions other than marriage. In every area of law that matters to

same-sex couples, such as healthcare decision making, government

and employee benefits, and the right to raise children, laws already

exist in some places that could form the basis for just family policies

for those who can’t marry or enter civil unions or register their do-

mestic partnerships, as well as for those who don’t want to or who

simply don’t, and whose most important relationship is not with a

sexual partner. These laws will help many families, not just LGBT

ones, and not just couples. 

Successful reform that values all families may not come in the

name of gay rights. It may come under the banner of, for example,

patients’ autonomy, family pluralism, and the needs of children.

Some lawmakers will support important reforms precisely because

they help many people in many families and do not appear to be 

“gay rights” issues. In recent years, that motivation has produced a

policy in Salt Lake City that extends health insurance to any one

adult member of an employee’s household and that person’s chil-

dren, a law in Virginia requiring hospitals to allow patients to select

their own visitors, and a change in federal pension law that allows

any beneficiary to inherit retirement assets without paying a tax pen-

alty. After such laws change, gay rights leaders rightly trumpet that

they will help LGBT families.

A strategy in the name of gay rights toward recognition of same-

sex partnerships, where successful, is a civil rights triumph. It may,

however, have unfortunate consequences for family policy. Same-sex
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couples will have the right to a formal legal status for their relation-

ships; those who exercise that right will have the array of conse-

quences that married spouses now receive. This will disregard the

needs of LGBT couples who don’t marry or register, LGBT singles

and households not organized around sexual intimacy, LGBT par-

ents without partners, and the families and relationships of vast

numbers of heterosexuals. 

Where a gay rights strategy loses and does not result in marriage,

civil unions, or partnership registration, the “special rights” given

marriage will continue to harm same-sex couples. Where a losing gay

rights strategy results in a constitutional amendment barring recog-

nition of unmarried same- and diƒerent-sex couples, as more than a

dozen states have, those couples may be worse oƒ than they are now.

That’s what happened in Michigan, where public employees lost do-

mestic partner benefits. 

A valuing-all-families strategy achieves good results, for good

reasons, and makes marriage matter less. That was the direction in

which U.S. law and policy was headed before the right-wing backlash

against feminism, LGBT rights, and other progressive social change.

That backlash today includes the religious and secular marriage

movement. Its emphasis on marriage should not lead gay rights ac-

tivists away from advocacy that will meet the needs of diverse fami-

lies and relationships in a pluralistic society.

Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage
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CHAPTER ONE

The Changing Meaning 

of Marriage 

Out of the radical and reform movements of the 1960s and 1970s, and

the changes in social norms that accompanied those movements,

came a transformation in the legal significance of marriage. The con-

stitutional principles of equality and liberty toppled ancient rules

about families that were based on hierarchy and conformity. The

seeds of valuing all families were planted.

When the movement for gay and lesbian rights and liberation

emerged during that time, marriage was considered part of the prob-

lem, not part of the solution. Marriage was a problem because it reg-

ulated the lives of men and women along gender lines—both within

and outside of marriage—and because it policed the boundary be-

tween acceptable and unacceptable sexual expression. By themselves,

the small number of those willing to live openly, proudly, even defi-

antly as gay men and lesbians could have made little headway against

this institution that sought to channel them into, and keep them

within, acceptable heterosexual norms.

But they didn’t have to do it themselves. They had heterosexuals

who were increasingly open about rejecting the sexuality-channeling

function of marriage, and they had feminism. Feminism had the

support and the momentum to demand an end to the limits on

women’s life choices attributable to the expectations of women’s

roles within marriage. For many women, these demands included

the right not to marry. The contemporary movement for the rights

of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people owes a great debt to

the feminist movement of the 1960s and early 1970s, including its cri-

tique of marriage and the family.

In an astonishingly short period of time, feminist agitation and

the social and cultural changes of this era produced a seismic trans-
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formation of the law of marriage. The old set of laws punished sex

outside of marriage, imposed catastrophic consequences for bear-

ing children outside of marriage, assumed and fostered “separate

spheres” for men and women, and denied the ability to exit a mar-

riage except under penalty. These laws had endured for hundreds of

years. In less than a decade, a completely revised set of laws emerged.

The new laws discarded the gender script, made entry into marriage

more optional, and made exit from marriage more ordinary. In do-

ing so, they made marriage a diƒerent institution and opened av-

enues for recognition of new family forms, including those of gay

men and lesbians.

The History of Gender and Marriage

Feminists had much to complain about in the law of marriage. En-

glish common law, adopted by the United States, understood a hus-

band and wife as one person, and that person was the husband.¹

Under the doctrine of coverture, a wife had no independent legal

identity. She could not sign a contract, own property or money, or

bring a lawsuit. She was required to provide services and labor for

her husband and to obey him, and in return he was required to sup-

port her. Since any property a woman owned while single became 

her husband’s upon marriage, and since her earnings and any other

property she acquired while married belonged to him, his support

obligation was crucial; by marrying, she lost the ability to support

herself. The husband had the right to the labor and earnings of his

children as well, and, with that, the right to keep custody of the chil-

dren if the couple separated.

Because of the legal unity of husband and wife, spouses could not

testify against each other in court; be guilty of conspiracy to commit

a crime; or recover money damages for wrongs committed against

each other. Upon marriage a woman acquired her husband’s sur-

name. She also lost control over her body; a husband was not subject

to the charge of rape with respect to his wife, because her consent to

marry him included consent to sexual intercourse on his terms. A

husband had the right to determine where the couple lived. Because

a husband had a right to his wife’s services, any injury to his wife
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caused by a third party was also an injury to him; he could sue and

recover for the loss of these services, called loss of consortium.

In July 1848, the first women’s rights convention was held in Sen-

eca Falls, New York. The Declaration of Sentiments that emerged,

which focused largely on women’s inability to vote, also decried the

status of women in marriage.²

The legal disabilities of wives carried over into laws aƒecting all

women. Women could not vote, nor could they serve on juries. In

1873, when Myra Bradwell sought admission to the bar of Illinois and

was denied, the U.S. Supreme Court a‰rmed with the following:

The civil law, as well as nature herself, has always recognized a 

wide diƒerence in the respective spheres and destinies of man and

woman. Man is, or should be, woman’s protector and defender. The

natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the fe-

male sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupations of civil life.

The constitution of the family organization, which is founded in the

divine ordinance, as well as in the nature of things, indicates the

domestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the domain and

functions of womanhood. The harmony, not to say the identity, of

interests and views which belong, or should belong, to the family in-

stitution is repugnant to the idea of a woman adopting a distinct and

independent career from that of her husband.³

Although the Court recognized that there were unmarried

women, it considered them “exceptions to the rule.”

The first changes to the legally prescribed roles of husband and

wife occurred in the mid-nineteenth century with the passage of 

the Married Women’s Property Acts. These laws at first permitted

women to keep property they owned at the time of the marriage.

Later, after feminist advocacy, the laws were expanded to allow mar-

ried women to enter into contracts and to control money they

earned, although this change did not occur in some states until 

well into the twentieth century. Some legislators who resisted these

changes as against God’s law declared them certain to lead to adul-

tery and divorce.⁴

In the eight states (Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Ne-

vada, New Mexico, Texas, and Washington) whose laws derived from
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continental European law rather than English common law, spouses

owned together as “community property” anything acquired by

either during the marriage, except through gift or inheritance.

Although appearing more generous than common law rules, an in-

herent feature of this system was that the husband had absolute con-

trol over the community property, including his wife’s earnings.

The law refused to recognize any agreement a married couple

made that altered the gender-based rights and obligations of mar-

riage. Although the abolitionist and feminist Lucy Stone and her

like-minded husband Henry Blackwell made a contract when they

married in 1855 in which they rejected gender-based laws and agreed,

among other things, that she would keep her own name, no court

would have enforced this agreement, as any terms altering marriage’s

gender-based rules were against public policy. 

To contemporary young people, these consequences of marriage

may seem like ancient history. They are not. In Women and the Law:

The Unfinished Revolution, law professor Leo Kanowitz, writing in

1969, described the legal status of married women. Surprisingly little

had changed since the nineteenth-century Married Women’s Prop-

erty Acts. Although women gained the right to vote in 1920, they

could still be excused from jury service solely because they were con-

sidered “the center of home and family life.” In 1966 the U.S. Supreme

Court upheld a Texas law that allowed a wife to avoid repaying a 

loan from the Small Business Administration because she had not

received court permission to sign the note as required of married

women under state law. Married women could still be required to use

their husband’s surnames, and, for the most part, a wife’s legal resi-

dence followed that of her husband, aƒecting her ability to vote, hold

public o‰ce, receive government benefits, qualify for free or reduced

college tuition, serve on a jury, pay taxes, or probate a will.⁵

Giving the husband the right to determine the couple’s legal res-

idence meant also that if he moved and the wife refused to move with

him, she would be guilty of desertion and could be divorced based

on her fault. An Arizona court writing in 1953 upheld the husband’s

right to decide where the couple lived, because he had the duty of

financial support and “there can be no decision by majority rule as

to where the family home shall be maintained.”⁶

The right of a wife to support—what she got in exchange for ac-
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ceding to the husband as the head of the household—was not a right

she could enforce during a marriage. In a 1953 Nebraska case, the wife

asked a court to order her husband to pay for indoor plumbing, a new

furnace, and money she could use for clothing, furniture, and other

expenses. She testified that her husband had not given her any money

for four years, that he would not allow any charge accounts, and that

he did not permit her to make any long-distance telephone calls. The

trial judge ordered the husband to buy some items and to provide a

monthly allowance to his wife. The state supreme court reversed that

decision, holding that a wife could proceed against her husband for

support only if they were separated. “As long as the home is main-

tained,” the court wrote, “it may be said that the husband is legally

supporting his wife.”⁷

Gendered roles within marriage had always aƒected women’s op-

portunities in public life. Until 1963, it was legal to pay women less

than men for doing the same job. That year, the Presidential Com-

mission on the Status of Women spearheaded passage of a federal 

law guaranteeing equal pay for men and women. The following year,

Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act, with Title VII prohibiting dis-

crimination in hiring, promotion, and other areas of employment

on the basis of sex as well as race. Even after the mandate of equal

opportunity for women, employers were slow to change their prac-

tices; into the early 1970s, newspapers routinely divided job adver-

tisements into “Help Wanted: Male” and “Help Wanted: Female.”

Second-Wave Feminism—

Liberals, Radicals, and Lesbians

Liberal Feminism

Betty Friedan’s groundbreaking book, The Feminine Mystique, ap-

peared in 1963, naming the malaise of the white, educated, stay-at-

home suburban housewife as “the problem that has no name.” In

1966, at a conference on employment discrimination, Friedan, Pauli

Murray, and others concerned that the Equal Employment Op-

portunity Commission was not serious about enforcing the anti–sex

discrimination provisions of Title VII, founded the National Orga-

nization for Women (NOW). Gloria Steinem helped found the Na-

tional Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC) in 1971 and Ms. magazine
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in 1972. The goal of NWPC was increasing women’s participation in

government. Ms. was the first feminist publication targeting a na-

tional mainstream audience.

NOW sought legal equality between men and women. Its politi-

cal agenda centered on enacting the equal rights amendment (ERA),

an amendment to the U.S. Constitution stating that “equality of

rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United

States or any state on account of sex.” The amendment passed the

House of Representatives in 1971 and the Senate in 1972, and it had

been ratified by thirty-three of the required thirty-eight states by

1974.

Simultaneously, NOW and other liberal feminists who focused

on legal equality between men and women pursued litigation rooted

in the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the

Constitution. Lawyers in previous generations had made constitu-

tional arguments without success. In 1948, for example, the Supreme

Court upheld a law prohibiting a woman from working as a bar-

tender unless her husband or father owned the establishment in

which she worked.⁸ But the civil rights movement had achieved sig-

nificant victories using the equal protection clause. An analogous

strategy for women sought to make sex a classification that could not

be used in the law without a compelling need to do so. Attacking the

radically gendered law of marriage, and other laws based on gender

roles within marriage, proved fertile grounds for advancing women’s

equality.

Radical Feminism

During this same period, another form of feminism developed out

of the dramatic social movements of the 1960s. These movements

protested the white, wealthy, elite power structure of U.S. society 

and demanded profound political, social, cultural, and economic

changes, which many referred to as revolution. They included free

speech, student, and welfare rights movements; civil rights and black

power groups; the “New Left,” an appellation designed to distinguish

anticapitalist groups from earlier left-wing organizations aligned

with Soviet Communism; and a growing movement against Amer-

ica’s war in Vietnam. These movements asserted their demands
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through marches, mass demonstrations, sit-ins, and grassroots or-

ganizing. 

Women in these movements grew angry at their second-class

status and began demanding changes. In 1964 Ruby Doris Smith-

Robinson challenged the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com-

mittee on the inferior status of women. This led to Stokely

Carmichael’s infamous rejoinder that “the only position for women

in SNCC is prone.” Women in Students for a Democratic Society

(SDS) raised concerns at the organization’s 1965 convention, result-

ing in a resolution at the group’s 1967 national conference calling for

full participation of women in the group.⁹

The women in these organizations challenged both the roles male

leaders assigned them and the content of the demands made on the

larger society. Women in SDS, for example, urged the organization

to work on issues of childcare, dissemination of birth control, avail-

ability of abortion, and equal sharing of housework. Ultimately,

many of these women, and others with similar experiences in male-

dominated political groups, formed their own organizations.

Radical feminists stressed consciousness-raising and spread

these ideas through “A Program for Feminist Consciousness Rais-

ing,” first circulated at a Chicago conference in 1968. Consciousness-

raising led to the conclusion that “the personal is political.” By

sharing their stories, women discovered that their relationships with

men were not the product of individual and unique dynamics but

were rather the collective manifestations of sexism and patriarchy. It

was not simply that an individual man expected his wife or girlfriend

to perform sexual services geared to his pleasure alone or do house-

work and care for children while he operated in the public sphere.

Housework, childcare, and sex became subjects of political action

rather than personal complaint. In consciousness-raising groups,

each woman learned that her individual experience of male domi-

nation within the family was not a private matter; it was part of a sys-

temic problem—male supremacy—for which the collective action

of feminists was the antidote.

Radical feminists wrote articles condemning social structures

that perpetuated male domination of women. They started women’s

centers, law collectives, health projects, battered-women’s shelters,
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publishing enterprises, artists workshops, and other endeavors that

enabled women to control the delivery of services and the accumu-

lation and dissemination of knowledge.

Radical feminists organized dramatic direct actions to call atten-

tion to their points. They demonstrated against the images of women

at the 1968 Miss America pageant and protested the legal status of

wives outside the New York marriage license bureau in 1969, where

they distributed a leaflet that read:

Do you know that rape is legal in marriage? Do you know that love

and aƒection are not required in marriage? Do you know that 

you are your husband’s prisoner? Do you know that, according to

the United Nations, marriage is “slavery-like practice”? So, why

aren’t you getting paid? Do you resent this fraud?¹⁰

Radical feminists held a sit-in at the o‰ce of Ladies’ Home Jour-

nal in 1970, demanding that the magazine be run by women and 

that it establish an on-site childcare center, hire women of color for

the staƒ in proportion to their numbers in the population, and pub-

lish articles addressing the real needs of readers. When the editor

agreed to allow the demonstrators to write an eight-page insert for

an issue, the group wrote a “Housewives’ Bill of Rights,” demand-

ing paid maternity leave and vacations, free twenty-four-hour child-

care centers, Social Security benefits for housework, and health in-

surance.¹¹

Radical feminists also recognized that women’s equality de-

pended on control over their reproductive lives. One of their ma-

jor goals was repeal of laws criminalizing abortion. A Chicago-based

organization, Jane, facilitated over eleven thousand illegal, but safe,

abortions between 1969 and 1973.¹² In California, women held classes

on abortion, inviting arrest so that they could challenge the restric-

tions in court. In 1969, women in New York demonstrated at legisla-

tive hearings on abortion reform and then organized speak-outs at

which women told the stories of their illegal abortions. Subsequently,

women of color led feminist eƒorts to end forced sterilization, a phe-

nomenon primarily aƒecting black, Puerto Rican, and Native Amer-

ican women.

Radical feminists challenged male dominance of women in the

family. They often drew links between the oppression of women and
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the oppression of workers and people of color in a capitalist, racist

society. As liberal feminists mounted law reform eƒorts to eliminate

legally sanctioned distinctions between husbands and wives, radical

feminists addressed issues of power and hierarchy that could not be

fixed by replacing “husband” and “wife” with gender-neutral termi-

nology.

Lesbians and Feminism

In their earliest years, both liberal and radical groups making up the

second wave of feminism were silent about lesbian issues, and there

was no visible lesbian presence. By the end of the 1960s, there was 

a shift. The rise of feminism made some women who had worked 

in the gay rights movement more aware of their diƒerences with 

the male leaders of that movement. Some of the women in both the

national women’s rights organizations and the smaller feminist

consciousness-raising and direct action groups came out as lesbians.

In 1969 and 1970, NOW’s leadership, headed by Betty Friedan, op-

posed adding lesbian rights to the group’s agenda and tried to purge

what Friedan labeled the “lavender menace” from the organization.

In 1971 Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon, the founders of an early gay

rights (then called “homophile”) group called Daughters of Bilitis,

spoke to the Los Angeles NOW conference about the problems les-

bians faced. Later that year, at the NOW national conference, dele-

gates passed a resolution stating that it was unjust to force lesbian

mothers to stay in marriages or to keep their sexuality secret in or-

der to keep their children. The organization committed to oƒering

legal and moral support in cases involving the child custody rights of

lesbian mothers. This soon became the driving legal issue for gay and

lesbian families.

During this same period, lesbians raised issues inside radical

feminist organizations. In 1970 a group called Radicalesbians took

over the microphone at a women’s liberation conference and issued

a statement called “The Woman-Identified Woman.” While radical

feminism challenged the power structure within marriage and het-

erosexual relationships, lesbian feminism challenged the institution

of heterosexuality itself, the assumption that women needed men for

sexual and emotional fulfillment. “The Woman-Identified Woman”

argued that
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as long as woman’s liberation tries to free women without facing the

basic heterosexual structure that binds us in one-to-one relationship

with our oppressors, tremendous energies will continue to flow into

trying to straighten up each particular relationship with a man, into

finding how to get better sex, how to turn his head around, into try-

ing to make the “new man” out of him, in the delusion that this will

allow us to be the “new woman.” This obviously splits our energies

and commitments, leaving us unable to be committed to the con-

struction of the new patterns which will liberate us. It is the primacy

of women relating to women, of women creating a new conscious-

ness of and with each other, which is at the heart of women’s libera-

tion, and the basis for the cultural revolution.¹³

The statement also encouraged women to recognize that as long

as “lesbian” and the slang term “dyke” were pejorative words, men

would use these labels against assertive feminists who resisted men’s

sexual and housekeeping demands.

Common Ground

Despite diƒerent analyses and priorities, liberal feminists, radical

feminists, and lesbian feminists engaged in joint actions. On August

26, 1970, the fiftieth anniversary of the passage of the constitutional

amendment giving women the right to vote, all parts of the feminist

movement participated in the first mass women’s march since the

suƒrage struggle. Some fifty thousand women marched to Central

Park in New York demanding passage of the equal rights amend-

ment, equal employment and educational opportunity, twenty-

four-hour community-controlled childcare, and free abortion on

demand.

Liberal, radical, and lesbian feminists also came together for the

National Women’s Conference. Early in 1975, President Gerald Ford

had established the National Commission on the Observance of In-

ternational Women’s Year to make recommendations on promoting

equality between men and women. Representative Bella Abzug, af-

ter returning from the 1975 United Nations International Women’s

Year Conference in Mexico City, wrote legislation that allocated $5

million to fund a national women’s conference to be held in Hous-

ton in 1977. The conference would follow meetings in all states and
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territories that would elect delegates, consider platform issues, and

prepare for the national conference. State conventions were open to

all females over sixteen; racial, religious, ethnic, economic, and age

diversity was required. About 130,000 people attended state con-

ferences between February and July 1977.¹⁴ The national conference

was attended by, among other notables, Rosalynn Carter, Lady Bird

Johnson, Betty Ford, and Coretta Scott King.

The twenty-six planks that emerged in the Plan of Action and

that won the support of 80 percent of the delegates reflected a broad

feminist vision extending beyond formal legal equality in marriage

and the workplace. Women raising children on welfare were por-

trayed as deserving; Abzug stated that “just as with other workers,

homemakers receiving income transfer payments should be aƒorded

the dignity of having that payment called a wage, not welfare.”¹⁵

Other planks addressed the feminist issues of ending rape and

woman battering and the availability of abortion and childcare, as

well as other issues such as a‰rmative action for racial minorities

and an end to deportation of mothers of American-born children.

Lesbian feminist delegates supported this wide-reaching femi-

nist agenda and persuaded the delegates to include a “sexual pref-

erence” plank in the plan. It called for antidiscrimination statutes,

repeal of antisodomy laws, and legislation that would prohibit con-

sideration of sexual or aƒectional orientation as a factor in any

judicial determination of child custody or visitation rights. The

background paper noted that lesbians suƒer double discrimination

and deplored judicial decisions labeling lesbian mothers “unfit.” 

The Sexual and Divorce Revolutions

Until the 1960s, social and legal consequences of nonmarital birth

demonstrated strong condemnation of sex outside marriage. Preg-

nancy and childbirth were hard-to-avoid consequences of sex, as

abortion was illegal and eƒective contraception was either illegal or

di‰cult to obtain. Teenage pregnancy rates peaked in the 1950s, but

half of those pregnancies resulted in shotgun weddings, pressed by

the woman’s family to preserve a daughter’s honor and avert shame

and disgrace. Of those who did not marry, over twenty-five thousand

a year were sent to more than two hundred “unwed mother” homes
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where they gave birth secretly and almost always relinquished their

children for adoption. Women who gave birth and kept their chil-

dren, including the black women who were excluded from most of

the unwed-mother homes, faced harsh state policies, including evic-

tion from public housing and denial of public assistance. Doctors

sometimes sterilized them without their knowledge or consent.¹⁶

The cultural changes that accompanied the social and political

movements of the 1960s included a revolution in sexual mores. The

birth control pill, introduced in 1960, for the first time provided

women a reliable means of being sexually active and avoiding preg-

nancy. “Make love, not war” was a refrain for a generation that ques-

tioned the authority of its elders. A sexual double standard lingered

for women and men, but this was decried by second-wave feminism.

The groundbreaking studies of sexuality researchers William Mas-

ters and Virginia Johnson identified women’s sources of sexual sat-

isfaction, demonstrating, among other things, that women could

achieve sexual fulfillment without men. As hostility to nonmarital

sex decreased, legal doctrine reflecting condemnation of such sex be-

came less tenable.

Demand for divorce also increased. U.S. courts had granted di-

vorces since the late eighteenth century, but only on specified grounds

requiring that one party be at “fault.” The idea behind fault-based

divorce was that divorce should be the exception, not the rule, and

should be available at the option of the “innocent” party only. 

One spouse’s fault not only gave the other grounds for divorce, 

it also to a large extent determined the consequences of divorce.

Adultery was a ground for divorce everywhere. Although in the mid-

twentieth century a “tender years presumption” meant that mothers

of young children would be awarded custody if there was a divorce,

this only held true if they were without fault. Sex outside marriage

rendered a mother “unfit” and cost her not only her marriage but her

children as well. A woman’s fault also relieved her husband of any ob-

ligation to support her. Even though a divorced woman could keep

property she owned in her own name or had purchased with her own

money, the rigid gender roles assigned husbands and wives made it

unlikely that she had such assets. With no access to property in her

husband’s name, no entitlement to spousal support or child custody

if she committed marital fault, and limited options for economic
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self-su‰ciency in a marketplace rampant with sex discrimination,

the consequences of extramarital sex for a woman were severe.

By the 1960s, social practice was out of step with divorce law.

Cohabitation became more accepted and more common as “deser-

tion” occurred, and without divorce there could be no remarriage.

The divorce rate rose, in part due to liberal divorce laws in Ne-

vada and in other countries, where the wealthy could travel to dis-

solve their unions. Many couples who wanted to end their marriages

manufactured grounds—such as physical cruelty or adultery—to

get divorced. This was particularly rampant in New York, where

adultery remained the only ground for divorce until 1966.¹⁷

Legal Transformations Involving Marriage and Family 

Women’s Equality

The law reform strategy of liberal feminists achieved extraordinary

success in a series of cases in the 1970s. The first Supreme Court case

to strike down a distinction between men and women as uncon-

stitutional arose out of an Idaho statute that presumed men more

capable than women of administering the estate of a person who 

died without a will. When a child named Richard Reed died, his

mother and father, who were separated, each sought to administer

his estate. The judge appointed Richard’s father. The Idaho Supreme

Court held that “nature itself” created the distinction between men

and women and the legislature could conclude that in general men

were better qualified than women to administer estates. When this

case reached the U.S. Supreme Court in 1971, the Court ruled for the

first time that a sex-based statute was “arbitrary” in a way that vio-

lated the equal protection clause. The Court required the judge to

hold a hearing to determine who was better suited to administer the

estate.¹⁸

This case was not about “family law” narrowly defined as the ob-

ligations of a husband and wife toward one another. But the law 

at issue was the explicit product of the gendered view of men and

women under the doctrine of coverture. Writing the brief for Sally

Reed, future Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg protested

the “subordination of women” inherent in preferring men without

regard to the ability of the applicants.
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Reed v. Reed, decided as the demands of second-wave feminism

became audible across the country, signaled the beginning of the end

of legalized, formal inequality between women and men. Notably,

most of the cases in the decade following concerned either sex-based

classifications in family law or notions of gender with their origins

in the laws of coverture. For example, two years later, the Supreme

Court declared unconstitutional a law that extended benefits to mar-

ried male members of the armed forces but gave those benefits to a

married female service member only if she could prove that her hus-

band depended on her for more than one-half of his support. The

scheme dated back to the 1940s and 1950s and reflected the legal re-

ality that a husband was obliged to support his wife and the corre-

sponding factual reality, as found by the trial court that heard the

case, that husbands were typically breadwinners and wives typically

dependent.

The government argued in favor of retaining the distinction be-

tween men and women because of “administrative convenience.” 

It said that because most wives were dependent on their husbands, 

it was cheaper and easier to presume dependence and automati-

cally award the benefits. But because few husbands were dependent

on their wives, it was appropriate to require proof of the husband’s

dependence before spending government funds. The Supreme Court

eliminated the sex discrimination by allowing all married service

members additional benefits.¹⁹

In 1975 the Supreme Court heard the case of Stephen Wiesenfeld,

whose wife, Paula, had died in childbirth. Their child was entitled to

receive Social Security survivors’ benefits as a result of Paula’s death,

but Stephen was not; a surviving mother could receive benefits after

the father’s death, but a surviving father could not receive benefits

after the mother’s death. This sex-based classification had been in-

cluded in amendments to Social Security enacted in 1939 when it was

a “generally accepted presumption that a man is responsible for the

support of his wife and children.” The Court found that the purpose

of the benefit was to allow women to forgo paid employment and stay

home with their children. By focusing on the interest in providing 

a child with a stay-at-home parent after the other parent died, the

Supreme Court concluded that it was irrational, and therefore un-

constitutional, to provide the benefit only to surviving mothers.²⁰ In
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1977 the Supreme Court found sex discrimination in another Social

Security regulation, this one providing survivors’ benefits to all el-

derly widows, but to elderly widowers only if they had been receiv-

ing more than one-half of their support from their wives.²¹

Some Supreme Court cases decided in the decade after Reed lay

within the realm of family law. In a Utah case, the law eliminated a

parent’s obligation to support his daughter at eighteen, and his son

at twenty-one. The state supreme court upheld the law based on the

belief that “the man’s primary responsibility [is] to provide a home

and its essentials for the family,” and the extra education or train-

ing enabled by the requirement of parental support until twenty-one

would facilitate that.²² The U.S. Supreme Court reversed. In 1979, the

Court invalidated the sex-based classification in an alimony statute

that denied husbands the opportunity to get alimony from their

wives,²³ and in 1981 it invalidated a Louisiana law that made the

husband the “head and master” of the household and thus gave him 

the power to dispose of all community property without his wife’s

consent.²⁴

These cases made progress in achieving formal equality through

elimination of sex-based classifications. Although the law today does

allow some sex-based distinctions, it permits none of the distinctions

once linked to the gendered nature of marriage. As a result of the Su-

preme Court decisions, all benefits and obligations once tied to the

legally mandated dependency of women upon their husbands have

been eliminated or expanded to include both spouses. Both have a

right to request alimony; both have the right to manage community

property; both are entitled to survivors’ benefits under Social Secu-

rity and workers’ compensation laws.

Feminist eƒorts resulted in gender neutrality superimposed on a

set of laws grounded in the gendered nature of marriage. The result-

ing regime singles out marriage for special treatment, but only as a

byproduct of the remedy for ending gender inequality, not as a rea-

soned conclusion that marriage entitles people to special treatment

that other relationships cannot claim. In other words, the special

treatment accorded marriage in family law, Social Security, employee

benefits, and other critical areas masks the original purpose of those

areas of law. 

Alimony is a good example. Alimony enforced a husband’s obli-
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gation to provide lifelong support to his wife. He had to assume this

obligation at marriage because she lost the ability to support herself.

He could be relieved of this obligation only if she died or, in the rare

circumstance of divorce, if she married another man who assumed

responsibility for her support. Feminist success in achieving for-

mal equality eliminated the gender component, and now, where ap-

propriate, either a husband or wife may seek alimony, even though

neither spouse loses the ability to support himself or herself when

marrying and easy divorce means that whatever obligations spouses

have toward one another are not inherently lifelong.

Formal equality for women made alimony gender-neutral, but

did not detach it from marriage. Yet the justifications for alimony to-

day are completely diƒerent from those of the earlier, gendered era.

Contemporary justification for ongoing support after a relationship

dissolves rests on the economic consequences of one person forgo-

ing individual financial stability while making uncompensated con-

tributions to a family. This may occur whether the couple is married

or not married, and there is no principled basis for restricting sup-

port awards today only to husbands and wives. 

The End of “Illegitimacy”

The long-standing social stigma of illegitimacy was accompanied 

by harsh legal consequences. The law permitted and endorsed dis-

crimination against children born outside marriage as a means of

expressing condemnation of nonmarital sex. For centuries such chil-

dren were fillius nullius, the child of no one, meaning they had no

legally recognized relationship with, including no right to support

from, their mother or father.²⁵

The distinction between children born to a married mother and

those born to an unmarried mother seemed out of step with the so-

cial and political changes of the 1960s. In 1966, Illinois law professor

Harry Krause published an article voicing the idea, revolutionary at

its time, that U.S. law should reduce this distinction. Krause argued

that the disadvantaged status of nonmarital children came from “an-

cient prejudice based on religious and moral taboos that properly are

losing their taboo status.”²⁶ Krause supported his call for the equal

treatment of all children by invoking the statutes and constitutions

of dozens of other countries.
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Krause took his ideas to the U.S. Supreme Court, where children

and parents harmed by the diƒerent status given marital and non-

marital children invoked the equal protection clause to argue that 

the distinctions were unconstitutional. In 1968, in Levy v. Louisiana,

surviving nonmarital children challenged a Louisiana statute that

denied them the ability to recover for the wrongful death of their

mother. The state court upheld the statute because it “properly” dis-

couraged nonmarital childbearing. Using language that would res-

onate with today’s marriage movement, Louisiana defended its laws

by arguing that it was not trying to punish or discriminate. Rather,

it was trying to encourage marriage. The state’s brief read:

Louisiana’s purposes . . . are positive ones: the encouragement of mar-

riage as one of the most important institutions known to law, the

preservation of the legitimate family as the preferred environment

for socializing the child. . . . 

Since marriage as an institution is fundamental to our existence

as a free nation, it is the duty of . . . Louisiana to encourage it. One

method of encouraging marriage is granting greater rights to legiti-

mate oƒspring than those born of extra-marital unions. Superior

rights of legitimate oƒspring are inducements or incentives to par-

ties to contract marriage, which is preferred by Louisiana as the set-

ting for producing oƒspring.²⁷

The Supreme Court rejected this reasoning, simultaneously

striking down a statute denying a mother the right to recover for the

wrongful death of her nonmarital child.²⁸ Illegitimate children were

human beings, “persons” within the Constitution’s equal protection

clause. In the Levy case, they had been dependent on their mother,

who had died as a result of medical malpractice. The Court refused

to allow the wrongdoers to escape responsibility for their negligence

simply because the children were born outside of marriage. Encour-

aging marriage and expressing disapproval of nonmarital sex were

no longer constitutionally su‰cient reasons to deny rights to chil-

dren and their parents.

In 1972 the Court found unconstitutional a state scheme that

awarded workers’ compensation death benefits to a father’s four le-

gitimate children but not his two illegitimate ones, even though he

lived in one household with all of them.²⁹ By now Associate Justice
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(and future Chief Justice) William Rehnquist had joined the Court.

He alone dissented, accepting the state’s interest in discouraging “il-

licit family relationships.”

That same year the Supreme Court further reduced the legal

significance of marriage. In Stanley v. Illinois, Peter Stanley chal-

lenged an Illinois law that automatically made his children wards of

the state when their mother died.³⁰ The state would not have stepped

in if he and their mother had been married. The Court ruled that 

the state could not presume Stanley unfit simply because he was

never married to the children’s mother, with whom he had lived in-

termittently for eighteen years. Stanley had a constitutional right to

raise his children; marriage was irrelevant. With this case, the Court

overturned centuries of law that created a father-child relationship

only for a man married to a child’s mother. The next year the Court

ruled that children’s right to support payments from their father

could not turn on whether their father had been married to their

mother.³¹

A 1973 decision limited the government’s ability to deny benefits

to households with unmarried parents. New Jersey Welfare Rights Or-

ganization v. Cahill challenged a New Jersey program that extended

benefits to financially needy households consisting of “two adults of

the opposite sex ceremonially married to each other” who also had

at least one biological or jointly adopted child, or one child born to

one spouse and adopted by the other.³²

The trial court ruled in favor of the state. It determined that the

state could favor married families because such families provided

norms, preventing a breakdown in social control. The court de-

scribed marriage as a “permanent, or at least semi-permanent insti-

tution.” It noted that “a living arrangement which does not have the

aura of permanence that is concomitant with a ceremonial marriage,

often does not provide the stability necessary for the instillment of

those norms with the individual necessary for proper behavior.” It

concluded that it was proper for the state to refuse to subsidize a liv-

ing unit that violated its laws against fornication and adultery and

that New Jersey could use its program to discourage immorality and

illegitimacy. According to the trial court, the program did not un-

constitutionally discriminate against nonmarital children, because
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their parents could cure the problem by getting married, and this was

a proper incentive for the state to oƒer.

The Supreme Court reversed the lower court. It found “no doubt

that the benefits extended under the challenged program are as in-

dispensable to the health and well-being of illegitimate children as

to those who are legitimate.” Therefore the program violated the

equal protection rights of nonmarital children. Justice Rehnquist

was again the lone dissenter. He argued that the state could require

marriage as an essential ingredient of a deserving family unit and

said that, “the Constitution does not require that special financial as-

sistance designed by the legislature to help poor families be extended

to ‘communes’ as well.”

Harry Krause influenced the National Conference of Commis-

sioners on Uniform State Laws, the body that proposes model uni-

form laws to state legislatures, to address the issue of nonmarital

children. His work led to the Uniform Parentage Act, written be-

tween 1969 and 1972. It was adopted in some form in nineteen states,

and it greatly influenced new laws in every state. In less than a decade,

the legal doctrine of illegitimacy had all but disappeared.

Acceptance of Sex outside Marriage

During this same period, another series of Supreme Court cases di-

rectly addressed nonmarital sex. In a 1968 case, King v. Smith, Al-

abama claimed that, in order to discourage illicit sex and nonmarital

births, it could deny public assistance to a sexually active unmarried

mother and her children.³³ The Supreme Court noted that moral

fitness had once been a requirement of receiving aid. Social workers

made unannounced visits to the homes of welfare recipients and re-

moved them from the rolls if there was evidence of a “man in the

house.” The Supreme Court ruled that the Alabama law ran afoul of

changes Congress had made prohibiting such disqualification. Jus-

tice William Douglas wrote separately that denying assistance to

needy children based on the mother’s “immorality” was unconstitu-

tional. 

A few years later, the Court found unconstitutional a law making

it illegal to distribute birth control to unmarried people. In the 1965

case of Griswold v. Connecticut, the Court had struck down a statute
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prohibiting the sale of contraceptives to married couples, articulat-

ing a right of privacy within a marriage.³⁴ In 1972, in Eisenstadt v.

Baird, the Court ruled that distinguishing between married and un-

married people violated the Constitution’s equal protection clause.

The majority reasoned as follows:

If under Griswold the distribution of contraceptives to married per-

sons cannot be prohibited, a ban on distribution to unmarried

persons would be equally impermissible. It is true that in Griswold

the right of privacy in question inhered in the marital relationship.

Yet the marital couple is not an independent entity with a mind and

heart of its own, but an association of two individuals each with a

separate intellectual and emotional makeup. If the right of privacy

means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single,

to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so

fundamentally aƒecting a person as the decision whether to bear or

beget a child.³⁵

Although not directly at issue in the case, the Court’s reasoning

that a married couple consisted of two separate individuals was a re-

pudiation of the long-standing common law concept that the hus-

band and wife were one—the husband.

The next year, the Supreme Court decided U.S. Department of

Agriculture v. Moreno, a challenge to a federal law denying food

stamps to financially eligible households whose residents were unre-

lated.³⁶ The law excluded households with poor people who lived

together for all sorts of reasons, but the express congressional intent

of the restriction had been to prevent “communal ‘families’ of un-

related individuals” and “hippie communes” from receiving food

stamps.

Although the government first argued that the law’s purpose was

to foster morality, it abandoned that argument and asserted that the

restriction would reduce fraud. The Supreme Court recognized that

the true motivation was a “bare congressional desire to harm a po-

litically unpopular group” and held that, under the equal protection

clause, this could not be a legitimate reason to deny otherwise eligi-

ble poor people food stamps. Justice Rehnquist again dissented, ar-

guing that it was reasonable for Congress to allocate food stamps to

“some variation on the family as we know it.”
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In these three cases, King v. Smith, Eisenstadt v. Baird, and U.S.

Department of Agriculture v. Moreno, the Supreme Court refused to

implement laws reflecting disapproval of sex outside marriage.

Rather, it sided with the enormous social and cultural changes of the

time. Thus, birth control became a matter of constitutional right for

unmarried as well as married people, and the government was de-

nied the ability to condition financial assistance to the poor on con-

formity to the sexual morality of earlier decades. The landmark 1973

decision in Roe v. Wade, which followed several years of feminist ag-

itation for legal and safe abortion on demand, declared a woman’s

constitutional right to decide in consultation with her doctor

whether to terminate a pregnancy. Roe built on the right of privacy

articulated in both Griswold and Eisenstadt, ensuring that abortions

for single as well as married women could not be criminalized.

No-Fault Divorce

Marriage was no longer necessary to create legally recognized rela-

tionships with children. Marriage was no longer necessary to stave

oƒ moral judgments enforced by law. People could be sexually active

and remain unmarried. The final seismic shift of this period trans-

formed the law of divorce, enabling people who did marry to leave

those marriages for reasons unheard of in previous centuries.

In 1964 the California legislature held hearings on the state’s di-

vorce laws. Professor Herma Hill Kay, among others, testified about

eliminating fault as the basis for divorce. Two years later, the gover-

nor appointed a Commission on the Family, and the commission’s

report became the basis for the nation’s first pure no-fault divorce

law, enacted in 1969. During this period, the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws studied marriage and di-

vorce law, culminating in a draft in 1970 of the Uniform Marriage

and Divorce Act, which recommended no-fault divorce.³⁷

The impetus toward no-fault divorce did not come from the

women’s movement. To the contrary, some men wanted a way out of

marriage that removed the leverage that wives had over husbands

who wanted divorces but could not get them without their wives’

collusion, obtained in return for generous financial packages. But

once women began considering law reform from a feminist perspec-

tive, they supported a range of divorce-reform issues, including the
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grounds for divorce. New York NOW, for example, called for no-

fault divorce in 1971. Feminism turned the private and personal dis-

satisfaction that some women experienced in their marriages into a

socially acceptable reason to leave a marriage to escape rigid sex roles

and male domination. It also helped open the employment oppor-

tunities that made it financially feasible for women to live indepen-

dently from men. These accomplishments were consistent with new

laws approving easy exit from marriage.

No-fault divorce brought with it new thinking about the role of

fault in determining child custody. The rule that a parent who has sex

outside marriage was automatically unfit to have custody was out of

step with increased acceptance of nonmarital sex. Responding to

changing sexual mores, when the drafters of the Uniform Marriage

and Divorce Act considered a model statute on child custody, they

included the provision that “the court shall not consider conduct of

a proposed custodian that does not aƒect his relationship to the

child.” This constituted a rejection of the rule automatically linking

sex outside marriage to unfitness. While it is unlikely the drafters had

lesbian and gay parents in mind, the idea that parents’ sexual behav-

ior should not automatically keep them from having custody was an

enormous boon to those who would soon advocate that lesbian

mothers leaving marriages should be able to keep custody of their

children. Combined with the removal of homosexuality from the

American Psychiatric Association’s list of mental disorders in 1973,

this became the backbone of the legal strategy in support of lesbian

mothers.

The Family Redefined

Looked at together, these changes in the law of gender, sex, relation-

ships, households, and families were adjustments to the dramatic

social changes and political demands of the 1960s and early 1970s.

Some of these developments, most notably in divorce laws, occurred

through enactment of new statutes, reflecting a political consensus

to conform law to modern life. As important, however, is the role that

the Supreme Court played in constraining both federal and state leg-

islators unwilling to adapt to a society in which people organized

their lives less and less around marriage.
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In 1973, the American Home Economics Association defined a

family as

two or more people who share resources, share responsibility for de-

cisions, share values and goals, and have commitments to one an-

other over time. The family is that climate that one “comes home to”

and it is this network of sharing and commitments that most accu-

rately describes the family unit, regardless of blood, legal ties, adop-

tion or marriage.³⁸

At the time, there was every reason to believe that the law would con-

tinue to develop in the direction of such a definition, encompassing

lesbian and gay families as well as those of the heterosexuals who had

toppled the rigid, dichotomized, hierarchal family structures of old.
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CHAPTER TWO

Gay Rights and the 

Conservative Backlash

In 1970 Sandy Schuster, a psychiatric nurse, met Madeleine Isaacson,

a Sunday school teacher, at the Pentecostal church in Seattle where

Isaacson taught one of Schuster’s sons. They were both married 

and between them they had six children. They fell in love, and their

husbands filed for divorce in a joint proceeding and requested cus-

tody of the children. The judge permitted the mothers to keep

custody, but ordered them not to live together. Sandy and Madeleine

set up apartments across the hall from one another, and embarked

on a public campaign to undo the restriction placed on them. They

interested a doctor at the University of Washington in their family,

and he helped the university get a grant to make a documentary,

Sandy & Madeleine’s Family, which included Margaret Mead articu-

lating a supportive position.¹ In 1974, their ex-husbands took the

women back to court, but the judge allowed the couple to keep their

children and lifted all restrictions on their custody.²

In 1973 Marilyn Koop, another Washington mother, was not so

lucky. She had three children, ages fifteen, twelve, and ten, all of

whom wanted to live with her and her partner, Nancy Driber, rather

than with their father. The judge permitted the eldest to live where

she wished, but gave custody of the younger two to their father.

When these children ran away from their father’s home and later 

told the judge they would not live with him, the judge ordered them

placed in a juvenile detention center, where they spent three months.

They were later placed with their married half sister. The judge called

the mother’s living arrangement “abnormal” and said it would be

“highly detrimental to the girls.” Even after the half sister, plus a

court social worker and a psychiatrist, testified that the court should

return the children to their mother, the judge refused.³
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These cases of mothers in the early 1970s, coming out as les-

bians while married or after divorce and seeking to keep custody of

their children, are examples of the first family law issue addressed by

the burgeoning gay rights movement. Lesbian lawyers, grounded 

in feminism and aware of the cultural and legal developments con-

cerning family structure and the status of women, developed the the-

ories and strategies that made plausible—and often successful—the

claim that lesbian mothers were suitable parents.

Lesbians asserted the right to divorce without paying a penalty

for their freedom; they had sex outside of marriage; they built lives

outside a patriarchal family structure; they defied entrenched bread-

winner/homemaker gender roles. For these reasons, their fate was

intertwined with that of heterosexual mothers who divorced dom-

inating husbands, lived with unmarried partners or in communal

households, or bore children without being married, including wel-

fare mothers who sought adequate public assistance. 

By the time openly lesbian mothers argued in court for their right

to raise children, a social and political movement for gay rights and

liberation had joined the other movements of the 1960s. While that

movement was a necessary part of the climate that allowed lesbian

mothers to come out, it worked in tandem with the legal changes ac-

companying feminism and the sexual revolution. 

The Homophile Movement

The patrons of New York City’s Stonewall bar rioted on June 27–29,

1969, and that is generally understood as the dawn of the gay rights

movement. But almost two decades of “homophile” organizing pre-

ceded that night and helped ensure that the sexual revolution of the

1960s would encompass gay men and lesbians as well as heterosex-

uals.⁴ Harry Hay and others founded the Mattachine Society in 

Los Angeles in 1951. Their greatest legal concern was use of criminal 

law to arrest gay men and close gay bars. In 1955 in San Francisco,

Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin founded the women’s homophile group

Daughters of Bilitis (DOB), primarily as a social alternative to les-

bian bars. They published a magazine, The Ladder. Barbara Gittings

started a New York chapter in 1958. DOB had members who were

mothers, and The Ladder included articles about them. In 1957 Lyon
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and Martin arranged a meeting between members with children and

three professionals in mental health and education. 

Mattachine and DOB hoped to educate professionals who could

sway public opinion. For the most part, they stressed assimilation

and restraint, counseling members to wear gender-appropriate

clothing and asserting that homosexuals were no diƒerent from het-

erosexuals except for their choice of sexual partners. In 1961 Frank-

lin Kameny formed a Mattachine group in Washington, D.C., after

spending four years fighting the federal government for its decision

to fire him because he had been arrested for lewd conduct. Breaking

with decisions by previous groups, Kameny advocated a direct action

strategy modeled on the civil rights movement. He and fellow Mat-

tachine members wrote letters to those in the legislative, judicial, 

and executive branches, seeking meetings to discuss discrimination

in the government and armed services. He also was a founding mem-

ber of the local a‰liate of the American Civil Liberties Union, which

challenged in court the exclusion of gay men and lesbians from fed-

eral employment, winning a small step in the direction of ending the

ban. In 1963 the local ACLU joined Mattachine in opposing police

harassment, and in 1964 it persuaded the national ACLU to resolve

that no private sexual behavior between consenting adults should be

a crime.⁵

Subsequently, the national ACLU adopted gay rights positions

on sodomy laws, police harassment, immigration, government em-

ployment, security clearances, and the right to assemble in bars. By

the time of the Stonewall Rebellion, the ACLU was litigating to fur-

ther those positions in several states. 

Stonewall and Beyond

Although it was not the beginning of the movement, Stonewall was

certainly a turning point; on the second night of the rioting, “gay

power” appeared as New York gra‰ti. The Gay Liberation Front was

founded the next month, and within a year gay liberation groups had

formed on college campuses and in cities across the country. They

tapped into the movements against the war in Vietnam and for black

and women’s liberation; they became a part of the New Left. The new

gay activists diƒered from their earlier homophile counterparts in
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both their rhetoric of revolution and their willingness to challenge

gender conformity. As Allen Young, coeditor of a gay liberation an-

thology, described:

Gay liberation, on the surface, is a struggle by homosexuals for dig-

nity and respect—a struggle for civil rights. Of course, we want to

“come out” . . . to hold down jobs without having to play straight,

and to change or abolish those laws which restrict and denigrate us.

But the movement for a new definition of sexuality does not, 

and cannot, end there. The definition of sexism, as developed 

by women’s liberation and gay liberation, presupposes a struggle

against the main perpetrators of sexism—straight white men—and

against the manifestations of sexism as they appear in all people. The

revolutionary goals of gay liberation, including the elimination of

capitalism, imperialism and racism, are premised on the termina-

tion of the system of male supremacy.⁶

The link between this new movement and the existing radical

movements was demonstrated by the presence of a representative of

New York’s Gay Liberation Front as a speaker at the massive Wash-

ington, D.C., march against the war in Vietnam in November 1969.

The gay and lesbian movement grew exponentially. On the one-

year anniversary of the Stonewall riots, thousands commemorated

the event in a march from Greenwich Village to Central Park. More

lesbians and gay men lived openly and proudly. Their lives converged

with those of heterosexuals who divorced, lived together without

marrying, or bore children outside marriage. Their challenge to gen-

der norms converged with the demands of feminists. 

The homophile movement’s emphasis on reforming the mental

health profession’s assessment of sexual orientation gave it common

cause with feminists, who wanted the profession to stop pathol-

ogizing women who resisted traditional, subservient roles. Post-

Stonewall gay activists adopted the tactics of direct action common

to radical feminism. Thus, in 1970, gay and feminist demonstrators

together interrupted the national convention of the American Psy-

chiatric Association in San Francisco. They stormed the stage during

the delivery of a paper on “aversion therapy,” a treatment designed to

change sexual orientation using electric shock or nausea drugs in

conjunction with sexually provocative same-sex visuals. They de-
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manded that the profession end its part in perpetuating both rigid

sex roles for women and the view that homosexuals were sick. 

At the 1972 convention, Kameny and Gittings, some heterosexual

psychiatrists, and one gay psychiatrist who would only appear if 

he could disguise his identity and use a voice-distorting micro-

phone, spoke to a packed house on a panel titled “Psychiatry, Friend

or Foe to Homosexuals?” This spurred the beginning of an o‰cial

gay group within the APA. Just one year later, in 1973, the board of

trustees voted to remove homosexuality from the list of mental dis-

orders.⁷ This development was critical to any legal strategy support-

ing the custody rights of lesbian mothers. 

Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin pushed feminist groups to embrace

the concerns of lesbians. They spoke about lesbian mothers and in-

spired the formation of a Lesbian Mothers Union in California in

1971. Their 1972 book, Lesbian/Woman, included a chapter on lesbian

mothers.⁸ The next year, they authored an article on lesbian mothers

in Ms. magazine,⁹ and articles discussing lesbian mothers appeared

in the New York Times and Newsweek. In 1974 the custody case of

Sandy and Madeleine spawned the Lesbian Mothers National De-

fense Fund, a volunteer-run, Seattle-based national clearinghouse

for legal and psychological materials; the organization published a

newsletter, maintained a referral service, and raised money to help

lesbian mothers with legal bills.

The lawyers in the women’s movement—most of them hetero-

sexual—were working primarily on the equal rights amendment and

other issues of sex equality. Lawyers in the gay rights movement—

most of them men—were working primarily on sodomy law reform

and employment discrimination. The National Gay Task Force (now

the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force) and Lambda Legal Defense

and Education Fund (now Lambda Legal) were both started in 1973,

but neither initially addressed lesbian mothers.

Lesbian lawyers developed a strategy to protect the custody rights

of openly lesbian mothers. In 1974, child custody became the first les-

bian issue addressed at the National Conference on Women and the

Law, an annual gathering of feminist lawyers that began in 1970. Each

year thereafter, this feminist conference was the place at which law-

yers were trained to represent lesbian mothers. In 1977, San Fran-

cisco lawyer Donna Hitchens founded the Lesbian Rights Project as
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an oƒshoot of the feminist Equal Rights Advocates. Although the

project addressed a range of issues, such as employment, immigra-

tion, and discharge of lesbians from the military, its focus was par-

enting. Pushed by lesbian activists, nondiscrimination in custody

decisions became a plank of the feminist Plan of Action adopted at

the 1977 National Women’s Conference in Houston.

The victories in the early and mid-1970s, including that of Sandy

and Madeleine, were made possible because of the convergence of so-

cial and legal changes, and the eƒorts of lesbian feminist lawyers who

were able to channel those changes into a legal strategy. Other suc-

cessful cases in the mid-1970s occurred in California, Maine, Ohio,

Oregon, and South Carolina. In the first—and still one of the few—

victories for transsexual parents, in 1973 a Colorado appeals court

told a trial court that it was wrong to remove custody of four chil-

dren from a mother simply because she had undergone a sex-change

operation and become a man.¹⁰

Cases in which lesbian mothers, like Marilyn Koop, lost custody

of their children, were more numerous, and many mothers gave 

up custody without going to court; the backward-looking forces of 

the status quo, resistant to both the changing status of women and

the increased visibility and acceptance of homosexuality, controlled

most of the judiciary. But forward-looking judges and lawyers ac-

cepted the basic tenets of feminism and the other progressive social

movements of the time and the sexual revolution that accompanied

them.

Beginning in 1972 in Ann Arbor, Michigan, counties and cities

passed ordinances outlawing discrimination against gay men and les-

bians in employment, housing, and public accommodations. In 1976

the District of Columbia City Council extended its antidiscrimina-

tion law to prohibit judges from using sexual orientation as a basis

for denying custody or visitation. That year, the American Psycho-

logical Association resolved that sexual orientation should not be a

primary component in decisions on custody, adoption, or foster par-

enting. The civil rights paradigm that oƒered equality to previously

oppressed groups seemed broad enough to encompass an end to dis-

crimination based on sexual orientation. The recognition of family

ties based on shared resources and commitments, not blood, legal

formalities, or marriage, indicated the likelihood of increasing suc-
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cess for the custody claims of lesbian mothers and increased recog-

nition of the varied households in which gay men and lesbians lived.

It was just a matter of time.

The Backlash Begins

When the backlash came, it hit both feminism and gay rights. Phyl-

lis Schlafly, author of a book extolling the conservatism of Barry

Goldwater, formed the Eagle Forum to oppose the equal rights

amendment. She used the specter of gay marriage to rally voters to

defeat the ERA. Abortion opponents formed a “right to life” move-

ment to protest the Supreme Court’s Roe v. Wade decision. As the gay

rights movement experienced successes, it too incurred the wrath of

those who wanted to turn back the clock.

In 1977, five years after the first law prohibiting discrimination

based on sexual orientation, Dade County, Florida, passed such an

ordinance. Anita Bryant—a singer, former beauty queen, and spokes-

person for the Florida orange juice industry—spearheaded an eƒort

to repeal it by popular vote. Her “Save the Children” campaign cap-

italized on fears of “homosexual recruitment” of children and child

molestation; she called gay men and lesbians “human garbage.” On

June 7, 1977, the referendum was held and the ordinance repealed.

The next day the governor signed legislation banning adoption by

lesbians and gay men.¹¹

The forward trajectory of feminism and gay and lesbian rights

and the backlash these movements inspired met at the National

Women’s Conference that summer in Houston. Phyllis Schlafly’s Ea-

gle Forum joined the John Birch Society, the Ku Klux Klan, the Mor-

mon Church, and other conservative organizations to oppose the

state-level conferences that preceded the national gathering. Schlafly

predicted that the Houston conference would finish oƒ the women’s

movement by showing feminists to be “the radical, antifamily, pro-

lesbian people they are.” At the national conference Schlafly led a vo-

cal minority of about 20 percent of the delegates. 

The delegates who sided with Schlafly produced a minority re-

port that read as a blueprint for the conservative agenda. It advocated

limits on taxation and nonessential government spending, and it

identified national defense as the primary role of the federal govern-
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ment. It called for libraries to stock materials portraying traditional

wives, mothers, and homemakers in a positive light, “instead of 

the predominance of material of the feminist viewpoint”; it opposed

battered-women’s shelters and federally funded childcare and early-

childhood-development programs; it recommended that teachers,

counselors, school administrators, and psychologists “research stud-

ies which prove that sexually diƒerentiated behavior is firmly rooted

in the biological phenomenon of hormonal action on the fetal brain

so they can understand the ultimate damage to the student that can

result from unisex conformity and/or role reversal.” Although it ap-

proved of equal employment opportunities, it stated that women

working outside the home still considered their families their pri-

mary careers and were working because of the need to keep pace with

the wage-price spiral caused by inflationary deficit spending.¹²

The report’s “sexual preference” plank a‰rmed: “We oppose giv-

ing lesbians or homosexuals privileges of adopting children, of

teaching in schools, of acting as role models, or otherwise promot-

ing their way of life. We believe that the definition of a family should

never be extended to in any way include homosexuals or biologically

unrelated, unmarried couples or otherwise accord to them the dig-

nity which properly belongs to husbands and wives.”

The positions in the minority report might have seemed an

anomaly had the signs of successful backlash not appeared elsewhere.

President Jimmy Carter did not back the progressive Plan of Ac-

tion that emerged from Houston. When Bella Abzug continued to

push for its implementation, Carter fired her as chair of the National

Advisory Committee on Women; other committee members quit 

in protest. The antiabortion movement gained a political victory in

1976 when Congress passed the Hyde Amendment denying federal

funding of abortion for Medicaid recipients.¹³ In 1977 the Supreme

Court upheld an analogous state law, the first decision by the Court

approving a limit on abortion.¹⁴ In 1979 the Supreme Court upheld

the Social Security law that granted survivors’ benefits to a deceased

worker’s wife if she was raising his children but not to an unmarried

partner raising his children; the Court ruled that this was not un-

lawful discrimination against nonmarital children.¹⁵

Schlafly’s anti-ERA movement succeeded. In 1977 Indiana was

the thirty-fifth state to ratify the amendment (out of thirty-eight
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needed). In spite of legislation extending the deadline from 1979 to

1982, not a single additional state ratified it, and some attempted to

rescind their ratifications.

Bryant took her antigay crusade around the country. She was

successful in Saint Paul, Minnesota, Eugene, Oregon, and Wichita,

Kansas. After the Wichita vote, she announced, “It is now obvious

that the will of the American people is to return this country to pro-

family, Bible morality.”¹⁶

Defining the family divided advocates into two camps, exempli-

fied when President Carter fulfilled his 1976 campaign pledge to con-

vene a White House Conference on the Family. In early 1979, the

o‰cial name was changed to the White House Conference on Fam-

ilies. Some delegates demanded restoration of the original name to

recognize that “our nation was founded on a strong traditional fam-

ily, meaning a married heterosexual couple with or without natural

children.”¹⁷

The group urging a return to the original name was the National

Pro-Family Coalition. It worked hard to elect delegates and obtain

platform positions opposing feminism, abortion, the ERA, homo-

sexuality, and big government. It argued against unmarried partners,

mothers with nonmarital children, and gay and lesbian relation-

ships.

Opposing this limited vision was the Coalition for Families, made

up of almost fifty moderate and liberal organizations. It endorsed the

ERA, the right to choose abortion, and the “elimination of discrim-

ination and encouragement of respect for diƒerences based on sex,

race, ethnic origin, creed, socioeconomic status, age, disability, di-

versity of family type, sexual preference, or biological ties.”¹⁸

The opposing camps looked at the variety of family structures in

U.S. society and perceived them diƒerently. Where the Coalition for

Families saw family pluralism, the National Pro-Family Coalition

saw family breakdown. Family pluralism encompassed everyone

who benefited from the demise of legally mandated gender norms

and the reduced imperative of marriage that characterized the late

1960s and early- to mid-1970s. Expanded options for women and new

family structures constituted family breakdown for those who im-

posed the “traditional” married heterosexual couple as the ideal and

labeled other forms deviant.
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Also in 1979, Reverend Jerry Falwell founded the Moral Majority,

an organization that became so pervasive its name was applied to

Christian right-wing groups in general. Its strategy was to create a

conservative movement using social issues including abortion, ho-

mosexuality, the ERA, busing, and a‰rmative action. The decline 

of the “God-ordained institution of the family,” to use the words of

James Dobson’s Focus on the Family, was one of its battle cries.

This coalition proved critical to Ronald Reagan’s 1980 election.

The day after Reagan’s success, conservative activists held a news con-

ference to announce their agenda. In addition to support of both a

constitutional amendment to ban abortion and an antigay and an-

tifeminist “family protection act,” they called for increased defense

spending, massive tax cuts, and cuts in health and human services

programs.

Feminists and Gay Rights Advocates Fight Back

The backlash against feminism and gay rights dwelled on family, in-

voking the language of “traditional family” and “family values.” It

was an attack on the changes in law and culture that facilitated fam-

ily pluralism, sexuality beyond that simply for procreation, and 

liberation from rigid gender norms. Feminists resisted. In Novem-

ber 1979, NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund held a National

Assembly on the Future of the Family, which drew two thousand

participants. The scope of the assembly was vast; in addition to cov-

ering issues typically associated with families, such as marriage,

domestic violence, childcare, and divorce, it made recommendations

on education, housing, community organizing, and government

benefits.¹⁹

The panel on nontraditional families addressed heterosexual un-

married couples, with or without children; gay and lesbian couples,

with or without children; adults who may or may not share an inti-

mate relationship raising children in a shared household; and single

adults raising children. The panel’s recommendations dealt with the

issues relevant to lesbian and gay families in a larger context. Thus,

it advocated that parents seeking custody of their children not be pe-

nalized because their “family style” was not traditional. The report

also noted that
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the rights of children to education, support, care and nurturing

must be protected regardless of the choices made by the parents. . . .

An example of such benefits would be the availability of health in-

surance coverage for dependents within family units. . . . A single

wage earner supporting an extended family should be permitted to

include dependents—regardless of blood relationship—in a health

insurance plan.

The panel recommended that tax laws be revised to avoid re-

warding certain types of families and penalizing others; that sur-

vivors’ rights should be determined by functional—not legal

—relationships; and that Social Security should recognize services

rendered in the home.

Lesbians and gay men also resisted. Some one hundred thousand

people turned out for the first National March on Washington for

Lesbian and Gay Rights in 1979. One of the three principal demands

of the march was an end to discrimination against lesbian and gay

parents. Court cases continued to produce victories as well as defeats.

In what remains one of the most eloquent expressions of the positive

aspects of having a lesbian mother, a 1979 New Jersey appellate court

reasoned:

[These children may] emerge better equipped to search out their

own standards of right and wrong, better able to perceive that the

majority is not always correct in its moral judgments, and better able

to understand the importance of conforming their beliefs to the re-

quirements of reason and tested knowledge, not the constraints of

currently popular sentiment or prejudice.²⁰

Throughout the 1970s, advocates for lesbian and gay parents and

relationships benefited from their common ground with bigger,

better-established social justice movements. Organizing for the 1979

march reflected a commitment to ending racism and sexism by re-

quiring 50 percent of the leaders to be women and at least 20 percent

to be people of color. NOW, the National Lawyers Guild, and the an-

tiwar and antinuclear group Mobilization for Survival all endorsed

the march. These groups shared a commitment to racial, economic,

and gender justice and to peace. The right-wing backlash, in its re-
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lentless support for the male-dominated, heterosexual family, op-

posed both gay rights and the feminist movement. Anita Bryant’s

crusade was part of a larger conservative movement that rejoiced in

the election of Ronald Reagan and presented new challenges for all

progressive movements.
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CHAPTER THREE

Redefining Family 

In 1975 Miguel Braschi and Leslie Blanchard began living together in

a New York City apartment leased in Blanchard’s name alone. Blan-

chard contracted AIDS, and he died in September 1986. Two months

later, the landlord sought to evict Braschi from the home he had

shared with Blanchard for eleven years. The law allowed an occupant

whose name was not on the lease to remain in the apartment only if

he was a surviving spouse or some other member of the deceased

tenant’s “family.” The first appeals court to hear the case ruled that

the law included only “traditional,” legally recognized, family rela-

tionships. The state’s highest court, however, ruled in 1989 that “the

intended protection against sudden eviction should not rest on ficti-

tious legal distinctions or genetic history, but instead should find its

foundation in the reality of family life.” Miguel Braschi won the right

to keep his home.¹

In December 1979 Karen Thompson and Sharon Kowalski ex-

changed rings. They lived in Saint Cloud, Minnesota, far from the

post-Stonewall climate of New York and San Francisco. They loved

each other, but they did not use the word “lesbian”; they told almost

no one the nature of their relationship. Soon thereafter they moved

in together. 

The car accident on November 13, 1983, in which Sharon sus-

tained severe physical and neurological injuries, changed everything.

First it was the hospital that denied Karen access to her partner of

four years; then it was Sharon’s family. Relations were initially cor-

dial between Sharon’s parents and Karen, but they grew strained 

as Sharon’s father questioned how much time Karen spent assisting

with Sharon’s care and therapy. After about three months, Karen told

Sharon’s parents about the relationship she had with their daughter;

they did not believe her, and they were revolted. As court-appointed
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guardian, Sharon’s father stopped Karen’s visits with Sharon. He

moved her to a distant nursing home where she did not get rehabil-

itative treatment, and her condition deteriorated. Although Sharon

showed some ability to express a preference to be with Karen, the

courts upheld the decisions Sharon’s father made for eight years; for

three and a half years Karen did not see Sharon at all.

Around the country, feminist, lesbian, and disability rights

groups organized on Karen and Sharon’s behalf. Among their ac-

tivities were demonstrations in twenty-one cities on August 8, 1998,

Sharon’s thirty-second birthday, a day activists named “National

Free Sharon Kowalski Day.” Karen’s book about the ordeal, Why

Can’t Sharon Kowalski Come Home? was published that year. In 1992,

after three attempts in the Minnesota Court of Appeals, Karen was

named Sharon’s guardian. Sharon has been living ever since with

Karen and Karen’s new partner, Patty.²

Couples and Others outside Marriage

Even before the tragedies that changed forever the lives of Miguel

Braschi, Leslie Blanchard, Karen Thompson, and Sharon Kowalski,

it was apparent that unmarried couples could suƒer from the absence

of legal recognition. When “illegitimate” children had suƒered be-

cause they lacked access to the benefits given children born to mar-

ried couples, the solution had been to reduce the legal significance of

marriage—to make something other than marriage the dividing line

between who was included and who was excluded from particular

benefits. Redefining family, including recognizing unmarried cou-

ples, was an extension of the developments of the 1970s that made

marriage matter less. Redefining family, rather than achieving mar-

riage for same-sex couples, was also the driving vision of the coali-

tions in which advocates for gay and lesbian families participated.

That is not to say that same-sex couples never considered mar-

riage. Shortly after Stonewall, a few had tried to marry and had failed.

In 1970 two gay activists at the University of Minnesota had called a

press conference to draw attention to their application for a marriage

license. When the city clerk denied the application, television and

newspapers around the country carried the story. That same year,
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two Seattle men, who lived in a commune, ran a gay community cen-

ter, and were friends who sometimes had sex but were not romantic

partners, sought a marriage license in order to generate public dis-

cussion about gay relationships. When both these couples brought

court challenges, judges rebuƒed the claims that same-sex couples

should be allowed to marry, finding them inconsistent with the

definition of marriage.³

Those cases were not part of, nor were they followed by, any or-

ganized political or legal eƒort to legalize same-sex marriage. Well

into the 1980s, the legal arm of the gay rights movement was staƒed

almost entirely by volunteers. With scarce resources, lawyers focused

on issues most likely to be successful; same-sex marriage was not one.

The feminist critique of marriage also steered advocates for les-

bian and gay families away from marriage. Marriage came with a pa-

triarchal script. The legal and political developments of the 1970s had

chipped away at that script, but the Christian Right was trying to

hammer it back into place. Women were voting on marriage with

their feet; 1979 and 1981 saw the highest divorce rates in the history of

the country. Heterosexual feminists were eschewing marriage in the

hopes of building more egalitarian relationships. The lesbian lawyers

debating movement priorities, and a few of the gay male lawyers as

well, were as committed to feminism as they were to gay rights and

saw the two as intertwined. The overarching goal was facilitating so-

cial, legal, and economic support for diverse family forms outside the

patriarchal family; less marriage, not marriage, was consistent with

that vision.

What’s more, the Christian Right lumped together same-sex cou-

ples and unmarried heterosexual couples for the threat they posed to

“traditional” marriage, and their template for traditional marriage

included rigid gender roles. The Christian Right also lumped homo-

sexual sex with nonprocreative and nonmarital heterosexual sex as

immoral aƒronts to God’s law. The Christian Right opposed gov-

ernment spending on antipoverty and civil rights programs, link-

ing such spending to family decline. Speaking in 1982 at a Family

Forum conference cosponsored by the Moral Majority Foundation,

Pat Robertson, the founder and president of the Christian Broad-

casting Network, who would run for president of the United States

later in the decade, expressed the connections:
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Deficit spending, from the 1940’s through the 1970’s, put an intoler-

able burden on the American people . . . So it became necessary for

women to enter the work force not because they wanted to but be-

cause they had to. Twenty-five million children under school age 

are dumped into day care centers by their mothers. Teenagers come

home and there’s no one there, so they think, “How about a little

marijuana and a little sex.” When mother gets home she’s tired, and

squabbles with her husband. They get divorced, the children lose

their role models, there is more rebellion in the schools and homo-

sexuality and the children of divorce get divorced themselves.⁴

Robertson’s solution was “a Christian marriage.” “Being a house-

wife,” he said, “is a noble profession. My father was a Senator, but my

mother stayed home to tell me about Jesus Christ.”⁵ Thus, whether

on the oƒensive seeking recognition or on the defensive in response

to the backlash, gay and lesbian advocacy was intertwined with ad-

vocacy for diverse family and relationship forms, freedom of sexual

expression, and elimination of male supremacy. 

An Alternative to Marriage

The push for a status called “domestic partnership” began in the 

early 1980s as an alternative to marriage. It was a status available 

to both same-sex and different-sex couples. Although heterosexuals

could marry, domestic partnership recognition was consistent with

the proposition that they should not have to. The need for recogni-

tion of those who could not and those who chose not to marry was two

sides of the same coin.

Private employers, colleges and universities, and cities and coun-

ties all contributed to the development of domestic partnership. In

1982 the Village Voice newspaper became the first employer to pro-

vide health, disability, and life insurance to the “spousal equivalent”

of any gay or straight employee who had lived with the employee for

at least a year.

Ben & Jerry’s, a small company based in Waterbury, Vermont, be-

gan to oƒer health insurance coverage to unmarried partners in 1989.

Human resources manager Liz Lonergan explained the company’s

reasoning: “We really believe the family is who you love and who you

live with,” and that “the families of all [Ben & Jerry’s’] workers de-
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serve as a basic human right to live free of the fear that a catastrophic

illness or accident could destroy them financially.”⁶

In 1990 the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force surveyed bene-

fit policies at colleges and universities. Out of 500 questionnaires 

sent out, 110 were returned; over 20 percent of the responding insti-

tutions recognized nontraditional families and/or domestic partners

in some fashion.⁷

Some policies extended beyond couples to an even broader defi-

nition of family. Mission College permitted paid bereavement leave

for immediate family or “any other significant person who was liv-

ing in the . . . employee’s household.” Bowdoin, Georgia State, Michi-

gan, and North Dakota authorized leave to tend to a sick family

member as defined by the employee. Oberlin had a broad nondis-

crimination policy that extended equal access to services, facilities,

housing, and employee benefits to those meeting the criteria of “co-

habitation, long term emotional commitment, and financial inter-

dependence.”

In 1985 Berkeley and West Hollywood passed the first municipal

domestic partner ordinances, with Santa Cruz following in 1986. In

1988 Los Angeles extended to city employees the ability to use sick or

bereavement leave for the illness or death of a domestic partner if the

couple registered with the city after living together for at least a year.

San Francisco enacted a domestic partner ordinance in 1989, extend-

ing health insurance coverage to partners of city employees and be-

reavement leave identical to that given spouses. It also gave all who

registered, not just city employees, the right to hospital visitation.

The Madison Example

Some communities sought to expand the relationships entitled to le-

gal recognition beyond couples. In Madison, Wisconsin, in 1983, the

Alternative Family Rights Task Force of the Madison Equal Oppor-

tunities Commission (MEOC) began a study of community needs.

The task force considered the testimony of two Hispanic women 

who described the prevalence in minority cultures of close ties with

extended alternative families. It heard from lesbian couples and

unmarried heterosexual couples who could not protect their fami-

lies through employer-provided health insurance and sick leave. One

couple could not obtain a family membership in the YWCA. A hos-
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pital refused to allow a stepmother to visit her seriously ill stepson

whom she had helped raise for eight years. The task force reviewed a

newspaper article about three women over sixty living as a family in

a group home provided by their church.

Ultimately, the city chose to define domestic partners as those in

a “relationship of mutual support, caring, and commitment [who]

intend to remain in such a relationship in the immediate future. . . .

Mutual support means that the domestic partners contribute mu-

tually to the maintenance and support of the domestic partner-

ship throughout its existence.”⁸ They must live together as a “single, 

nonprofit housekeeping unit, whose relationship is of permanent

and distinct domestic character” and their relationship must not be

“merely temporary, social, political, commercial, or economic in

nature.”

The history of the Madison definition is almost unique.⁹ The

Alternative Family Rights Task Force sought equal respect for and

recognition of a wide variety of family forms. It was not driven by 

a desire either to compensate same-sex couples for the inability to

marry or to recognize unmarried couples. The ordinance covers any

two adults who meet the criteria.

The District of Columbia, which enacted its domestic partner

registration in 1992 as part of a coalition eƒort to recognize the 

city’s diverse families, also uses an atypical definition. Its eligibility

criteria extends to two individuals in “a familial relationship . . .

characterized by mutual caring and the sharing of a mutual resi-

dence.” Madison and D.C. thus open registration to same-sex couples,

diƒerent-sex couples, and those in nonconjugal relationships. Be-

cause the definitions do not bar those who are related closely enough

that they cannot marry, registration is also available to relatives.

The Influence of AIDS

AIDS, which by the mid-1980s was associated largely with gay men

as a result of transmission through sexual practices, increased the ur-

gency of recognizing relationships not based on blood or marriage.

Examples abounded of longtime partners or best friends of people

with AIDS being excluded from hospital visitation and from deci-

sions about medical treatment and burial or disposition of remains

by the biological families of gay men with AIDS. Unmarried part-
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ners also were not given bereavement leave by public or private em-

ployers.

AIDS demonstrated the profound insu‰ciency of the law on de-

cision making for a person unable to make decisions for himself. The

power of attorney, an instrument that allows another person to carry

on financial matters, typically could last only for as long as the per-

son writing it remained competent, but a person with AIDS wanted

to designate someone to make decisions when he was no longer 

able to do so. Such a designation would keep the legal next of kin—

usually a spouse for a married person or a parent for an unmarried

one—from obtaining that power. The saga of Sharon Kowalski also

demonstrated the consequences of basing decision-making author-

ity on the formal, traditional definition of family.

Raising Children

The gay rights movement enabled many young adults to embrace

their sexual orientation. As a result men and women who in an ear-

lier period would have married out of convention, fear, or denial, 

no longer did so. Some wanted to be parents. Births of nonmarital

children no longer carried the stigma they did in earlier decades;

medical technology increased the possibilities for conception with-

out sexual intercourse. Lesbians began conceiving children through

alternative insemination. Lesbians and gay men sought to adopt.

These developments posed new legal challenges. Laws did not

easily recognize that a child might have two mothers or two fathers.

Lawyers who in other contexts were redefining family needed new ar-

guments for redefining parenthood. In addition, the increased visi-

bility of children with lesbian and gay parents risked a backlash of

restrictive laws.

Sustained national attention to the suitability of lesbians and gay

men raising children emerged in 1985 in the context of foster par-

enting. Many states, chronically short of foster homes, licensed les-

bian and gay foster parents in the decade from 1975 to 1985, a practice

supported by both the American Psychological Association and the

National Association of Social Workers. But in May 1985, neighbors

of a gay couple who served as foster parents went to the Boston Globe

to express their disapproval. The ensuing publicity sparked wide-
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spread debate about gay men and lesbians raising children. Massa-

chusetts changed its policy, issuing regulations that gave preference

to married couples and made it almost impossible for lesbians and

gay men to become foster parents.¹⁰

In the wake of that controversy, in 1986 New Hampshire became

the second state with an adoption ban and the first with a legislatively

mandated ban on gay foster parenting.¹¹ In 1987 President Ronald

Reagan’s Interagency Task Force on Adoption recommended that

“homosexual adoption should not be supported.”

In other, more receptive, states, advocates for gay and lesbian par-

ents were using court cases to develop law enabling both members of

a couple to be legally recognized as a child’s parent. Lawyers coined

the term “second-parent adoption” to describe the equivalent of a

stepparent adoption, in which a biological parent’s partner adopts

her child. The term “joint adoption” was used to designate adop-

tion of a child by both members of a couple, a practice unheard of

earlier unless the couple was legally married. The first second-parent

adoption was granted in Alaska in 1985, and within months there

were others in Oregon, Washington, and California. All were granted 

by trial court judges without written opinions, giving them limited

value in setting precedent for other courts. The adoption decrees

were circulated among a small group of advocates who used them to

help develop the law in an increasing number of jurisdictions. Al-

though law review articles first discussed these cases in 1986, there

was no reported opinion granting a second-parent adoption until

1991.

The practice of second-parent adoption was not limited to same-

sex couples. The principle at stake was the right of any two un-

married people to become legal parents of a child. In one Maryland

case, two sisters were named the mothers of a child they were rais-

ing. When the highest court in New York approved the practice 

in 1995, it did so in two cases, one involving a lesbian couple and the

other involving an unmarried heterosexual couple. One legal scholar

urged approval of joint adoption by two coparents, not romantically

involved, as a natural extension of shared parenting models within

the black community.¹²

Divergence among states in attitudes toward lesbian and gay par-

enting continued to play out in the numerous postdivorce disputes
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between a lesbian or gay parent and a heterosexual ex-spouse. Suc-

cessful rulings were possible because judges were required to deter-

mine the best interests of a particular child. In this less politicized,

and usually less publicized, environment, some continued to be will-

ing to accept gay men and lesbians as good parents. Researchers 

had begun studying the well-being of children raised by lesbian

mothers, and they debunked recurring myths in court decisions—

that lesbians were mentally ill or emotionally unstable; that a lesbian

mother would sexually molest her child or demonstrate sexual be-

havior in front of her child; and that children raised by lesbian moth-

ers would become gay or lesbian, would be confused about their

gender identity, or would be socially stigmatized.

In 1980 the Massachusetts Supreme Court permitted a lesbian

mother to regain custody from a guardian who had cared for her chil-

dren while the mother was suƒering from mental and physical ill-

ness. The court said that the mother could not lose her children

because her household failed to meet “ideals approved by the com-

munity” or because she had a lifestyle “at odds with the average.”¹³

The Alaska Supreme Court ruled in 1985 that it was “impermissible

to rely on any real or imagined social stigma attaching to mother’s

status as a lesbian.”¹⁴

On the other hand, the backlash that began in the mid-1970s

meant that many courts continued to rule against gay and lesbian

parents. In 1985 the Virginia Supreme Court held that a gay parent

living with a partner was always an unfit parent.¹⁵ In 1986 the Nevada

Supreme Court terminated a father’s parental rights solely because

he underwent a sex-change operation.¹⁶ The Missouri appeals courts

ruled against lesbian and gay parents nine times in the 1980s, mak-

ing it the worst state in the country in which to litigate for custody

or visitation. 

The U.S. Supreme Court’s 1986 decision in Bowers v. Hardwick

upheld a Georgia statute prohibiting sodomy between two consent-

ing adults.¹⁷ The decision left standing criminal sodomy laws in

twenty-four states and the District of Columbia. In some states, these

statutes had been used explicitly to justify denials of or restrictions

on custody or visitation. A positive decision in Bowers would have

given advocates in those states a powerful weapon for asserting the

rights of gay and lesbian parents. Instead, the Court’s decision tacitly
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approved reasoning such as that applied by an Arizona appeals court

just a few months later. That court a‰rmed a trial court’s unwill-

ingness to certify a bisexual man as an appropriate adoptive parent,

reasoning that Arizona had a criminal sodomy statute, that such 

a statute was constitutional under Bowers, and that “it would be

anomalous for the state on the one hand to declare homosexual con-

duct unlawful and on the other create a parent after that proscribed

model, in eƒect approving that standard, inimical to the natural

family, as head of a state-created family.”¹⁸ The ruling in Bowers was

one precipitating event leading to the second March on Washington

for Lesbian and Gay Rights in 1987. Five hundred thousand lesbian,

gay, bisexual, and transgender people and their allies participated;

over seven hundred were arrested on the steps of the Supreme Court

in a direct protest of the Bowers decision.

Growing Advocacy for Family Diversity

By the late 1980s, the legal arm of the gay rights movement had a more

developed infrastructure. The ACLU added a Lesbian and Gay Rights

Project in 1986. The National Lesbian and Gay Law Association 

(NLGLA) was formed at a meeting held in conjunction with the 1987

March on Washington. In 1988 NLGLA held its first “Lavender Law”

conference, which included panels on both traditional custody and

visitation disputes and the issues facing planned gay and lesbian fam-

ilies, including access to alternative insemination, surrogacy, and

adoption and second-parent adoptions. It took Lambda Legal ten

years, from 1973 to 1983, to hire its first full-time attorney, but by 1989

it had four. 

By the end of the 1980s, gay and lesbian advocates often played

critical roles in coalition advocacy on behalf of diverse family struc-

tures. Both the state of California and the city of Los Angeles issued

task force reports on family diversity. The Los Angeles report urged

government to define families to reflect the way people actually 

live. It recommended flexible definitions of family, a ban on marital-

status discrimination, and domestic partnership status for two peo-

ple who lived together and shared the “common necessities of life.”¹⁹

When the highest court in New York ruled in favor of Miguel

Braschi in 1989, it was a victory won as a result of coalition eƒorts on
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behalf of diverse family forms. Certainly it was a victory for lesbian

and gay couples, but the legal issue in the case was the definition 

of the word “family” in rent-control laws. The landlord wanted a

narrow definition, limited to married couples and biological and

adoptive parents and children. The strategy of the gay rights law-

yers representing Mr. Braschi included the submission of numerous

friend-of-the-court briefs explaining how many diƒerent types of

families would be harmed by such a definition.

The ACLU’s Lesbian and Gay Rights Project represented Mr.

Braschi. The friend-of-the-court brief filed by Lambda Legal noted

that the court’s decision would aƒect thousands of nontraditional

family units, including gay and lesbian families, heterosexual un-

married couples, and the poor. It argued that traditional families

were not more worthy of government protection than alternative

families. Gay Men’s Health Crisis and several AIDS service agencies

filed a brief detailing the circumstances of those like Mr. Braschi,

who had cared for his partner who was dying of AIDS.

Briefs from other organizations acknowledged the vast diversity

of families in New York and argued passionately for protection for all

families. Community Action for Legal Services, a nonprofit organi-

zation for low-income New Yorkers that ran seventeen o‰ces in the

five boroughs, argued that a narrow definition of family would be

devastating for its clients. It advocated a functional definition of fam-

ily and pointed to court decisions describing a family as “a continu-

ing relationship of love and care, and an assumption of responsibility

for some other person.” Family Service America (now the Alliance

for Children and Families), then a network of 290 local agencies pro-

viding services to more than 3 million people, argued for recogniz-

ing family pluralism. The Association of the Bar of the City of New

York also filed a friend-of-the-court brief. The group argued for an

inquiry into whether the household was the “functional and factual

equivalent of a natural family.”

The Braschi decision identified the purpose of the state’s rent-

control laws as protection from the sudden loss of one’s home. The

court quoted Webster’s Dictionary’s first definition of “family” as “a

group of people united by certain convictions or common a‰lia-

tion,” and concluded that protection from eviction should extend to
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“those who reside in households having all the normal familial char-

acteristics.” After listing many characteristics that a trial court should

consider in applying this test, the court held that the controlling fac-

tor should be the “totality of the relationship as evidenced by the

dedication, caring and self-sacrifice of the parties.” Miguel Braschi

and Leslie Blanchard met that test.

New York’s Division of Housing and Community Renewal then

issued new regulations governing both rent-controlled and rent-sta-

bilized apartments. The agency included in the list of those entitled

to succession rights those “who can prove emotional and financial

commitment and interdependence with the tenant,” making it clear

that a sexual relationship was not required. A New York State sena-

tor’s proposal that the state constitution be amended to define fam-

ily as spouses, parents, children, and in-laws went nowhere.

Contrasting Visions: Value Family 

Diversity versus Remedy the Exclusion 

of Same-Sex Couples from Marriage 

Braschi was the most decisive legal victory to that point for both

same-sex couples and other nontraditional family forms. Gay rights

advocates were ecstatic. But within weeks, commentator Andrew

Sullivan published an essay in the New Republic titled “The Conser-

vative Case for Gay Marriage.” Sullivan was less than enthusiastic

about Braschi. Rather than allowing courts to define family, he wrote,

the government should allow gay couples to marry. The generation

that did not live through Stonewall (Sullivan was born in 1963)

wanted to fit in, he said. “A need to rebel has quietly ceded to a desire

to belong.” He extolled the values of “old-style,” “traditional” mar-

riage, asking only that same-sex couples have that option as well.²⁰

While Sullivan’s conservative defense of marriage found little

support, more activists and leaders were considering whether the

time was right to challenge the exclusion of same-sex couples from

marriage. Lambda Legal executive director Tom Stoddard believed

that the case of Sharon Kowalski and Karen Thompson proved the

imperative of achieving marriage for same-sex couples. The orga-

nization’s legal director, Paula Ettelbrick, had a diƒerent analysis.
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The two lawyers published side-by-side essays;²¹ their frequently re-

printed exchange crystallized the diƒerences between seeking gay

and lesbian inclusion in marriage and seeking diverse family recog-

nition.

The Stoddard-Ettelbrick Debate

After acknowledging the long history of oppression of women

within marriage, Stoddard advocated overturning bans on same-sex

marriage as the top issue of every gay organization. First he pointed

out the economic advantages of marriage, including inheritance,

government benefits, preferential tax rates, conferral of citizenship

on foreign spouses, and access to health insurance. Recognizing that

a couple could claim some protection for their relationship using

wills and other documents, he noted that this required lawyers,

which required money, disadvantaging those at the bottom of the

economic ladder.

Stoddard also identified marriage as “the core of the traditional

notion of ‘family’” and invoked a Supreme Court case that called

marriage “noble” and “sacred.” Exclusion from marriage marked

same-sex relationships as less significant and less valuable. He argued

that marriage was the political issue that would most test the com-

mitment of nongay people to full equality for gay people and that it

was also the issue most likely to end discrimination against lesbians

and gay men. Stoddard identified the issue not as the desirability of

marriage but as the desirability of the right to marry. He also argued

that enlarging marriage to include same-sex couples could be the

principal means of ridding marriage of its sexist and patriarchal past.

In opposing Stoddard’s vision, Paula Ettelbrick emphasized the

conflict between pushing for marriage and seeking validation of

many forms of relationships. Conceding that from a civil rights

standpoint lesbians and gay men should have a “right” to marry, she

developed a distinction between rights and justice. “The fight for jus-

tice,” she wrote, “has as its goal the realignment of power imbalances

among individuals and classes of people in society.” She argued for

combining both rights and justice in setting priorities for the ad-

vancement of gay men and lesbians, and stated that making marriage

a priority would set an agenda of gaining rights for a few without
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seeking justice for those, gay or straight, who are not married. She

decried the fact that getting constitutional equal protection would

require arguing that gay and straight relationships are the same, an

argument she felt would undermine the transformative potential of

queerness and perpetuate the notion that married couples have the

highest form of relationship. She argued for the values of diƒerence

and diversity.

Addressing the undeniable economic benefits of marriage, espe-

cially the access to healthcare through a spouse’s benefits, she noted

that such access depended on at least one partner having a job with

health benefits, something beyond the reach of those in low-paying

jobs with no benefits, and she argued for healthcare for all. She also

lamented the disadvantages that unmarried gay men and lesbians

would continue to experience, such as exclusion from hospital visi-

tation with respect to a sick or injured partner. She advocated first

ending the two-tiered system of providing benefits and privileges to

those who are married while ignoring the needs of those who are not.

After that, she said, marriage would be a choice.

The Family Bill of Rights

The two sides of this debate sought common ground, and Lambda

Legal sought to develop a document that would encompass the val-

ues of both Ettelbrick and Stoddard. Evan Wolfson, then a new

Lambda Legal staƒ attorney, drafted a blueprint for a just policy

encompassing the needs of all families, titled the “Family Bill of

Rights.” Wolfson advocated advancing the cause of same-sex mar-

riage in the courts, and would go on a decade later to become one of

the most widely recognized national advocates of same-sex marriage.

Wolfson’s draft Family Bill of Rights was an attempt to articulate a

comprehensive position on the legal treatment of families that sup-

ported marriage for same-sex couples and, at the same time, urged

laws reflecting the equal worth of all families. It read as follows:

WHEREAS, the diversity of the cultures within American society

and the choices individuals make result in many kinds of living

arrangements sharing the values properly associated with family;

and
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WHEREAS, these defining family values include mutual emotional

and financial commitment and interdependence, lives shared to-

gether in relationships of dedication, caring, and self-sacrifice; and

WHEREAS, the reality of American life today is that families are

formed in many ways, through blood, marriage, and adoption, as

well as by choice, commitment, and association, and that, therefore,

family can be best defined not by reliance on fictitious legal distinc-

tions, but rather with respect to such attributes as the level of emo-

tional and financial commitment, the manner in which the family

members have conducted their everyday lives and held themselves

out to society and friends, the reliance placed upon one another for

daily family services, the longevity of the family relationship, and

any other pattern of conduct, agreement, or action which evidences

their intention of creating long-term, emotionally committed rela-

tionships; and 

WHEREAS, the American tradition of respect for individual free-

dom in shaping one’s own destiny and making important personal

choices free of government intrusion, and of encouraging diversity

and pluralism warrants that all family relationships that, in the to-

tality of circumstances, possess such attributes be accorded equal re-

spect, recognition, and rights; and

WHEREAS, government actions should encourage, not undermine

all families possessing such attributes,

NOW, THEREFORE, we representatives of all of America’s diverse

families, united in commitment and concern for our family mem-

bers, our communities, our nation, and each other, do urge the

adoption of this FAMILY BILL OF RIGHTS, to protect our equal

needs and entitlements in the following areas:

I. RECOGNITION

All families have a right to secure formal recognition of their rela-

tionships. Where benefits are conditioned upon such recognition, 

it should not depend on marital relation, genetic history, or other

arbitrary distinctions, but rather should reflect the defining family

values set forth in the preamble.²²
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The Family Bill of Rights went on to address specific areas, in-

cluding government and employee benefits, childrearing, and pro-

tections in civil and criminal law. Although it included a provision

that same-sex couples should be allowed to marry, it made clear that

marriage should not be a prerequisite for family recognition.

The unmistakable gist of the eƒorts in Braschi and the Family Bill

of Rights was that no family should be penalized because it was 

not based on marriage. In 1991 the American Federation of Labor–

Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) brought this ex-

pansive vision to employee benefits for families with a resolution on

“Benefits for Changing Families.” The union pledged to “work as ap-

propriate to insure that fringe benefits are extended to all persons liv-

ing in a household as a family.”²³

The Lotus Alternative

But another development in 1991 took domestic partnership benefits

in a very diƒerent direction. That year, two large employers, Monte-

fiore Medical Center in New York and software manufacturer Lotus

Development Corporation in Massachusetts, implemented the na-

tion’s first domestic partner employee-benefits programs for same-

sex couples only. They based their decisions on the exclusion of

same-sex couples from marriage, calling it an equity issue for gay

employees. Lotus became the largest corporation in the country 

to introduce domestic partnership benefits. Its decision gained 

widespread media attention. It also turned domestic partnership

recognition into an exclusively gay issue, rather than an issue of rec-

ognizing an alternative to marriage.

The next year Levi Strauss, with twenty-three thousand employ-

ees, became the first Fortune 500 company to provide domestic part-

ner benefits, and it chose to cover both same-sex and diƒerent-sex

partners. “We realize that family structures are changing,” said a se-

nior vice-president, “and want to respect this diversity.”²⁴

In 1992 more employers implemented the “Lotus alternative.”

When Fortune 500 company Oracle instituted domestic partner

benefits for same-sex couples the next year, it went one step further;

it required the couple to sign an a‰davit stating that, “We would

legally marry each other if we could, and we intend to do so if mar-

riage becomes available to us in our state of residence.”²⁵
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Under this reasoning, the exclusion of same-sex couples from

marriage emerged as an issue distinct from any criticism of marriage

or any eƒort to value family diversity. Divergent descriptions of the

problem guided law reform eƒorts to divergent solutions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Right and the 

Marriage Movement

The Christian Right gained in influence throughout the 1980s. Its

leaders used the AIDS epidemic to raise funds and incite antigay sen-

timent. They interpreted AIDS as God’s retribution for homosexu-

ality and did everything they could to ensure that the public linked

AIDS and homosexuality.¹

Christian religious broadcaster Pat Robertson entered the Re-

publican presidential primary for the 1988 election. He built a

precinct structure in thirty-two states and garnered 2 million votes

before pulling out. The next year, starting with the mailing list from

his campaign, he founded the Christian Coalition and selected Ralph

Reed as executive director. The organization built support at the state

and local levels, mobilizing evangelical churches and electing con-

servative Christians to low-profile o‰ces. 

“Family values,” including the issues of family structure and gay

and lesbian rights, played a significant role in the 1992 presidential

campaign. As the election approached, conservative forces in the Re-

publican Party sought to capitalize on their years of state and local

organizing. Their choice for president was Pat Buchanan.

Dan Quayle Was Wrong

On May 19, 1992, Vice President Dan Quayle gave a speech about 

the Los Angeles riots. Four police o‰cers had beaten African Amer-

ican motorist Rodney King; the beating was videotaped. On April 29,

1992, a mostly white jury acquitted the four police o‰cers, and six

days of riots followed. Quayle blamed the riots on a breakdown of

family structure and traditional values, asserted that single mother-

hood was responsible for the rise of gangs and other social problems,
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and called for the welfare system to be dismantled. He took the me-

dia to task for its role in furthering such breakdown, and, in the line

that gave the speech its notoriety, he said, “It doesn’t help matters

when prime-time TV has Murphy Brown, a character who suppos-

edly epitomizes today’s intelligent, highly paid, professional woman,

mocking the importance of fathers by bearing a child alone, and 

calling it just another lifestyle choice.”² The remark referred to a pop-

ular situation comedy in which Candace Bergen played a television

broadcaster; in the episode watched by 38 million Americans the

night before Quayle’s speech, the character, who had an unplanned

pregnancy, gave birth to a baby boy.

The “Murphy Brown” speech provoked immediate widespread

reaction, almost all of it negative. Even President George H. W. Bush,

whose daughter was a divorced mother with two children, refused to

second Quayle’s indictment of Murphy Brown. His assistant secre-

tary of state, Janet Mullins, a single mother, called the comments in-

sensitive. Single mothers across the country, including Republicans,

were oƒended. Editorial writers and those interviewed on the news

said Quayle should look to the real sources of problems, such as lack

of employment and opportunity. 

In mainstream newspapers, Quayle was told to update his values,

develop policies to address urban education and disinvestment in

cities, and to recognize that family structure was changing. Some

commentators mentioned gay and lesbian parents among those fam-

ily forms the vice president was overlooking. Newspapers around the

country ran positive profiles of single mothers raising children. Al-

though the Family Research Council’s Gary Bauer appeared on tele-

vision praising the vice president’s contribution to the debate about

family values, Quayle generally was cast as out of step with the issues

of the time. 

The same week, Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton

spoke before an audience of lesbians and gay men and assured them

that they would have a place in his administration. A Bush adminis-

tration o‰cial linked these events with the comment that Clinton

was wooing gay groups while Quayle was talking about family val-

ues. In a speech before the Southern Baptist Convention in June,

Quayle said that people were wrong if they believed that “the family

is an arbitrary arrangement of people who decide to live under the
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same roof, that fathers are dispensable and that parents need not be

married or even of opposite sexes.”³

When Clinton accepted his party’s nomination for president that

summer, he, too, spoke of family values. What he said, to great

applause, was: “I want an America where family values live in our

actions, not just in our speeches. An America that includes every

family.”⁴

The Republican National Convention proved a dramatic con-

trast. The local success of the Christian Coalition and its allies gave

the Religious Right 42 percent of convention delegates. The party

platform opposed “the eƒorts of the Democrat Party to redefine the

traditional American family.”⁵ Buchanan had enough support in the

primaries to earn a spot on the prime-time, opening night podium

at the convention in August. He was blunt and belligerent. He said

the election was a referendum on the religious and cultural war going

on in the country. He attacked Hillary Clinton’s criticisms of mar-

riage as “radical feminism” and decried Bill Clinton’s support of gay

and lesbian rights. He inveighed that “Clinton and Clinton” would

bring changes that could not be tolerated “in a nation we still call

God’s country.”⁶

Buchanan was not the only convention speaker decrying femi-

nism and gay rights. Robertson warned that the Clintons had a “rad-

ical plan to destroy the traditional family and transfer its functions

to the federal government.”⁷ Marilyn Quayle, wife of the vice presi-

dent, said liberals were angry because “most women do not wish to

be liberated from their essential nature as women.”⁸ Former secre-

tary of education William Bennett said that “family values represent

a great dividing line between the parties.” Speaking of “the tumul-

tuous issue of alternative lifestyles,” he said, “some ways of living are

better than others.”⁹

Shortly after the convention, while opposing an Iowa ballot ini-

tiative to add an equal rights amendment to the state’s constitution,

Robertson said, “The feminist agenda is not about equal rights for

women. It is about a socialist, anti-family political movement that

encourages women to leave their husbands, kill their children, prac-

tice witchcraft, destroy capitalism and become lesbians.”¹⁰

The rhetoric that dominated the Republican convention alien-

ated moderate Republicans. The attacks on Hillary Clinton, femi-
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nism, and lesbians and gay men failed to energize an electorate fo-

cused more on the economic downturn. Bill Clinton did energize

feminists, who had lost ground during the Reagan-Bush years, and

lesbian and gay activists who supported his rhetoric of inclusion and

his promise to end the ban on gay men and lesbians in military ser-

vice. If Buchanan was right and the election was a referendum on the

culture war, Clinton’s victory meant that the forces espousing an-

tifeminist, antigay values had lost. 

But there was a cloud over the election: Colorado voters approved

an amendment to the state’s constitution (“Amendment 2”) ban-

ning state or local legislation protecting lesbians, gay men, and bi-

sexuals from discrimination. James Dobson’s Focus on the Family

had moved its headquarters to Colorado Springs and played a key

role, along with other Religious Right organizations, in the cam-

paign.¹¹ Despite the national-level rejection, in local elections the

Religious Right enjoyed some success. The Iowa equal rights amend-

ment, which Robertson had targeted, failed by a vote of 52 percent to

48 percent.

What a Difference a Year Makes

Candidate Bill Clinton promised to end the ban on gay men and les-

bians serving in the military. President Bill Clinton faced such sub-

stantial and immediate opposition to this course of action that he

abandoned it, to the delight of conservative groups, who were then

emboldened to attack gay rights at the state and local levels. A glee-

ful Pat Buchanan opined that Clinton had “opened up the center 

to conservatives again.”¹² That same month, the National Center for

Health Statistics reported that the number of births to unmarried

American mothers hit a record high in 1990, rising 7 percent in one

year and 75 percent over the decade.¹³ Statistics such as these fueled the

fire of conservative activists who were eager to capitalize on Clinton’s

rough start with fresh attacks on gay rights and single motherhood.

“Dan Quayle Was Right.” So read the cover of the April 1993 issue

of the Atlantic Monthly.¹⁴ Half the issue was devoted to this topic,

with a lengthy article by social historian Barbara Dafoe Whitehead.

It began: “After decades of public dispute about so-called family di-

versity, the evidence from social science research is coming in: The
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dissolution of two-parent families, though it may benefit the adults

involved, is harmful to many children, and dramatically undermines

our society.” Whitehead marshaled the work of social scientists to

conclude that nonmarital births, divorce, and father absence had

shattering consequences for children and that an intact two-parent

family was necessary for better outcomes for children. She also pre-

sented support for the proposition that family disruption was the

“central cause” of poverty, crime, and poor school performance. She

criticized feminism and the diminished importance of marriage in a

world where women had substantial employment opportunities.

Many voices echoed Whitehead’s view. William Galston, a do-

mestic policy adviser to President Clinton, wrote that a “stable, in-

tact family” was the nation’s best antipoverty program. He said 

that problems with drugs, education, teen pregnancy, and juvenile

crime were traceable to one source—“broken families.”¹⁵ Sociologist

Charles Murray wrote in the Wall Street Journal that “illegitimacy is

the single most important problem of our time—more important

than crime, drugs, poverty, illiteracy, welfare, or homelessness be-

cause it drives everything else.” To solve the problem, he advocated

withdrawing all economic support for single mothers, returning

social stigma to nonmarital births, making adoption easier for mar-

ried couples, and reviving orphanages.¹⁶

Murray’s analysis featured in the debates on revamping the wel-

fare system. President Clinton called it “essentially right.” Asked 

in December 1993 about Dan Quayle’s “Murphy Brown” speech,

Clinton remarked that “there were a lot of very good things in that

speech. . . . It is certainly true that this country would be better oƒ if

our babies were born into two-parent families,” to which Dan Quayle

responded, “What a diƒerence a year makes.”¹⁷ In 1994 the Republi-

cans won control of both houses of Congress on a platform that in-

cluded slashing funding for mothers on welfare.

The rhetorical shift was a dramatic turning point in the invoca-

tion of “family values” in public policy debates. The language of so-

cial science largely superseded the language of religion. In addition

to Whitehead, Galston, and Murray, David Blankenhorn of the In-

stitute for American Values, Jean Elshtain, now chair of the organi-

zation’s board of directors, and David Popenoe, now codirector with

Whitehead of the National Marriage Project, traced all social prob-
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lems to the decline of marriage and invoked as the solution restoring

lifelong marriage to its proper place. 

Sociologist Judith Stacey was the first to observe that “right-wing

Republicans and fundamentalist Christians” were being supplanted

in the rhetoric on the family by a “revisionist campaign” grounding

its claims in “secular social science instead of religious authority.”¹⁸

In a 1994 article, she noted that

while the right-wing family-values campaign appeals to religious

and traditional patriarchal authority for its family vision, centrists

are engaged in an active, indeed an entrepreneurial, process of trans-

muting into a newly established, social scientific “truth” one of the

most widely held prejudices about family life in North America—

belief in the superiority of families composed of heterosexual, mar-

ried couples and their biological children.

She critiqued the “reciprocal citation practices” of these authors.

Stacey demonstrated that by categorical assertions, repetition, and

citation of one another, the authors had convinced President Clin-

ton, the media, and much of the public that a “fault-free bedrock of

social science research” validated their conclusions. 

The social science, Stacey demonstrated, was far more in dispute

than the “revisionists” claimed. Some of the studies they cited for the

impact of divorce on children used no comparison groups. They

ignored research showing that high-conflict marriages harm chil-

dren more than low-conflict divorces do. They confused correlation

and causality, and—to exaggerate the advantages of two-parent over

one-parent families—they treated small diƒerences as though they

were large, and relative diƒerences as though they were absolute. “In

fact,” Stacey wrote,

most children from both kinds of families turn out reasonably all

right, and when other parental resources—like income, education,

self-esteem, and a supportive social environment—are roughly sim-

ilar, signs of two-parent privilege largely disappear. Most research

indicates that a stable, intimate relationship with one responsible,

nurturing adult is a child’s surest track lane to becoming one too. In

short, the research scale tips handily towards those who stress the

quality of family relationship over their form.¹⁹
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The Fatherhood Movement 

In the mid-1990s, two books, Blankenhorn’s Fatherless America and

Popenoe’s Life without Father, furthered the view that father absence

had catastrophic consequences, and argued for reinvigorating dis-

tinctly gendered marriage.²⁰ Blankenhorn dismissed as an “excess of

feminism” the view that fathers should do “half the diaper changes

and bottle feedings.” Instead, he postulated that “the old father, with

some updating” would be an adequate model of a “new father.”²¹

Men should be primary breadwinners and the head of their house-

holds; any other expectation would drive men from their families.

Popenoe proposed a gender-linked “modified traditional nuclear

family model” with women doing what they do best: taking care of

children.²²

Several organizations developed as a “fatherhood movement”

building on these principles. Had this movement sought models of

engaged and dedicated fathers dispelling the notion that childrear-

ing was for mothers alone, they could have looked no further than

the gay men who became parents during the 1990s. A 1993 article in

Time magazine described two gay men, one a stay-at-home parent,

raising the two children that one of them conceived with a surrogate

mother.²³ The 1995 case of a gay male couple established the right of

unmarried same-sex and diƒerent-sex partners to jointly adopt chil-

dren in the District of Columbia.²⁴ The fatherhood movement did

not embrace these fathers as role models, demonstrating that gen-

dered marriage, rather than devoted fathers, was its vision.

The fatherhood movement had immediate public policy impact.

The legislation ending poor children’s entitlement to a social and

economic safety net, otherwise known as “welfare reform,” began

with a recitation of four purposes, three of which directly aƒected

marriage and fatherhood: ending dependence on the government by

promoting “job preparation, work, and marriage”; preventing and

reducing “out-of-wedlock” pregnancy; and encouraging the forma-

tion and maintenance of two-parent families.²⁵ The new law began,

“Marriage is the foundation of a successful society” and “Marriage 

is an essential institution of a successful society which promotes the

interests of children.” It referred to out-of-wedlock pregnancies 

as a “crisis.” The legislation ended Aid to Families with Dependent
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Children, which, while in need of structural reform, provided a

guarantee of government assistance for poor children. The new pro-

gram, Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), has no such

guarantee.

The Marriage Movement and Welfare Reform

By 2000, there was a new movement that named itself the “marriage

movement.” It overlapped with the fatherhood movement. The mar-

riage movement emphasizes not only the importance of fathers but

the urgency of tying fathers to children through marriage. Linda

Waite and Maggie Gallagher published The Case for Marriage: Why

Married People Are Happier, Healthier, and Better Oƒ Financially.

They asserted scientific support for the conclusion that marriage

makes people live happier, longer, healthier lives filled with more sex

and more money. They reiterated the arguments about the impor-

tance of marriage for children’s well-being.²⁶

With welfare reform expiring in 2002 and therefore needing con-

gressional reauthorization, the administration of President George

W. Bush, combining secular and religious arguments, escalated the

emphasis on marriage and fatherhood as antipoverty strategies. Bush

created a White House O‰ce of Faith-Based and Community Ini-

tiatives and named born-again and conservative activist Don Eberly

as its deputy director. As founder of the National Fatherhood Initia-

tive, Eberly touted “diligent” social scientists for “pinpoint[ing]” the

relationship between father absence and social pathologies.²⁷ Bush

named Wade Horn, president of the National Fatherhood Initiative,

as assistant secretary for children and families at the Department 

of Health and Human Services. Horn had written a report for the

conservative Hudson Institute recommending that married couples

have preference over other family forms in receiving welfare and

public housing.

Bush recommended revising the goal of welfare reform to be 

“to encourage the formation and maintenance of two parent married

families.” He proposed $1.5 billion in welfare spending on “marriage

promotion” activities; the legislation that passed devotes $750 mil-

lion to such eƒorts. Critics argue, among other things, that these

eƒorts fail to encourage sex equality as a norm in marriage, ig-
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nore the good reasons women have for choosing not to marry, divert

money from eƒorts that would serve the needs of poor families, and

include religious references to God’s design for marriage.²⁸

The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force recognized the dan-

gers of Bush’s welfare reform proposals for LGBT families, youth,

and elders. In its 2001 report, Leaving Our Children Behind: Welfare

Reform and the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Community,

authors Sean Cahill and Kenneth T. Jones documented just how 

bad Bush’s proposals would be for LGBT people. They highlighted

the marriage-promotion and fatherhood initiatives, the explicitly

antigay content of “abstinence-only” sex education, and the federal

funding that would flow to faith-based organizations preaching anti-

gay messages and practicing discrimination against LGBT people in

access to employment and services. 

They called for opposition to Bush’s proposals as a matter of so-

cial justice. Urging coalition eƒorts with feminists and antipoverty

activists, they wrote:

The privileging of families headed by married heterosexual couples

over lesbian and gay families, single parent families, and unmarried

heterosexual families means that millions of children—including a

disproportionate percentage of children in African American and

Latino families—would be denied access to basic benefits and ser-

vices that they need for a happy and healthy childhood. This we must

not tolerate.²⁹

Sociologist Melanie Heath studied marriage-promotion activi-

ties in Oklahoma through the Oklahoma Marriage Initiative (OMI).

Oklahoma was one of the first states to implement such eƒorts.

Heath attended thirty marriage-promotion workshops that were

open to the public and interviewed many staƒ. She found that al-

though OMI’s stated focus was low-income people, the workshops

overwhelmingly served white, middle-class couples. One employee

estimated that not more than 5 percent of its eƒorts were going to

public assistance recipients. A goal of the program was closing the

marriage gap between the poor and those better oƒ; several of those

interviewed expressed concerns about the diversion of money ear-

marked for the needs of poor families.

Heath concluded that OMI was more interested in positioning
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marriage as a morally superior family form than in meeting anti-

poverty concerns. The head of the public relations firm managing

OMI told Heath that the program’s goal was to strengthen marriages,

not to support all relationships. In addition, three of the six mem-

bers of the initiative’s original steering committee represented con-

servative Christian organizations, including an Oklahoma group

connected to Focus on the Family. A Christian version of the cur-

riculum included Bible verses and an emphasis on God’s design for

“oneness” in marriage.³⁰

Both the secular and religious versions of the OMI curriculum

taught that diƒerences between men and women were a central com-

ponent of married life, with men presented as rational and strong

and women as emotional and weak. Heath concluded that marriage-

promotion activities were reinforcing gender inequality in marriage

and funneling resources from poor women and their children.

The marriage movement consistently describes marriage as a

transhistorical, transcultural core institution that must be protected

against incursions from advocates of family diversity.³¹ A publica-

tion on marriage and the law from the Institute for American Values

and the Institute for Marriage and Public Policy begins with this

quotation from an 1888 U.S. Supreme Court opinion: “[Marriage] . . .

is an institution, in the maintenance of which in its purity the pub-

lic is deeply interested, for it is the foundation of the family and 

of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor

progress.”³²

At the time of this decision, marriage was the foundation of a

society in which wives lost their legal identity, the assumed “sepa-

rate spheres” of women and men justified denying women the vote

and access to all but a handful of occupations, children born outside

marriage had permanent legal disabilities, and interracial marriage

was grounds for prison time or lynching. Protecting that institution

would properly find little support today.

Faults in the Marriage Movement’s Arguments

The work of family historians, including Nancy Cott, Hendrick 

Hartog, Marilyn Yalom, and Stephanie Coontz traces the history of

marriage, demonstrating it to be far less fixed and stable than the
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marriage movement posits.³³ Reviewing demographic changes over

time, sociologist Frank Furstenberg noted that what is universal is

family diversity.³⁴

More than a decade after Whitehead’s “Dan Quayle Was Right”

essay, the marriage movement continues to allege a “broad consen-

sus” that married parents raising their biological children is the op-

timal family form and that other forms produce worse outcomes 

for children and disastrous consequences for society. Furstenberg

counters that the majority of social scientists diƒer with those who

sound the alarm about changing marriage patterns.³⁵ Preeminent

researchers, some of whom have found their work enlisted to push

the agendas of the marriage and fatherhood movements, have con-

sistently and unequivocally opposed such misuse of their eƒorts. In

1997 Furstenberg and fellow sociologists Andrew Cherlin, Sara

McLanahan, Gary Sandefur, and Lawrence Wu filed a friend-of-the-

court brief opposing use of their research to block same-sex mar-

riage. They wrote:

The social science research does not—and cannot—support the

State’s assertion at trial that the presence of two biological or oppo-

site-sex parents comprises an “optimal” childrearing environment.

There is broad consensus among social scientists that child out-

comes are aƒected by a large number of factors other than the num-

ber and types of parents present in a child’s household. These factors

include, inter alia, the overall quality of parenting as reflected in

parental love, warmth, involvement and consistency; pre- and post-

natal care; adequate nutrition and health care; whether the child 

was planned or wanted; the mother’s age at conception; parental

socioeconomic resources; quality of neighborhood and schools; in-

fluences of peers and siblings; and the child’s own abilities, tem-

perament, attitudes and psychological resources. Moreover, research

reflects wide variation in child outcomes even for siblings residing

in the same family. As no one study can adequately control for all

factors relevant to child outcomes, and because child outcomes vary

so greatly, the State’s assertion at trial that the presence or absence 

of the single variable of residing with two biological or opposite-sex

parents provides a so-called “optimal” environment for children is

simply not scientifically valid.³⁶
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Psychologists Louise Silverstein and Carl Auerbach attacked

Blankenhorn and Popenoe for misusing data to support the conclu-

sion that mothering and fathering were distinct roles that could not

be interchanged, that fathers were essential to positive child adjust-

ment, and that marriage was the preferred family form.³⁷ Michael

Lamb, senior research psychologist at the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development, has studied fathers’ roles in child

development and concluded that “very little about the gender of the

parent seems to be distinctly important.”³⁸ He testified in litigation

challenging Arkansas’s ban on foster parenting by lesbians and gay

men that “both men and women have the capacity to be good par-

ents and . . . there is nothing about gender, per se, that aƒects one’s

ability to be a good parent.”³⁹

Michael Wald of Stanford Law School, who once ran San Fran-

cisco’s child welfare agency and also served as deputy general coun-

sel of the Department of Health and Human Services, evaluated the

research and arguments on care of children by gay men and lesbians.

He wrote in the Family Law Quarterly that 

there is no consensus among researchers about either the eƒects of

family structure or the causes for the eƒects that many studies

find. . . . The conclusion [that the eƒects of divorce on children’s de-

velopment are modest rather than strong], which is consistent with

the great majority of the research, belies the often hysterical claims

of some commentators that divorce and single parenthood are de-

stroying the lives of large numbers of children and the cause of ma-

jor social problems.⁴⁰

He noted that most researchers attribute the greater well-being

of children in two-parent homes to the presence of two parents, be-

cause such homes generally have higher incomes, greater monitor-

ing and supervision of children, and greater consistency in parenting

because parents are less overburdened. “None of these advantages,”

he concluded, “turn on the sex of the two adults.” Illustrating that

many factors aƒect how well children develop, Wald cited findings

that children from low-income families with two parents do less well

than children from wealthier families—including wealthier families

with only one parent—on grade point averages, graduation rates,

and college entrance exam scores.⁴¹
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Responding to the claim that fathers have a critical, unique role

to play in child development, Wald found that “while males and fe-

males may provide children with role-modeling with respect to some

aspects of gender roles, no research shows that being exposed to this

role diƒerentiation is critical to any aspects of children’s develop-

ment.”⁴² Recognizing that this might be “surprising in light of all of

the political attention that is paid to the importance of both family

structure and the role of fathers,” he asserted that “there is no evi-

dence that children in general do better with a father and mother

than with two mothers or two fathers.”⁴³

The marriage movement unjustifiably argues that cohabitation

causes poor outcomes for children.⁴⁴ Researchers Wendy Manning

and Susan Brown compared families in which there were two mar-

ried parents with families in which the children were biologically re-

lated to both parents but the parents were not married. They found

that race, ethnicity, and education accounted for the correlation be-

tween family structure and material well-being and that “the eƒects

of family structure are reduced to nonsignificance with just the in-

clusion of parent[s’] education.”⁴⁵

Numerous researchers describe “selection eƒect”; married cou-

ples may be better educated and wealthier because better-educated

and wealthier people are more likely to marry. The characteristics

that make some people more likely to marry are the same charac-

teristics that make families relatively more successful. Correlation is

diƒerent from causation. Many experts argue that the rate of mar-

riage will increase after more resources are devoted to improving em-

ployment, education, and mental health and to decreasing substance

abuse, domestic violence, and rates of incarceration.⁴⁶

Social psychologist Bella DePaulo critiqued the assertions in

Waite and Gallagher’s The Case for Marriage. Her book, Singled Out:

How Singles are Stereotyped, Stigmatized, and Ignored and Still Live

Happily Ever After, presents omitted data from the studies Waite and

Gallagher relied on and data from other research. She calls their

claim that getting married and staying married is the means to

health, happiness, and long life “ethically reckless.”⁴⁷
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The Red Herring of Marriage

Government programs to promote “healthy marriage” have a benign

or salutary sound to them. An overwhelming majority of Americans

do marry. Researchers of low-income families have found that the

women they study value marriage and would marry if they believed

the union would be stable, on solid financial footing, and egalitar-

ian. Government-funded marriage-promotion eƒorts now require

consultation with those who provide services to victims of intimate-

partner violence. And, recognizing the damage that high-conflict

marriages inflict on children, the phrasing of the goal of marriage

programs is now promotion of “healthy” marriages.⁴⁸

Even with these improvements, there is reason for alarm. The

sheer volume of funding and research on the subject of the signifi-

cance of marriage betrays a fundamental premise that ties mar-

riage rather than other factors to children’s well-being. This assertion

justifies spending public antipoverty funds on marriage promotion

instead of on healthcare, preschool childcare, and improving par-

ents’ education levels. 

Yet the Economic Policy Institute recently concluded that the 

role of family structure in determining poverty has consistently di-

minished over the last three decades. “An educational upgrading

strategy,” it wrote, “would have more of a poverty-reducing im-

pact than one focused on changing family structure.” It decried the

“short shrift” that has been given the “consistent and relatively large

poverty-reducing role” that improving education has played over

time.⁴⁹

One year of postsecondary education cuts in half the poverty rate

of households headed by women of color, and of single mothers with

college degrees and full-time jobs, only 1 percent live in poverty.⁵⁰

Public assistance rules implemented as part of welfare reform, how-

ever, require recipients to work and discourage higher education.⁵¹

Free market capitalism in the United States has produced in-

creasing income inequality unknown anywhere else in the Western

world.⁵² Since Reagan was elected president, household income of

the top 1 percent of Americans has grown 111 percent, compared to 1

percent for those in the bottom 20 percent.⁵³ Between 2004 and 2005,
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Americans’ total reported income rose by 9 percent, but average in-

come for the bottom 90 percent of the population dropped slightly,

while those in the top 1 percent saw their income rise 14 percent.⁵⁴

The George W. Bush administration cut taxes 2.9 percent for the top

1 percent, almost five times the size of the tax cut for the bottom 

20 percent, equaling, in dollar terms, $63 for the lowest fifth up to

$44,000 for the top 1 percent.⁵⁵ A child born into a two-parent 

black family where the family head is at least a high school graduate

is twice as likely as a child born into a white family with the same

characteristics to experience a long spell of poverty (33.3 percent vs.

16.7 percent).⁵⁶

If lawmakers can be convinced that divorce and childrearing out-

side marriage cause “crime, drug abuse, education failure, chronic

illness, child abuse, domestic violence and poverty,” as the marriage

movement claims,⁵⁷ they can trumpet marriage as the most eƒective

solution and blame the unmarried, rather than their own laws and

policies, for systematic social and economic problems. Law profes-

sor Vivian Hamilton calls this “the red herring of marriage,” used to

justify decreasing public responsibility for the economic well-being

of families.⁵⁸

Sociologist Scott Coltrane has documented the millions of dol-

lars that conservative foundations such as the Sarah Scaife and the

Lynde and Harry Bradley foundations have given to the public rela-

tions campaigns of the Institute for American Values and the Na-

tional Fatherhood Initiative.⁵⁹ These funders also spend hundreds 

of millions of dollars opposing government intervention in the free

market through such organizations as the Heritage Foundation,

which oƒers marriage as the solution to problems that otherwise

would require government funding and regulation to promote equal-

ity and social well-being. The Heritage Foundation promotes Pope-

noe, Whitehead, Blankenhorn, Elshtain, and Gallagher as experts on

the family; news stories quoting these experts rarely associate them

with this well-known conservative think tank.⁶⁰

Comprehensive proposals to end poverty do not start with mar-

riage. Joel Handler and Yeheskel Hasenfeld, in Blame Welfare, Ignore

Poverty and Inequality, criticize those who demonize single mothers

and ignore the institutionalized economic and social structures that
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are the cause of poverty and inequality. They argue that while some

family-promotion programs may be worthwhile, they are not a sub-

stitute for addressing the underlying causes of poverty.⁶¹

Handler and Hasenfeld propose replacing public assistance with

a universal children’s allowance; increasing pay and benefits for low-

wage work; guaranteeing employment to all who are willing to work;

raising the income level at which parents lose the Earned Income Tax

Credit (EITC); granting allowances for childcare; providing univer-

sal preschool; and establishing community-based social services and

job training for those who face employment barriers such as low ed-

ucation levels, mental health problems, or physical disabilities.⁶²

In April 2007 the Center for American Progress Task Force on

Poverty released From Poverty to Prosperity: A National Strategy to

Cut Poverty in Half. The report made twelve basic recommendations:

raise and index the minimum wage; expand the EITC and child 

tax credit; promote unionization by passing the Employee Free

Choice Act; guarantee childcare and promote early education; create

“opportunity” housing vouchers; restore federal grants to connect

young people with school and work; increase grants for higher edu-

cation; help reintegrate former prisoners into jobs and communi-

ties; reform the unemployment insurance system; improve benefits

for working families and services for people with disabilities; pro-

vide mortgage assistance and curb unscrupulous lending practices;

and institute “saver’s credits.” Marriage is not on its list of poverty-

reduction strategies.⁶³

The task force believes its plan will cut poverty in half over the

next ten years. It will cost $90 billion a year to implement the major

recommendations. The task force proposes paying for it by elim-

inating some of the Bush administration tax cuts. Those cuts cost

about $400 billion a year; households with annual incomes above

$200,000 alone will reap $100 billion from those cuts in 2008. 

The researchers who rejected the use of their research as evidence

opposing same-sex marriage wrote that 

[our] research has led to a number of policy recommendations, im-

plemented on both state and federal levels, designed to further th[e]

interest [in the well-being of children] directly. These policies in-

clude access to quality health care and universal health insurance,
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supplementation and stabilization of parental income, and provi-

sion of day care for working parents. Such policies provide examples

of direct means by which any state . . . could promote optimal child

outcomes in all families.⁶⁴

Professor Sheila Kamerman, codirector of the Institute for Child

and Family Policy at Columbia University, also argues that direct

support for all children is a critical component of social policy. Writ-

ing about the United States, Canada, Austria, Denmark, Finland,

France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the

United Kingdom, Kamerman found that all the countries except the

United States had universal cash benefits and a national health ser-

vice or health insurance; eight guaranteed a minimum level of fi-

nancial support to children of divorced parents; and most of the

non-Anglo-American countries provided universal low-cost or free

preschool to all or almost all children starting at age two or three. She

concluded that “except in the United States, an important social in-

frastructure is in place for single as well as married couples and their

children.”⁶⁵

Government intervention, through tax policy and transfer pro-

grams, reduces child poverty rates. Economists can measure the im-

pact of these policies. Looking at figures for the year 2000, in other

Western countries they reduced child poverty, on average, from 21.1

percent to 10.7 percent. In France, redistributive policies reduced

child poverty from 27.7 percent to 7.5 percent; in Sweden, from 18

percent to 4.2 percent; in Canada, from 22.8 percent to 14.9 percent.

The United States began with a child poverty rate of 26.6 percent; its

redistributive policies reduced that rate to 21.9 percent. This left the

United States with the highest child poverty rate by far of any coun-

try studied.⁶⁶

Right-wing organizations and the foundations that support them

oppose the government policies that are eƒective at reducing pov-

erty. If they can convince the public to blame child poverty on a de-

cline in marriage, births to unmarried women, and a high rate of

divorce, they can make what is a public disgrace look like a matter of

personal moral failing.
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The Legal Agenda of the Marriage Movement

The marriage movement wants to make divorces harder to obtain. 

It also supports distinguishing the legal consequences of marriage

from those associated with any other relationship.⁶⁷ In other words,

it favors “special rights” for married couples unavailable to other

families or relationships. It justifies this special status in order to

create a “marriage culture” that will result in more children being

born to married parents, thereby, it claims, reducing a host of social

problems.

The religious component of the marriage movement fiercely op-

poses marriage by same-sex couples. When Christian Right organi-

zations combined into the Arlington Group in 2002 for the purpose

of defeating secularism, one of its principal aims was a constitutional

amendment limiting marriage to a man and a woman. Adherents cite

Scripture in support of their views. They believe homosexuality is a

sinful, chosen “lifestyle,” and they oppose all measures that further

gay rights.⁶⁸

Some secular marriage-movement publications are silent on the

issue of marriage for same-sex couples; in that way, the authors ob-

tain supporting signatures from researchers, academics, and com-

mentators who would be unwilling to associate their names with

eƒorts to block marriage equality. The organizations and individu-

als most publicly associated with the marriage movement, however,

including Blankenhorn and Gallagher, vehemently oppose access 

to marriage for same-sex couples. They argue that marriage of same-

sex couples, who can never be a child’s biological mother and father,

changes the meaning of marriage, and thus places American society

at greater risk of “poverty, crime, juvenile delinquency, welfare de-

pendency, child abuse, unwed teen motherhood, infant mortality,

mental illness, high school dropouts and other education failures.”⁶⁹

These causal assertions of the marriage movement lack merit. In

Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, the law treats unmarried cou-

ples living together almost identically to married couples; many

European countries recognize same-sex marriage or registered part-

nership. The United States maintains a strict legal divide between the

married and the unmarried and accords no federal recognition to
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same-sex couples, and state-level recognition in only a handful of

states. Yet compared with the United States, a child in one of these

other countries is less likely to die as an infant, less likely to live 

in poverty, equally or more likely to have educational achievement,

much less likely to end up in prison, and likely to live longer.⁷⁰

Given their emphasis on how good marriage is for children, sec-

ular marriage-movement proponents have had to articulate why it

should be unavailable to the gay and lesbian couples who raise chil-

dren. Their response has been insistence on the specialized roles of

husbands and wives. Brigham Young University law professor Lynn

Wardle, who opposes both childrearing and marriage by same-sex

couples, asserted that “the union of two persons of diƒerent genders

creates something of unique potential strengths and inimitable po-

tential value to society. It is the integration of the universe of gender

diƒerences (profound and subtle, biological and cultural, psycho-

logical and genetic) associated with sexual identity that constitutes

the core and essence of marriage.”⁷¹

In literature and court briefs, marriage-movement proponents

argue that, unlike mothers, good fathers are “made, not born,” 

and heterosexual marriage is what makes them.⁷² Whitehead and

Popenoe call marriage the “glue” that binds fathers to children.⁷³

Proponents also claim that only marriage tames men’s innately

promiscuous and antisocial nature. As Glenn Stanton of Focus on

the Family put it, “marriage is . . . the way societies socialize men and

protect women from predatory males.”⁷⁴

As with the fatherhood movement, the marriage movement must

ignore the gay men who raise children. The existence of such fathers

destroys its generalization about the inherent nature of men. A core

principle of the 1970s U.S. Supreme Court opinions eliminating 

sex-based classifications was that lawmaking based on broad gener-

alizations about the diƒerences between men and women is un-

constitutional, yet these are precisely the justifications oƒered for

excluding same-sex couples from marriage.

Religious organizations also assert the centrality of gender roles.

In 2000 the Southern Baptist Convention released a statement of

faith a‰rming that “[a husband] has the God-given responsibility 

to provide for, to protect, and to lead his family. A wife is to submit
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herself graciously to the servant leadership of her husband.”⁷⁵ The

Christ-centered organization Promise Keepers urges men to take

back family leadership from their wives.⁷⁶

Professor Carlos Ball has argued that opposition to same-sex

marriage is not about the well-being of children but is rather about

perpetuating patriarchy; such perpetuation is undermined by the

presence of gay and lesbian couples raising children.⁷⁷ Professor Nan

Hunter predicted that marriage by gay and lesbian couples has the

potential to “dismantle the legal structure of gender in every mar-

riage.”⁷⁸ Such a dismantling is exactly what many in the marriage

movement fear.

The marriage movement reiterates the importance of marriage

—and marriage alone. Although some individuals in the secular 

arm of this movement support same-sex marriage, gender equality,

and social supports for all families, the literature and court briefs

produced by marriage-movement organizations attack these goals.

Their arguments further a larger agenda of reinforcing gender norms

and relieving the government and the market from any responsibil-

ity for poverty and urgent social problems.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LGBT Families and the 

Marriage-Equality Movement

Two developments in 1993, the year “Dan Quayle Was Right,” con-

tributed to the shifting framework of legal arguments concerning

LGBT families. Gay conservative thought emerged in Bruce Bawer’s

A Place at the Table, which repudiated what Bawer saw as the broader

context in which claims on behalf of gay people were made.¹ Bawer

argued against “alliance politics,” denying any connection between

the interests of homosexuals and those of women, racial minorities,

and the economically disadvantaged. The gay rights movement, he

said, should be about gay rights. He endorsed what he called a con-

servative case for gay marriage. 

The other development occurred in the Hawaii Supreme Court.

For the first time, a state high court ruled that a ban on marriage 

for same-sex couples might violate the state’s constitution.² Once the

door opened on the plausibility of legal arguments for same-sex mar-

riage, the framework of family diversity was no longer the only basis

for seeking protections for gay and lesbian relationships and fami-

lies. In 1995 Andrew Sullivan, in Virtually Normal, called gay mar-

riage “the only reform that truly matters.”³

A decade later, gay conservative commentator Jonathan Rauch

took Andrew Sullivan’s position one step further. Rauch asserted 

that same-sex couples should be allowed—and expected—to marry,

to protect marriage against the threats posed by alternatives such 

as civil unions, domestic partner benefits, and socially approved

cohabitation.⁴ With this, an argument in the name of gay rights con-

verged with the marriage-movement position that the legal conse-

quences of marriage should not be extended to unmarried couples,

because this “unwisely weakens the special option of marriage.”⁵

This is not the position that LGBT legal organizations take, even
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those most strongly advocating for access to same-sex marriage. 

But the marriage movement has made it harder for anyone to speak

up for family diversity. As the marriage movement gained influence 

and cast aspersions on family diversity, it aƒected the arguments gay

rights organizations made. It is di‰cult to argue how much marriage

matters in one context and how little it matters in another.

Advocating marriage for same-sex couples is a sensible way to

champion equal civil rights for gay men and lesbians. Unfortunately,

it is not a sensible approach toward achieving just outcomes for the

wide range of family structures in which LGBT people, as well as

many others, live. Those outcomes depend on eliminating the “spe-

cial rights” that only married couples receive and meeting the needs

of a range of family forms. 

Increasing Recognition of LGBT Families

Lawyers for gay and lesbian families continued to work within the

framework of making marriage matter less. They were successful 

in many states in protecting the increasing number of children with

two gay or lesbian parents. They developed documents that couples

could use to protect their relationships. They benefited from suc-

cessful legal arguments made on behalf of diƒerent-sex unmarried

couples and were hindered when those claims failed. The workplace

proved more receptive to the needs of employees with unmarried

partners; the dozens of employers with domestic partner policies in

the early 1990s mushroomed to many thousands by 2007, including

more than half the Fortune 500 companies.⁶

When state law failed to recognize relationships outside mar-

riage, advocates could no longer look to the Supreme Court, which

in previous decades had remade marriage’s legal significance. In 1986

William Rehnquist, who had once been a minority conservative

voice on the Court, became its chief justice. The Rehnquist Court re-

treated from rulings that had advanced democracy and social justice

for women, racial minorities, the poor, and other disadvantaged peo-

ple. Given that Bowers v. Hardwick had in 1986 approved state laws

that made criminals out of lesbians and gay men in sexual relation-

ships, it was logical to conclude that the Court would not interpret

the Constitution as requiring equal treatment of those relationships. 
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The Bowers decision lasted until 2003, when, in a challenge

brought by Lambda Legal, the Court in Lawrence v. Texas overruled

it, taking the unusual step of asserting that it had been wrong when

it was decided.⁷ In another great success, in 1996, the Court ruled in

Romer v. Evans that a constitutional amendment passed by Colorado

voters, denying state and local governments the ability to protect gay

men and lesbians from discrimination, violated the federal consti-

tution’s guarantee of equal protection.⁸ The Court based its decision

on the 1973 case that had rebuked Congress for denying food stamps

to “communal ‘families’ of unrelated individuals.” The common

thread in the two cases was the legislature’s motivation to “harm a

politically unpopular group”—hippie communes and LGBT people.

This was not, the Court held, a legitimate exercise of governmental

power. The finding opened a door to future equality claims. 

Protecting the Children of Same-Sex Couples

Laura and Victoria met in 1979, had a commitment ceremony in 1983,

and that year joined a support group for lesbians considering hav-

ing children. In 1985 Laura gave birth to a child, Tessa Kate, conceived 

by unknown-donor insemination. They decided to adopt a second

child, and in 1989 Victoria traveled to Nicaragua, where she had fam-

ily, and adopted Maya Jo. The next year, Laura and Victoria became

the first same-sex couple to petition the District of Columbia court

to grant an adoption decree extending to each of them parental rights

with respect to both children. The court granted the adoptions in

1991. Two years later, Victoria died when a tree branch smashed

through the windshield of her car during a summer thunderstorm.

Both children were in the car. Victoria’s adoption of Tessa Kate as-

sured that Tessa Kate would receive the same compensation and

Social Security benefits as her sister. Laura’s adoption of Maya Jo as-

sured that Maya Jo would not be left a legal orphan.⁹

The marriage movement takes aim at childrearing outside het-

erosexual marriage. Yet advocates for gay and lesbian families have

had success in the courts with regard to protecting the increasing

number of children adopted by two gay or lesbian parents or born to

them via alternative reproductive techniques.

In 1989 the mainstream media “discovered” these planned les-

bian and gay families, with articles in the country’s leading newspa-
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pers and shows on prime-time television. The next year, at the an-

nual conference of Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition International,

children of lesbian and gay parents held their own meetings, out of

which emerged a national organization called Children of Lesbians

and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE). The first generation of children

raised by lesbian mothers and gay fathers who came out in the early

and mid-1970s had reached adulthood.

In 1996 Grammy Award–winning singer Melissa Etheridge ap-

peared on the cover of Newsweek with her pregnant partner, Julie

Cypher. Ten years later, the media covered the pregnancy of Mary

Cheney, the openly lesbian daughter of the vice president of the

United States, who had a child with her partner of fifteen years. 

During the 1990s, every major professional association concerned

with children’s mental health issued position statements, papers, and

analyses supporting parenting by gay men and lesbians and urging

legal reforms to protect their children.¹⁰

The principal law reform to achieve this goal was second-parent

adoption, which spread across the country. Appellate courts ap-

proved it in California, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana,

Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Ver-

mont.¹¹ Connecticut and Colorado approved it by statute. Trial

courts in counties in more than a dozen other states also issue sec-

ond-parent adoption orders. About 46 percent of all same-sex cou-

ples now live where the law aƒords their children the same rights that

children of unmarried heterosexual couples have—the right to a le-

gal relationship with both parents. Getting such recognition can re-

quire a lawyer and be expensive; advocates in some of these states are

working to streamline the process. 

In a few courts, the partner of a biological lesbian mother, either

during her pregnancy or when the child is born, can get a parentage

order using the laws that permit such orders for an unmarried male

partner of a woman who gives birth. Some states have read their Uni-

form Parentage Act—the law that emerged in the 1970s to assure a

child a legal relationship with two parents—as permitting a parent-

age designation for a second mother.¹²

Even without a second-parent adoption or parentage order, some

courts became willing to recognize the parental status of the partner

of a lesbian or gay man who was the biological parent of a child that
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the couple planned together. The redefinition of “parent” necessary

to accomplish this tracked arguments used in other contexts, such as

the Braschi case, to expand the definition of “family.” Although many

courts continued to define parenthood by biology, adoption, or mar-

riage to a woman bearing a child, some modified that definition to

encompass the reality of the lives of children raised by lesbian and

gay couples. These eƒorts also benefited children raised by unmar-

ried heterosexual couples where only one parent was biologically re-

lated to the child.

In 2000 the American Law Institute (ALI) suggested rules for

resolving family disputes that included the concept of a “parent by

estoppel.” Its principles state that someone who accepts full and per-

manent parental responsibilities for a child, with the agreement of

the child’s legal parent, has the same legal status as a biological or

adoptive parent.¹³ The examples accompanying the definition make

clear that it is designed to protect a child’s relationship with both par-

ents in cases in which a gay or lesbian couple plans for and raises 

a child together. Not surprisingly, the marriage movement has at-

tacked this recommendation and seeks instead to preserve a narrow

definition of “parent” to go with its narrow definition of “family.”¹⁴

A 2007 District of Columbia law defines “de facto parent” simi-

larly to the ALI’s parent by estoppel. A person who “lived with the

child in the same household at the time of the child’s birth or adop-

tion by the child’s parent, has taken on full and permanent respon-

sibilities as the child’s parent, and has held himself or herself out as

the child’s parent with the agreement of the child’s parent or, if there

are two parents, both parents” is entitled to custody and obligated to

pay child support on the same terms as a parent.¹⁵

New Hampshire repealed its ban on gay adoption and foster par-

enting in 1999, and a court in Arkansas, in a case brought by the

ACLU LGBT Project, struck down the state’s ban on gay foster par-

enting in 2006. But lesbian and gay parents still face opposition in

several states. Florida’s adoption ban, dating to Anita Bryant’s cru-

sade, stands; lawsuits challenging its constitutionality have failed.

Utah passed a law banning individuals living with a partner to whom

they were not married—gay or straight—from adopting a child,

even as a single parent. Nebraska, Ohio, and Wisconsin courts have

ruled against second-parent adoptions, although all have recognized
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a child’s relationship with his or her nonbiological parent for some

purposes.

As in the early days of the gay rights movement, lesbians and gay

men are still coming out after they marry and facing custody and

visitation disputes with their ex-spouses when their marriages end.

Despite the unanimous opinion of mainstream child welfare and

mental health organizations that children raised by gay and lesbian

parents suƒer no harm or disadvantage, courts in some states, espe-

cially in the South, continue to rule against them.

There is a long way to go until the law stops penalizing gay and

lesbian parents and their children. The marriage movement’s argu-

ment that the optimal unit for raising children is two married bio-

logical parents has traction in many quarters. But lawyers and other

advocates have achieved considerable legal recognition of lesbian and

gay parenting using arguments crafted out of an appreciation of the

diverse family forms in which children are raised.

Protecting the Interests of Couples

The tree that fell on Victoria’s car had been the subject of repeated

complaints to the District of Columbia’s public works department.

Many large branches had fallen from it; neighbors had reported that

it was just a matter of time before someone was hurt. City workers

did nothing—until after Victoria’s accident, when they cut down the

entire tree. Laura and the two children filed a wrongful death action

against the city. The city filed a motion to dismiss Laura from the 

case because she was not Victoria’s spouse. The trial court denied 

the motion. The judge ruled that in their “nonstandard family unit,”

Laura relied upon Victoria for support and maintenance and that

their “close relationship, coupled with the fact that they were both

legally recognized parents of the same two children” meant that

Laura was Victoria’s next of kin.¹⁶

Legal arguments advancing rights for unmarried couples require

courts to read beyond the terms “spouse,” “husband,” and “wife.”

Laura’s success was unusual. Over a strong dissent, a New York court

in 1998 ruled that Donald Raum could not recover for the wrongful

death of his partner of twenty years, who died of salmonella poison-

ing after eating a restaurant meal contaminated with the bacteria.
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Seven years later, a New York court also denied the survivor of a cou-

ple who had entered into a civil union in Vermont the right to sue for

damages arising from his partner’s death; Lambda Legal tried, un-

successfully, to get the court to overturn the decision in Raum.¹⁷

A few states allowed the survivor of an unmarried heterosexual

relationship to sue for the loss of the relationship or for the emo-

tional harm of witnessing a partner’s death.¹⁸ The New Mexico Su-

preme Court refused to limit such a claim to spouses because doing

so would “exclude many persons whose loss of a significant rela-

tional interest may be just as devastating as the loss of a legal spouse.”

One state ruled that a woman who left her job to relocate with her

unmarried diƒerent-sex partner of thirteen years could receive un-

employment benefits even though she was neither his wife nor his

fiancée.¹⁹ These precedents became available to same-sex couples.

Courts considered claims by one partner against the other after

a relationship ended, but only using the limited theories of property

and contract law. These made recovery impossible unless a partner

could prove a financial contribution to property or produce evidence

of an agreement. The ALI recommended a diƒerent approach: that

states treat separating domestic partners the way they treat divorcing

spouses. Gay rights lawyers urged their clients to draft relationship

agreements, write wills, and sign documents giving each other the

ability to make healthcare and other decisions should one become

disabled. 

Only Washington has, in part, the rule the ALI supports. There

the property either partner in an unmarried couple acquired is equi-

tably divided between them when the relationship ends. The law ap-

plies equally to same-sex and diƒerent-sex couples.²⁰ In Washington,

the survivor of a same-sex couple can also claim against the decedent’s

estate, as the state’s highest court ruled in 2003 in a case a gay man

brought after his partner of twenty-eight years died without a will.²¹

Arguments on behalf of unmarried couples ran directly into the

claims of the marriage movement. Milagros Irizarry, a Chicago pub-

lic school employee, challenged the constitutionality of a domestic

partner policy that covered same-sex, but not unmarried diƒerent-

sex, partners of employees.²² She had lived with her male partner for

more than twenty years and raised two children with him. In 2001
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the federal appeals court ruled against her, citing many marriage-

movement publications as proof that it was rational for the city to

promote marriage among its heterosexual employees.

Lambda Legal filed a friend-of-the-court brief on the employee’s

behalf. The court found this surprising, since same-sex couples did

receive the benefits. The court said Lambda was challenging the pol-

icy because it wanted to “knock marriage oƒ its perch.” 

“Knocking marriage oƒ its perch” was consistent with the claims

gay rights groups had brought on behalf of children with same-sex

parents. Their arguments supported all unmarried couples. In the

case that established second-parent adoption in the highest court in

New York, Lambda Legal successfully represented both a same-sex

and an unmarried diƒerent-sex couple.²³

But the court’s marriage-movement reasoning in Irizarry and the

impact of same-sex couples asserting the right to marry—even when

such demands were decisively rebuƒed—were part of what moved

gay rights lawyers to challenge rules excluding unmarried couples on

the gay-specific theory that their clients could not marry. Using this

theory, the National Center for Lesbian Rights prevailed in a case that

found that a surviving lesbian partner should be permitted to file 

a wrongful death suit after a neighbor’s dog mauled her partner to

death. This theory was also successful in obtaining domestic partner

benefits limited to same-sex couples in states where public employ-

ers provided benefits only to married couples. 

Hawaii and Its Aftermath

The national gay legal organizations did not take the lead on same-

sex marriage. They had scarce resources and wanted to pick winning

issues, and the underlying political disagreements about the issue, 

as exemplified by the 1989 Stoddard-Ettelbrick debate, remained. It

took the first win, in a case the national legal groups did not bring,

to get a full-fledged eƒort to achieve marriage for same-sex couples

under way. It soon became the gay rights movement’s most visible

issue.

On May 5, 1993, in Baehr v. Lewin, the Hawaii Supreme Court

ruled that the state ban on marriage by same-sex couples might vio-

late the state constitution.²⁴ The court determined that permitting a
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woman to marry only a man and not another woman, and permit-

ting a man to marry only a woman and not another man, was sex dis-

crimination. The court ordered a trial at which the state would have

to give compelling reasons for prohibiting same-sex marriage. Be-

cause this opinion made success in eliminating the ban on gay mar-

riage possible, the national organizations stepped in to assist the local

lawyers. Lambda Legal lawyer Evan Wolfson began working on the

case, and the organization o‰cially launched a Marriage Project. 

The Right seized the opportunity the Hawaii Supreme Court

opinion provided to further its own agenda. It used the possibility

that other states might treat as married any couple who traveled to

Hawaii and married there to push legislation saying that states would

not recognize same-sex marriages performed in other jurisdictions.

Focus on the Family and other right-wing groups lobbied for these

measures. But well-established legal principles already allowed a

state to disregard marriages from elsewhere that conflicted with its

public policy. 

In 1996, within three months of the presidential election, the Re-

publican Congress handed President Clinton two pieces of legisla-

tion that he could not veto, because doing so would have jeopardized

his reelection campaign: the misleadingly named Personal Respon-

sibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, ending guaran-

teed financial assistance to poor families, and the equally misnamed

Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). DOMA contained two provi-

sions. The first codified that states could decide for themselves

whether to recognize same-sex marriages; even if a same-sex couple

was married elsewhere, a state could disregard that marriage. The

second said that for all purposes under federal law, only a man and a

woman would be considered spouses. Thus a married same-sex cou-

ple would not be considered married for purposes of Social Security,

Medicare, federal income tax, immigration, or any other federal law.

As it turned out, Hawaii did not approve same-sex marriage. The

state defended its ban by attempting to prove that it furthered 

the state interest in promoting optimal child development. The trial

judge ruled against the state, but before the Hawaii Supreme Court

could hear the matter again, an election was held in which the voters

approved a constitutional amendment giving the legislature the au-

thority to restrict marriage to a man and a woman. The campaign to
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amend the constitution was led by a group heavily supported by the

Catholic and Mormon churches and by groups a‰liated with Focus

on the Family and the Christian Coalition. 

The Hawaii legislature did create a status with a new name—re-

ciprocal beneficiaries—open to two people unable to marry—same-

sex couples and relatives, such as a grandmother and grandson.²⁵

Reciprocal beneficiaries have some of the rights and responsibilities

aƒorded married couples, including health-related provisions, prop-

erty rights, inheritance rights, and taxation. When it was adopted in

1997, it was the most comprehensive state recognition available to

same-sex couples.

When a trial court in Alaska in 1998 found that the ban on same-

sex marriage violated its constitution, the state amended the consti-

tution to define marriage as between one man and one woman.²⁶

Coupled with the Hawaii experience, this led lawyers to begin in-

cluding in their litigation strategies the groundwork that would be

required to safeguard any judicial victory from being voided in the

political process.

On December 20, 1999, the Vermont Supreme Court ruled that

the exclusion of same-sex couples from the benefits of marriage vio-

lated its state constitution.²⁷ It left to the legislature the decision

whether to open marriage to same-sex couples or to create some

other mechanism for providing such couples the rights and respon-

sibilities of marriage. After an impassioned political process, in 2000

the Vermont legislature created a status called “civil unions.”²⁸ Same-

sex couples who enter civil unions are treated identically to married

couples under state law. Federal law does not recognize civil unions.

Outside Vermont, civil unions are legally recognized only to the ex-

tent that another state is willing to do so. Vermont also created a sta-

tus of reciprocal beneficiaries for relatives. Reciprocal beneficiaries

have decision-making rights in certain matters relating to healthcare

and burial or disposition of remains.

Marriage Equality—Victory and Its Aftermath

In 2001 Wolfson formed Freedom to Marry, a civil rights organiza-

tion dedicated solely to winning nationwide access to marriage for

same-sex couples. Freedom to Marry advocates at the national, state,
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and local levels; works to get endorsements from a wide range of

organizations; and builds the capacity of state organizations to deal

with the issue of marriage equality in the state legislative and elec-

toral processes. Wolfson does not refer to the goal as “gay marriage”

or “same-sex marriage.” What gay and lesbian couples want, he says,

is marriage. The same marriage heterosexuals have. He named the

movement to achieve that goal the “marriage equality” movement.

That year, Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), the

Boston-based legal group responsible for the Vermont case, filed a

court challenge in Massachusetts on behalf of seven same-sex cou-

ples excluded from marrying. That case, Goodridge v. Department 

of Public Health, decided on November 18, 2003, established same-

sex couples’ right to marry in Massachusetts.²⁹ President Bush an-

nounced his support for an amendment to the federal constitution

that would ban same-sex marriage throughout the country. 

In February 2004, before the first same-sex couples married in

Massachusetts, San Francisco mayor Gavin Newsom increased the

visibility of the issue by ordering the city clerk to begin issuing mar-

riage licenses to same-sex couples. Newsom acknowledged that Cal-

ifornia law did not permit such marriages, but he announced that 

he believed the restriction to be unconstitutional discrimination

against lesbians and gay men. The first marriage, on February 12, was

between Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin, the couple who, almost fifty

years earlier, had founded the homophile group Daughters of Bilitis.

Over the next twenty-nine days, couples streamed to San Fran-

cisco from around the country, filling the streets in front of city hall.

National news coverage bombarded the public with images of these

couples. City workers volunteered to work on weekends and Presi-

dents’ Day to accommodate the crowds. The marriages continued

until March 11, when a ruling from the state’s supreme court halted

them. Altogether, 4,161 same-sex couples wed. The California Su-

preme Court later ruled that the marriages were invalid. Newsom’s

actions prompted copycat decisions in a handful of other counties

and towns. 

On May 17, 2004, the first gay and lesbian couples married in

Massachusetts. Congress debated but did not pass a federal marriage

amendment. Eƒorts in Massachusetts to place on a statewide ballot

a constitutional amendment that would supersede the court’s ruling
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have so far been unsuccessful. The law enabling same-sex couples to

marry in Massachusetts has been limited almost entirely to couples

who live there, because a statute prohibits couples who live elsewhere

from marrying if they are trying to evade marriage bans in their own

states. 

As of September 2007, the landscape looked like this: The high-

est courts of Arizona, Indiana, Maryland, New York, and Washing-

ton ruled against the couples seeking marriage. In 2006, New Jersey

declared unconstitutional the exclusion of same-sex couples from

the rights and obligations of marriage and left to the legislature the

means to remedy this exclusion, a ruling similar to that of Vermont

in 1999. As in Vermont, this led to creation of the analogous legal sta-

tus of civil unions. 

Four states—Connecticut, California, New Hampshire, and Ore-

gon (the latter two eƒective January 1, 2008)—created an analogous

status legislatively without court mandates; Connecticut and New

Hampshire use the term “civil union,” while California and Oregon

use “domestic partnership.” California’s domestic partnership law is

also available to diƒerent-sex couples if at least one partner is at least

sixty-two. (Retirement-age diƒerent-sex couples sometimes live to-

gether without marrying to preserve certain economic benefits that

might terminate or be reduced if they did marry; permitting such

couples to enter domestic partnerships gives them a legal status that

does not jeopardize those benefits.) 

Litigation arguing the unconstitutionality of creating a “sepa-

rate but equal” parallel institution continues in California and Con-

necticut. A case seeking marriage equality is pending in the Iowa ap-

peals court, after a trial judge ruled in August 2007 that the exclusion

of same-sex couples violated the state’s constitution.

Hawaii continues to allow same-sex couples to be reciprocal ben-

eficiaries. Maine, Washington, and the District of Columbia have a

status called domestic partnership that provides limited legal conse-

quences. In Maine and D.C. the status of domestic partnership is

available to same-sex and diƒerent-sex couples. Washington is open

to same-sex couples and diƒerent-sex couples where one partner is

sixty-two or over. The D.C. status is also open to any two people who

live together in a “committed, familial relationship”; it thus includes

relatives who can register as reciprocal beneficiaries in Vermont and
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Hawaii. These statutes apply to more areas of law than the domestic

partner ordinances of the 1980s and 1990s but considerably less than

the schemes in other states that are the legal equivalent of marriage.³⁰

Widespread Hostility toward Same-Sex Marriage 

These advances in a small number of states have produced a back-

lash. Twenty-six states have amended their constitutions to ban

same-sex marriage and recognition of out-of-state same-sex mar-

riages, most by overwhelming margins. An additional nineteen

states ban recognition of same-sex marriages by statute; fifteen en-

acted these laws after the 1993 Hawaii Supreme Court ruling. Only

Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Rhode Island,

and the District of Columbia have neither a statutory nor a consti-

tutional ban on same-sex marriage.³¹ The federal Defense of Mar-

riage Act has been upheld against court challenges in three states. 

Most state constitutional amendments enacted to prevent recog-

nition of same-sex marriages contain language that goes beyond that,

to aƒect unmarried relationships of same-sex and diƒerent-sex 

couples. For example, the Ohio Defense of Marriage Amendment

reads: “Only a union between one man and one woman may be a

marriage valid in or recognized by this state and its political subdi-

visions. This state and its political subdivisions shall not create or

recognize a legal status for relationships of unmarried individuals

that intends to approximate the design, qualities, significance or

eƒect of marriage.”

In light of this amendment, some Ohio judges have found un-

constitutional a law criminalizing physical abuse of a “family or

household member” as defined to include “a person living as a

spouse.” An appeals court held that this was just the type of “quasi-

marital relationship” that the Defense of Marriage Amendment was

concerned about. Although the Ohio Supreme Court overturned

that ruling, its opinion made clear that the state could not create 

a status such as civil unions for same-sex couples and hinted that

public employee domestic partner benefits might also be unconsti-

tutional.³²

A similar Michigan constitutional amendment was interpreted

to ban provision of employee benefits to domestic partners of state,
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county, and city employees, including staƒ and faculty of the Uni-

versity of Michigan and other public universities. The amendment

reads: “To secure and preserve the benefits of marriage for our soci-

ety and for future generations of children, the union of one man and

one woman in marriage shall be the only agreement recognized as a

marriage or similar union for any purpose.”

The Michigan appeals court reviewed domestic partner bene-

fits plans. Most required the domestic partners to sign an agreement

that they were “jointly responsible for basic living and household ex-

penses.” The court ruled that granting domestic partner benefits 

on such a basis amounted to publicly recognizing a union similar to

marriage, in violation of the constitutional amendment.³³

Citizens for Community Values, an Ohio a‰liate of Focus on the

Family, contributed $1.18 million to the eƒort to enact Ohio’s De-

fense of Marriage Amendment.³⁴ It also filed a friend-of-the-court

brief arguing that the law protecting unmarried cohabiting part-

ners from domestic violence was unconstitutional. Gary Glenn, a 

coauthor of Michigan’s amendment and president of the American

Family Association of Michigan, described the court ruling striking

down domestic partner benefits as “exactly what we expected.”³⁵

Observers believe that public skepticism about this broad lan-

guage was responsible for Arizona’s defeat of Proposition 107, the

“protect marriage” amendment, in 2006. Arizona already had a law

limiting marriage to a man and a woman, and the state supreme

court had upheld its constitutionality. The proposed amendment in-

cluded language banning recognition of a “legal status for unmarried

persons . . . similar to that of marriage.” The amendment’s opponents

ran a public relations campaign emphasizing that heterosexual cou-

ples, including senior citizens, would lose their domestic partner

benefits if the amendment passed.³⁶ Arizona is the only state where

voters have rejected a constitutional amendment banning same-sex

marriage; its statute having the same eƒect remains on the books.

Marriage equality has mobilized thousands of lesbians and gay

men to become political activists, more than any issue since the gov-

ernment’s failure to respond to AIDS in the 1980s. Judging by the

results of referenda on state constitutional amendments, they have

been fighting losing battles. For every state-level gay rights organiza-

tion that has leveraged the issue of marriage equality into increased
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protections short of marriage for gay and lesbian couples, there are

many where activists’ incalculable time, money, and energy have

been unable to stop antigay legislation and constitutional amend-

ments. If heterosexuals in Ohio or Michigan or some other state are

outraged by courts interpreting these amendments to ban domes-

tic partnership or other rights for unmarried gay and straight cou-

ples, there might be support for a political campaign to repeal the

amendments. The law aƒecting gay and lesbian families in those

states would be where it was before marriage equality became a pri-

ority. Gay and lesbian people will be more visible, but the law will not

have progressed.

Leaders in the fight for marriage equality do not judge the value

of their eƒorts by the outcome of state referenda. They cite the six

states that now have a status equivalent to marriage for same-sex

couples, plus Massachusetts (which has marriage), as extraordinary

progress in a short time.

Commentators are divided on the relative cost and value of fight-

ing for marriage equality in the face of a political backlash. Historian

John D’Emilio calls the campaign for same-sex marriage an “unmit-

igated disaster.”³⁷ He argues that the forces of history were making

marriage a less central institution, and that national gay leaders must

shift course, stop arguing that full dignity will come only when gay

couples can marry, and stop throwing good money after bad. Law

professor Carlos Ball, on the other hand, argues that lesbians and gay

men are better oƒ in spite of the backlash.³⁸ He cites increased pub-

lic support for some legal recognition for same-sex couples, the pos-

itive eƒects over time of the number of couples who will marry in

Massachusetts, and the greater visibility of the fully human lives of

lesbians and gay men. Even he, however, cautions against continu-

ing to litigate for marriage equality, arguing that such eƒorts have

reached the point of diminishing returns.

Whether or not individual states move toward or retreat from

marriage equality, the current terms of the fight are problematic for

the families and relationships of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgen-

der people.
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Flaws in the Arguments for Marriage 

The arguments driving both the litigation and the political cam-

paigns for same-sex marriage mark an abrupt shift from decades of

critiques about marriage law. The shift is so pervasive that the gen-

eration of gay and straight young adults who have grown up during

the culture war over same-sex marriage has no idea that the gay rights

movement was once part of coalition eƒorts to make marriage mat-

ter less. The theme of the first three decades of advocacy for gay and

lesbian families—increased recognition of family diversity in com-

mon cause with all families not conforming to one-size-fits-all mar-

riage—has lost its prominence.

There are two causes for concern. Some rhetoric deployed in the

eƒort to gain the right to marry shows the disturbing influence of 

the conservative marriage movement, which opposes family diver-

sity. Thus it positions the gay rights movement on the wrong side 

of the culture war over acceptable family structures. More alarming,

the logic of the arguments made to win converts to marriage equal-

ity risks reversing, rather than advancing, progress for diverse fam-

ily forms, including those in which many LGBT people live. The civil

rights victory of marriage for those gay and lesbian couples who seek

it may come at the expense of law reforms benefiting a wider range

of families. 

In June 2002, Lambda Legal circulated a fund-raising letter fo-

cusing on marriage. The heading at the top of the first page read,

“These two are not two, Love has made them one (from Benjamin Brit-

ten’s ‘A Wedding Anthem’).” The letter continued: “One day soon,

this may be a real invitation to a real wedding of a lesbian or gay cou-

ple, and the law may also make them one.” 

For hundreds of years the law did make a married couple one,

and it took feminist agitation and litigation of more than 125 years 

to end the oppression embodied in such laws. The Christian Right

today still preaches “oneness” in marriage. The use of such rhetori-

cal flourish to raise money for same-sex marriage litigation pan-

ders, if unwittingly, to a social and political climate that targets

family diversity as a threat to social cohesion and marriage as its only

salvation. 

The marriage movement and the federal government’s marriage-
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promotion activities stress the benefits of marriage for participants

and society. The rhetoric accompanying these eƒorts asserts that

marriage is better than other family forms. These messages, under-

standably, aƒect lesbians and gay men, and advocates for same-sex

marriage have picked up on them, asserting that if marriage is good

for heterosexuals then it will be good for lesbians and gay men, with

the ensuing benefits to society presumably flowing from their mar-

riages as well.

To make this argument, same-sex marriage supporters borrow

from flawed marriage-movement arguments that further a politi-

cal agenda historically out of line with the gay rights movement. For

example, psychology professor Gregory Herek argues for marriage

rather than civil unions by referencing that “heterosexual cohabiting

couples do not derive the same advantages as married couples from

their relationships.”³⁹ But critics of the marriage movement point

out that such claims are based on bad science, reflecting “selection

eƒect” and assuming a causal connection that cannot be proven.

Similarly, cultural anthropologist Gilbert Herdt and psychiatrist

Robert Kertzner assert that because “marriage supports mental and

physical health,” the ban on same-sex marriage “compromises the

well-being [of lesbians and gay men], that of their children, and the

well-being of future generations.”⁴⁰

Ellen Lewin, an anthropologist who has studied lesbian mothers

and committed same-sex couples, criticizes the staking of same-sex

marriage rights on the same claims the marriage movement uses to

defend legal and economic advantages for married heterosexuals,

deny assistance to poor single parents, and threaten to reinstitute

illegitimacy. In addition, she argues that attributing mental health

problems faced by gay and lesbian people to their inability to marry

suggests wrongly that there is a linear relationship between this par-

ticular lack of entitlement and psychological disturbances.⁴¹

Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders has expressed the belief

that the marriage of lesbian and gay couples will strengthen the in-

stitution of marriage, not weaken it,⁴² as though strengthening 

the institution of marriage, on the terms that rhetoric is usually de-

ployed, is an unqualified accomplishment. When the marriage

movement speaks of strengthening the institution of marriage it is

always in a context that asserts the superiority of marriage. Marriage
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must be strengthened, its advocates declare, to protect soci-

ety from the damage that a proliferation of diverse family structures

causes. If GLAD does not want to be associated with this ideology, it

shouldn’t borrow from it to garner support for same-sex marriage.

Legal scholar William Eskridge and coauthor Darren Spedale

also write of strengthening marriage as a by-product of extending 

it to same-sex couples.⁴³ Their work refutes marriage-movement

assertions that same-sex partnership registration in Scandinavian

countries has weakened marriage. But the marriage movement wins

by setting the terms of the debate in this fashion.

The “Good for Children” Claim

The marriage movement uses one refrain to push its agenda: that

marriage is good for children and that raising children outside mar-

riage damages both them and society. 

It’s especially troubling when marriage-equality advocates make

similar assertions. The constitutional mandate and law reform ef-

forts of the late 1960s and 1970s reflected the understanding that chil-

dren are not supposed to suƒer harm as a result of having unmarried

parents. The lifelong disabilities of “illegitimacy” have been erased.

If a law discriminates between a child born to married parents and a

child born to unmarried parents, it is subject to heightened scrutiny

under the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

Thus, a second-parent adoption or a parentage order protects the

child of a lesbian couple by ensuring her legal relationship with the

mother who gave birth to her and the mother’s partner. A joint adop-

tion ensures that a couple adopting a child together are both legally

recognized parents of that child. Some who urge marriage as the so-

lution to children’s needs fail to distinguish between consequences

of marriage and consequences of parenthood. For example, a Na-

tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force publication refers to the lack of

educational assistance for the children of deceased public safety

o‰cers “who lack legal recognition of the parent-child relationship

due to the lack of marriage rights of their parents.”⁴⁴ But a child does

not need his parents to be married to get these rights; the child needs

his parent to be legally recognized as his parent. The same is true for

children of heterosexual parents.
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A Human Rights Campaign Foundation report, The Cost of Mar-

riage Inequality to Children and Their Same-Sex Parents, also con-

fuses this issue, providing examples of how the law harms gay and

lesbian couples raising children.⁴⁵ It highlights Social Security sur-

vivors’ benefits, the lack of access to health insurance and family 

and medical leave, and some federal income tax rules. Although the

report does note the availability of second-parent adoption in some

parts of the country, it does not explain which of the problems it

names would be cured by legally recognizing a child’s parents and

which require marriage of the partners to remedy those disadvan-

tages. 

One section of the report, “Protections Available to Same-Sex

Couples with Children,” explains that only one state permits same-

sex marriage, that such marriages are not recognized for purposes of

federal laws, and that states do not uniformly permit second-parent

adoption. The next paragraph states: “As a result, these children can-

not rely on: both their parents to be permitted to authorize medical

treatment in an emergency; support from both parents in the event

of their separation; or Social Security survivor benefits in the event

of the death of the parent who was unable to establish a legal rela-

tionship with the child.” Yet each of these three problems is solved by

legally recognizing the parent-child relationship through adoption

or parentage decrees. None requires marriage, either for diƒerent-

sex or same-sex couples. 

The report concludes that “lack of universal access” to marriage

deprives children of the protections available to their peers being

raised by heterosexual parents. It continues: “Until all states grant

equal marriage to same-sex couples, the children in these families

will continue to be deprived of the security of being recognized as a

‘legal’ family.” This conclusion is misleading. For those advantages

linked to parenthood, marriage is not necessary for the children of

either same-sex or diƒerent-sex couples. For those requiring mar-

riage of a child’s parents, all children with unmarried parents suƒer.

All the costs to children of what the Human Rights Campaign Foun-

dation calls “marriage inequality” would be eliminated by building

on the changes started in the 1970s to eliminate the disadvantages

that children of unmarried parents experience.

In fact, the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), which the re-
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port mentions, already protects children raised in a variety of family

structures. Any covered employee with day-to-day responsibilities

for the care and support of a child is entitled to FMLA leave. The reg-

ulations say that neither a biological nor a legal relationship to the

child is required. In other words, this law allows either parent in a

same-sex couple to take leave to care for their child. Neither marriage

nor adoption is necessary. The report does not convey this fact, nor

does it oƒer it as an example of how other laws might change to pro-

tect children of same-sex couples.

Until same-sex couples can marry in every state and until DOMA

is repealed, marriage provides insu‰cient protection for a child born

to a married lesbian couple. The nonbiological mother still must

adopt the child. This is the only guarantee that other states, and the

federal government, will honor their parent-child relationship. The

forty-plus state laws “defending” marriage and the federal DOMA

declare that they will not recognize same-sex marriage or any rights

flowing from it, including the rights of parenthood. For that reason,

the gay legal organizations tell couples in Massachusetts and in the

states with civil unions or domestic partnerships that they should

still get second-parent adoptions.⁴⁶ In other words, the option created

to make marriage matter less provides greater protection for parent-

child relationships.

Marriage-equality supporters also invoke the specter of ille-

gitimacy and quote marriage-movement rhetoric about child well-

being. The American Psychological Association, in its briefs in 

same-sex marriage cases, has argued that children of gay and lesbian

couples will benefit from their parents’ marriage because nonmari-

tal birth is widely viewed as undesirable. Referring to the historical

stigma of “illegitimacy” and “bastardy,” it argues that “this stigma . . .

will not be visited upon the children of same-sex couples when those

couples can legally marry.”⁴⁷

The National Association of Social Workers has used the language

of marriage-promotion campaigns to assert in its friend-of-the-

court briefs that “marriage between a child’s parents uniformly is

good for children. . . . It advances child welfare to permit—and in-

deed promote—marriage where there are children.”⁴⁸ Herdt and

Kertzner assert that “marriage denial has had particular eƒects on the

well-being of children reared by lesbians and gay men by undermin-
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ing family stability and perpetuating false claims about parental fit-

ness.”⁴⁹ But the research on children of gay parents uniformly finds

no damage to them. The claims for marriage equality made for the

sake of the children unfortunately echo claims the marriage move-

ment makes when it blames poor child outcomes on parents’ failure

to marry. 

Evan Wolfson, of Freedom to Marry, wrote that “all children de-

serve to know that their family is worthy of respect in the eyes of 

the law. . . . That respect come[s] with the freedom to marry.”⁵⁰ I

agree with Wolfson’s premise but not his conclusion; the respect

comes from the law equally valuing all family forms—the point of

view Wolfson expressed in his 1989 Family Bill of Rights. 

Wrongly Defining the Problem 

The marriage-equality movement diminishes eƒorts to win legal

recognition of diverse family forms in the way that it structures its

arguments. First it presents problems that same-sex couples who lack

legal recognition face; it presents these as stand-alone problems for

gay and lesbian couples rather than as problems many types of fam-

ilies face. Then it posits marriage—rather than a broader set of legal

reforms—as the solution to those problems. Consider the following

example from Lambda Legal:

Ronnie in New York City developed a grave illness and needed her

partner of over twenty years, Elaine, to assist her in getting to med-

ical appointments. Ronnie would suƒer black-outs walking in the

street. Elaine requested family medical leave from her employer to

cover the periodic appointments, but the employer said no because

Ronnie was not a “spouse.”⁵¹

But Ronnie doesn’t need a spouse; she needs care. A spouse or her

nonmarital equivalent could provide that care—if she has such a

partner—but so could Ronnie’s niece, her sister, her closest friend,

or a group of her closest friends. And such people must provide the

care if Ronnie doesn’t have a partner. The AIDS crisis, attention to

which remains a part of Lambda Legal’s mission, illuminates the fal-

lacy of expecting any one person to care for someone with extensive

medical needs. 
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What’s more, Ronnie’s problem with the federal Family and

Medical Leave Act is not a problem only of gay and lesbian couples.

For example, the law does not permit leave for parents-in-law. Nor

can a grandparent or godparent take leave to care for a child. Nor can

a group of close friends take leave to rotate caregiving responsibili-

ties for a gay man with AIDS or a lesbian with cancer. The federal

law’s narrow nuclear family model leaves out many families and re-

lationships.⁵² In fact, because the FMLA applies only to workplaces

with fifty or more employees, 40 percent of the workforce is not en-

titled to this benefit at all.

On the other hand, if Elaine worked for the federal government,

she would be able to take Ronnie to her appointments. That’s because

she could use her own sick leave to care for “any individual related

by blood or a‰nity whose close association with the employee is the

equivalent of a family relationship.”⁵³ There might be many people

in Ronnie’s chosen family of friends who qualify under such a defini-

tion.⁵⁴ That is also the definition in the proposed federal “Healthy

Families Act,” legislation that mandates seven days of paid sick leave

for all employees.

Lambda Legal titled the paper referred to here “Denying Access

to Marriage Harms Families.” From a diƒerent angle, Ronnie’s prob-

lem would be described as “Denying Access to Sick Leave Harms

Families” or “Denying Access to Caretaking Leave Harms Families.”

The District of Columbia Family and Medical Leave Act covers ex-

tended family members and unmarried same- and diƒerent-sex

partners.⁵⁵ This is not an ideal law, but it is better than the federal law

and, if extended nationwide, it would meet the needs of more LGBT

people than the federal law, even if same-sex couples were allowed 

to marry. The definition in the “Healthy Families Act” is much bet-

ter. By defining the problem as lack of access to marriage, gay rights

advocates overlook the possibilities for meeting the needs of more

LGBT families and relationships through a diƒerent solution.

When Lambda Legal challenged the same-sex marriage ban in

New Jersey, its legal director said that the “tragedies of September

11th were a painful reminder of what discrimination in marriage

means as we watched gay and lesbian survivors being excluded from

financial safety nets and other support because they weren’t married

to their lost partners.” That is a gay civil rights lens through which to
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see the same-sex partners of those killed. A lens that valued all fam-

ilies, including all LGBT families, would use the opportunity to

promote just rules for all those who depended on the deceased em-

ployees, using as models existing laws that do just that. Had the Sep-

tember 11 attacks occurred in California, for example, surviving

same-sex partners would have had a financial safety net, because in

that state marriage is not a prerequisite for receiving workers’ com-

pensation death benefits.

Lambda Legal chose to characterize another case as about lack of

access to marriage when the relevant law itself banned discrimina-

tion on the basis of marital status. In 2007 the group filed a lawsuit

on behalf of a lesbian couple whose mortgage company threatened

to foreclose on their home.⁵⁶ The company explained in writing to

the partner who originally owned the home how she could go about

adding another person’s name to the mortgage; this included chang-

ing the deed to reflect joint ownership. Yet after they sent the new

deed to the mortgage company, the company claimed that the trans-

fer violated the terms of the mortgage and demanded payment of the

full mortgage—$80,000—within thirty days. The company would

not have taken this position had the transfer been between spouses.

The Lambda lawsuit claims violation of the federal Equal Credit

Opportunity Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of

marital status. Lambda’s legal argument—and the correct policy po-

sition—is that the company should not be permitted to discriminate

against an unmarried couple. Yet the press release accompanying the

filing of the complaint oƒered only one quote from the Lambda at-

torney handling the case. He said, “Everyone from kids to creditors

knows what it means when two people say they are married. . . . If

these two women had been able to marry in New York, this never

would have happened.”

The Lambda Web site claims that “a victory in this case would

help remind home loan lenders throughout the nation that they

must treat unmarried same-sex couples as they do married diƒerent-

sex couples.” But the federal law bans discrimination on the basis 

of marital status; all unmarried couples should have the right to

protection from discrimination. This case was the perfect vehicle 

for fighting credit discrimination against all couples, but Lambda in-

stead chose to use it to further its marriage agenda.
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Plaintiƒs in the cases seeking access to marriage are presented as

couples who are harmed because they cannot marry. The lead plain-

tiƒs in the Massachusetts case stated that “we still can’t transfer as-

sets to our spouse, benefit from each other’s social security should

one of us die, and we worry about emergencies when we travel, even

with all the proper documentation.” Two couples expressed the need

for tax and other protections as they contemplate retirement and es-

tate planning; three expressed concern about their ability to secure

appropriate medical care in an emergency. One couple was stretched

financially by the need to purchase health insurance for the partner

who was a full-time student because the employed partner’s insur-

ance did not cover an unmarried couple.⁵⁷

In the case challenging the same-sex-marriage ban in Maryland,

one woman had been denied access to her partner and information

about her partner’s condition during the partner’s emergency gall

bladder surgery, and other couples expressed fears about such cir-

cumstances; one couple was separated because of restrictions on im-

migration that married couples can bypass, and another had spent

time apart because of such restrictions; one plaintiƒ lost his home

when his partner of thirteen years died, because the will his partner

had written was not signed by the required number of witnesses; 

a senior citizen couple worried that they would be separated in a

nursing home; two couples were unable to share employment-related

health insurance; one woman, a city bus driver, worried that her

partner would not receive her death benefits if she died on the job.⁵⁸

But marriage actually hurts some couples. The Earned Income

Tax Credit (EITC) is one of the most successful antipoverty pro-

grams in the country, distributing funds mostly to low- and moder-

ate-income working families with children. Eligibility for the EITC

as well as the amount of any credit is based on the combined earn-

ings of spouses. Because of this, many low-income same-sex married

parents in Massachusetts are actually better oƒ being treated as un-

married under federal tax law, as their joint incomes would be too

high to allow them to receive the credit. Similarly, if one partner

needs nursing home care, the other can keep all her assets if they are

unmarried. If they are married, the spouse who doesn’t need the care

can only keep a designated “allowance.” Elder-law attorneys often
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advise older clients considering getting married not to do so; mar-

ried couples are better oƒ under some Medicaid-related laws and

worse oƒ under others, depending on their circumstances.

Marriage Is Not the Answer

Marriage as the solution to the problems that plaintiƒ couples de-

scribe bypasses better solutions that make marriage—whether it

would help or hurt any particular couple for any particular purpose

—matter less. When advocates for gay and lesbian couples exclude

from the definition of the problem others who are aƒected by mar-

riage’s special treatment, they leave behind allies and a huge propor-

tion of gay men and lesbians in pursuit of the solution of marriage for

same-sex couples. 

Miguel Braschi deserved protection from eviction. Had marriage

been an option in New York at the time, he would have deserved this

protection even if he and Leslie Blanchard were not married. Olivia

Shelltrack and Fondray Loving, who had been together thirteen years

and were raising three children, were denied an occupancy permit 

in 2006 in Black Jack, Missouri, because they fell outside the town’s

definition of family. The mayor was on record as saying that an un-

married couple with children did not meet the standard for residing

there. It took a lawsuit by the local ACLU before the town granted

the family the permit. The problem was not lack of access to mar-

riage; the couple was legally allowed to marry. The problem was mar-

riage as the standard for families welcome in the town. 

In Massachusetts, some employers ended domestic partner em-

ployee benefits after same-sex couples won the right to marry. When

GLAD explained its opposition to ending such benefits, it had to

walk a fine line. It presented several reasons a gay couple in Massa-

chusetts might choose not to marry. These included having a part-

ner in the military who would face discharge, having a noncitizen

partner who might face deportation, and working for an employer

who might transfer the employee to a state without protections

against employment discrimination based on sexual orientation.

GLAD also noted that uncertainty about the legal status of marriage

in the only state allowing it might “justly” make an employee pause
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before marrying. It said that domestic partnership policies were still

important and still served the purpose of “equal pay for equal work.”

But once an organization successfully argues that same-sex couples

must be allowed to marry because of the benefits married couples re-

ceive, it’s harder to assert that a couple shouldn’t have to marry to ob-

tain that benefit. 

In an August 2006 statement, Lambda Legal a‰rmed, “We re-

main committed to litigating and supporting legislative reform . . .

for those who seek protections and respect through means other 

than marriage.”⁵⁹ This is an important policy statement that will

require care to implement. When a group alleges harm resulting

from lack of marriage for same-sex couples, achieving marriage or its

functional equivalent may become an end point. After urging mar-

riage as the solution, a group may find that it has lost the ability to

advocate for the diverse forms of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and trans-

gender families and relationships. Fair treatment for those fami-

lies and relationships may not seem like “gay rights” issues and may

therefore appear to be someone else’s problem. 

In addition, in the legislative arena, where there is greater flex-

ibility in seeking reform than there is in litigation, the marriage-

discrimination mindset has caused state and national groups to

advocate solutions for couples in numerous areas—for example,

hospital visitation, family leave, and property tax relief—that

shouldn’t be limited to couples. Starting with just policies for all

families, relationships, and households produces results that are

more inclusive than starting with what married couples get and ad-

vocating identical treatment for some same-sex couples.

Judith Stacey, the sociologist who first sounded the alarm about

the insidious secular arguments promoting fatherhood and mar-

riage in the “Dan Quayle Was Right” era, became a strong champion

of parenting by lesbians and gay men and a supporter of marriage 

for same-sex couples. But she is ambivalent about that support. She

wrote:

Allowing same-sex couples to join the conjugal congregation is 

likely to intensify social discrimination against everyone else who,

whether by choice or fate, were to remain outside its privileged

grounds. . . . This is not an outcome I consider desirable or demo-
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cratic. To love or live without marrying should not be a social scan-

dal . . . but discriminating against those who do so should be. . . . Un-

less legal recognition of same-sex marriage is accompanied with

social recognition and material support for the broad array of con-

temporary family forms which children and adults of all genders and

sexual orientations now inhabit, their gain might prove to be a loss

for vast numbers of other children and families.⁶⁰

Some of the legal problems that that “broad array” of contempo-

rary families face could be solved now by focusing on solutions other

than marriage. Those solutions will improve the lives of same-

sex couples as well as LGBT people not in coupled relationships, and

their children. Then, when marriage equality ultimately prevails, 

it will be a triumph in the name of the dignity of the love between

same-sex partners that does not diminish those whose lives, “by

choice or fate,” take a diƒerent course.
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CHAPTER SIX

Countries Where 

Marriage Matters Less 

Same-sex couples enjoy greater legal recognition in many countries

outside the United States. They can marry in Belgium, Canada, the

Netherlands, Spain, and South Africa. They can register as partners

in at least fourteen other countries, achieving many, most, or all of

the benefits and obligations accorded married couples.

While this reveals a greater acceptance of lesbians and gay men

than exists in the United States, a deeper look is needed to determine

whether same-sex or diƒerent-sex couples in these countries must

marry or register to be subject to these specific legal consequences.

Such an analysis reveals that, among Western countries, the United

States stands largely alone in maintaining an inflexible line between

married couples and everyone else.

The changes in family composition in the United States in the

1960s—brought about by increased heterosexual cohabitation and

nonmarital births—occurred as well in other countries. Legal

changes followed. No “Religious Right” or “marriage movement” in

these countries opposed the expanding rights of unmarried couples.

No theological or secular arguments for the supremacy of hetero-

sexual marriage gained traction in their courts and legislatures. 

Countries that began to recognize unmarried heterosexual cou-

ples in the 1970s have continued to do so without a backlash such as

that which occurred in the United States. Incorporating same-sex

couples into a legal regime available to diƒerent-sex couples was a

natural progression. Those countries that later permitted partner

registration or marriage for same-sex couples did not dislodge rec-

ognition available to those who did not marry or register.

Same-sex couples in the United States repeatedly identify the ban

on marriage as the source of their exclusion from laws governing im-
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portant matters such as retirement and death benefits, healthcare ac-

cess and decision making, family leave, immigration, taxation, and

dissolution of relationships. Other countries have found ways to pro-

vide legal rights involving such matters to unmarried couples. Seen

from this angle, the problem in America is not that we deny marriage

to gay men and lesbians but that we value married couples exclusively

in providing access to laws that all families need.

Three countries, each with somewhat diƒerent laws governing

gay and lesbian couples, are good examples of the ways in which this

approach can be carried out. Canada allows same-sex couples to

marry. It also extends to cohabiting, unmarried same- and diƒerent-

sex couples virtually all the legal consequences of marriage. New

Zealand allows same- and diƒerent-sex couples to enter civil unions

but allows only diƒerent-sex couples to marry. Like Canada, it treats

all unmarried couples virtually identically under the law. Australia

bans marriage for same-sex couples, but extends to de facto hetero-

sexual couples all of the legal consequences of marriage. Its federal

government is hostile to gay and lesbian rights but comfortable giv-

ing full legal recognition to diƒerent-sex couples who do not marry.

All nine Australian states recognize same-sex couples on terms vir-

tually identical to those of unmarried diƒerent-sex couples.

In addition, many European countries permit partner registra-

tion, but unmarried/unregistered couples in those countries have

many rights that in the United States come only with marriage. Al-

though the diƒerences between marriage/registration and cohabi-

tation are greater in Europe than in Canada, Australia, and New

Zealand, unmarried/unregistered couples in those countries still

take for granted some matters—like healthcare decision making and

family medical leave—that figure prominently in American argu-

ments for same-sex marriage. Brazil and Israel also exemplify ways

that law can value families beyond those created by marriage.

Canada

Discrimination on the basis of marital status touches the essential

dignity and worth of the individual. . . . [It violates] fundamental

human rights norms. Specifically, it touches the individual’s free-

dom to live life with the mate of one’s choice in the fashion of one’s
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choice. This is a matter of defining importance to individuals. . . .

Discrimination on the basis of marital status may be seen as akin to

discrimination on the ground of religion, to the extent that it finds

its roots and expression in moral disapproval of all sexual unions ex-

cept those sanctioned by the church and state.¹

This eloquent quotation, from a 1995 opinion of the Supreme

Court of Canada, explains why discrimination against unmarried

couples violates the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (the

counterpart to the U.S. Constitution). Marriage for same-sex cou-

ples in Canada came only after they, along with unmarried hetero-

sexual couples, had received almost total legal parity with married

couples. Today same-sex couples in Canada can marry if they wish to

express something about their relationship by doing so; they do not

have to marry to get legal benefits, because those benefits are already

available to them. Marriage equality in Canada was a civil rights vic-

tory for lesbian and gay couples. As a matter of family law, their fam-

ilies were already fully recognized. 

Recognition began for unmarried diƒerent-sex couples in 1972,

with a British Columbia law extending spousal-support rights to co-

habitants of at least two years. Laws regarding the obligations of

separating partners followed. Canadian law also began recognizing

unmarried couples with respect to various government programs. In

the early 1970s it extended veterans’ and old-age/pension benefits to

diƒerent-sex couples who had lived together for at least one year or

three years, depending on the circumstances.² Throughout the next

two decades, many laws and regulations recognized unmarried cou-

ples in matters pertaining to inheritance, taxes, prison-inmate vis-

itation, medical decision making, medical services, bereavement

leave, and employee family benefits.³

In 1995, the Supreme Court of Canada, in Miron v. Trudel, found

unconstitutional the exclusion of an unmarried partner from the

definition of “spouse” in an automobile insurance policy, resulting

in the a‰rmation of the equal respect due unmarried couples in the

quotation that begins this section. In 1999 it ruled that the Cana-

dian Charter required extending that respect to a lesbian requesting

support payments from a former partner after their relationship had

ended.⁴ As a result, in 2000 the Canadian Parliament, reflecting
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values of “tolerance, respect, and equality,” amended sixty-eight fed-

eral laws to recognize as “common law partners” both same-sex 

and diƒerent-sex couples who live together for at least a year. This

designation carries equal rights and responsibilities to that accorded

spouses.⁵

Only one major diƒerence remains for unmarried couples. Prov-

inces are not required to distribute property at the end of unmarried-

couple relationships under the same standards used for marriages,

nor must they allow inheritance if there is no will. Three provinces

—Northwest Territories (1997), Saskatchewan (2001), and Manitoba

(2002)—do provide identical treatment. The others follow the some-

what more onerous process of using the standards for property divi-

sion at separation that the Supreme Court of Canada established 

in the early 1980s; these are still much easier to meet than those 

that address separating unmarried couples in the United States.

Nova Scotia, Manitoba, and Quebec also allow both same-sex and

diƒerent-sex couples to register as domestic partners, which triggers

rights and obligations at death or dissolution identical to those for

married couples.⁶

In 2003, after lawsuits in Ontario, British Columbia, and Quebec,

those provinces extended marriage to same-sex couples. Quebec 

also enabled a lesbian couple having a child through assisted repro-

duction to place the names of both mothers on the child’s birth

certificate. Legislation in the Parliament followed, and marriage be-

came available to same-sex couples throughout the country on July

20, 2005.

Same- and diƒerent-sex couples in Canada have choices. Mar-

riage and, where available, registration as domestic partners trigger

immediate legal consequences for all purposes. Couples who do not

marry or register, however, will be treated almost identically to mar-

ried couples after one or three years of cohabitation, depending on

the relevant law, or sooner if they have children in common. Cohab-

itation is not rigidly defined; a 2003 Ontario case awarded temporary

spousal support at the end of an eighteen-year relationship between

two men, even though for some of the time the couple worked in

diƒerent cities and had separate homes.⁷

For couples who have already lived together for three years at the

time they consider marriage, the decision carries few legal conse-
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quences; they are already treated as spouses under all federal laws. In

some provinces they will need wills to guarantee each other’s ability

to inherit. Otherwise the law recognizes them fully as a family.

Canada has considered, and in one province implemented, legal

recognition for relationships not based on sexual a‰liation. In 2001

the Law Commission of Canada, an independent federal law reform

agency, released a report titled Beyond Conjugality: Recognizing and

Supporting Close Personal Adult Relationships. The commission ac-

knowledged that the law already treated married and unmarried

couples equally. It called those relationships “conjugal.” It recom-

mended further reform to recognize the value of caring and inter-

dependent nonconjugal relationships.⁸ The recommendations have

not yet been implemented on a federal level. 

The province of Alberta, however, created a legal status that

encompasses nonconjugal relationships, designated “adult interde-

pendent relationships.” The motive for recognizing such relation-

ships was quite diƒerent from that expressed in Beyond Conjugality.

Alberta is Canada’s most conservative province, and its legislators

were dismayed with the Canadian Supreme Court decisions inval-

idating distinctions between married and unmarried couples, in-

cluding same-sex couples.⁹ Because the province did not want to

single out unmarried straight and gay couples for recognition, it cre-

ated a broader status that recognizes more than conjugal couples. Al-

berta wanted to keep marriage for diƒerent-sex couples only, but of

course has been unable to do so since the 2005 mandate allowing

such marriages throughout the country.¹⁰

Under the 2002 Adult Interdependent Relationships Act, two

people in such a relationship are treated identically to a married cou-

ple for many of the legal consequences applicable to marriage. The

relationship is created for legal purposes via a written agreement or

in the case of couples living in an interdependent relationship for

three years. If there is a child by birth or adoption, the three-year

requirement is dropped, but the relationship must be “of some per-

manence.” Any two unmarried people, not already in another inter-

dependent relationship, may become adult interdependent partners

(AIPs). The two people must live together, share each other’s lives, be

emotionally committed to each other, and function as an economic
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and domestic unit; a sexual relationship between the partners is not

required.

AIPs are now included in many laws previously applicable to

spouses and/or family members. Extended healthcare benefits that

Alberta residents receive if they or their spouses are sixty-five or older

now apply to AIPs if one of the partners is sixty-five or older. AIPs

may not be compelled to testify in court against each other. An AIP

may make decisions about organ and tissue donation for a dying

partner.

AIPs inherit under the same circumstances as does a spouse if

one partner dies without a will; if the decedent has both a surviving

spouse and a surviving AIP, the one who was living with the dece-

dent at the time of death inherits. An AIP, like a spouse, also cannot

be disinherited by his or her partner but rather is entitled to some

portion of the estate even if there is a will to the contrary. When the

relationship dissolves, an AIP may bring an action for ongoing sup-

port if the facts merit it. Alberta’s Workers’ Compensation Act pro-

vides a pension benefit to the spouse or AIP of a deceased worker. If

the worker has both a spouse and an AIP, the law says that the spouse

receives the pension if the spouse is dependent, but if the spouse is

not dependent and the AIP is, then the AIP gets the pension.

Canada thus provides a dramatic contrast to the United States

with respect to nonmarital relationships. Canadian law sought to ac-

commodate the sexual revolution that brought into society different-

sex cohabitation without marriage. It first eschewed marital-status

discrimination and then applied the mandate of equality in its Char-

ter of Rights and Freedoms to recognize same-sex couples. From

there it opened marriage to same-sex couples. Canada will achieve

even greater justice for all families if the law embraces the principles

of the Beyond Conjugality report and considers the Alberta Adult In-

terdependent Relationships Act a model from which to build other

protections for nonconjugal relationships.

Australia

Australia has an approach diƒerent from that of both the United

States and Canada.¹¹ Unlike that of the United States, Australian law
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recognizes unmarried heterosexual couples who live together as al-

most identical to married couples. Indeed, such recognition is even

more sweeping than in Canada; few laws require the couple to have

lived together for a certain amount of time.

The areas addressed under Australian federal law, and thus

equally available to married and unmarried diƒerent-sex couples,

include immigration, veterans’ benefits, income tax, social security

and family-assistance benefits, superannuation retirement benefits

(called pensions in the United States), death benefits, caretaking and

bereavement leave, and bankruptcy. The terms used in the federal

laws include “de facto spouse,” “member of a couple,” “partner,” and

“marital” or “marriage-like” relationship. The most common lan-

guage in the definitions of these terms describes living with someone

of a diƒerent sex “on a genuine domestic basis.”

Unlike in Canada, Australian federal law does not extend this

recognition to same-sex couples. A small number of federal laws ex-

tend coverage to those in an “interdependent” partnership or rela-

tionship, including same-sex partners. The most significant of these

is the ability to sponsor for immigration someone with whom 

the Australian citizen shares an “interdependent relationship.” The

Australian military also recognizes same-sex couples as interdepen-

dent partners for purposes of housing, relocation expenses, travel,

and other benefits. A survivor of an interdependent relationship is

also entitled to the favorable tax treatment of certain death benefits.

Eligibility to marry in Australia is set by federal law and requires

that the couple be a man and a woman. Other matters of family 

law, however, are left to the eight states. There, with the exception of

parenting laws in some states, unmarried same-sex and diƒerent-sex

couples are treated identically. 

States began recognizing diƒerent-sex de facto relationships in

the 1980s. Gay and lesbian community groups studied issues of rela-

tionship recognition and produced a report, The Bride Wore Pink, in

1994, urging recognition of a range of relationships. It explicitly dis-

dained marriage as the benchmark, and acknowledged “chosen fam-

ily” beyond conjugal relationships.¹²

In 1999, New South Wales, where Sydney is located, became the

first state to include same-sex partners in the term “de facto rela-

tionships.” The term encompasses two unmarried adults who “live
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together as a couple.” While no one factor is required to determine

that such a relationship exists, the criteria to be considered include

how long they have been together; their reputation; their financial

interdependence; their arrangements for financial support, owner-

ship or use of property, and living together; care of the home and

children; and their mutual commitment to a shared life.

Although some Australian states use “domestic” partnership or

relationship rather than “de facto,” all use the factors New South

Wales first listed. A couple is not required to live together a certain

amount of time to be covered by these laws, except for the right to

inherit and to divide property upon dissolution; these require two

years of cohabitation, unless the couple has a child. A judge has the

discretion to waive the two-year rule.

Victoria, where Melbourne is, also extends numerous laws to

couples who do not live together “where one or each of them pro-

vides personal and financial support of a domestic nature for the ma-

terial benefit of the other.”¹³ In 2003, Tasmania went even further. 

It introduced both the concept of “significant relationship” with a

definition similar to that of other states and a registration system that

by itself establishes proof of the existence of a “significant relation-

ship.” Neither scheme requires that the couple live together. 

Tasmania also created the status of “caring relationship” for 

noncouples. This is defined as “a relationship other than a marriage

or significant relationship between two adult persons whether or 

not related by family, one or each of whom provides the other with

domestic support and personal care.”¹⁴ A registration system for car-

ing relationships triggers fewer rights and obligations than those ac-

corded significant relationships, but it includes, among other things,

access to workers’ compensation, what happens when someone dies

without a will, property and support obligations, and state retire-

ment benefits.

Australia provides an interesting contrast to the United States.

The federal government extends to heterosexual couples who do not

marry the same family recognition it provides married couples. In

doing so it violates a basic premise of the American marriage move-

ment, reflected in U.S. federal laws and policies, that the law must

maintain a bright-line distinction between married and unmarried

couples. On the other hand, it is hostile to same-sex couples. Federal
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law bans both same-sex marriage and recognition of same-sex mar-

riages validly entered into in other countries, although the recogni-

tion of interdependent relationships does provide more rights to

same-sex couples in Australia than in the United States. 

New Zealand

New Zealand bans discrimination on the basis of both sexual ori-

entation and marital status. “Marital status” includes a ban on dis-

crimination against cohabiting unmarried couples, called de facto

couples.¹⁵ For most purposes, since a 2002 law revision, they are

treated identically to married couples. For example, partners are each

other’s next of kin; their income is considered a single economic

unit; they have decision-making authority in health matters and

with respect to disposition of remains. To inherit from each other

without a will and to divide property at separation, however, the cou-

ple must have lived together for three years, unless they have a child.

To avoid “serious injustice” a court may waive the three-year rule. 

Since April 2005, same- and diƒerent-sex couples in New Zealand

have been able to enter civil unions. Only diƒerent-sex couples may

marry. The consequences of marriage and civil union are almost

identical. New Zealand allows a diƒerent-sex couple to enter a civil

union because it does not want to discriminate on the basis of sex-

ual orientation. The female partner of a woman who bears a child

through assisted reproduction is presumed a parent of that child.

Other Countries

Formalization of same-sex relationships began in Europe with Den-

mark, which in 1989 passed its “registered partnership” law for same-

sex couples only; Norway (1991), Sweden (1994), Iceland (1996), and

Finland (2001) followed. The United Kingdom followed in 2005 with

a status for same-sex couples called “civil partnership.” In 1998, the

Netherlands set up a registration scheme for both diƒerent-sex and

same-sex couples. Registration under all these laws grants rights 

and obligations identical to those of married couples, except in some

areas of parenting, which separate laws address. Although U.S. com-

mentators sometimes use the term “gay marriage” to describe the 
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legal status available in Denmark and other Scandinavian coun-

tries, this is inaccurate because those countries reserve the word

“marriage” for heterosexual couples. Andorra, the Czech Republic,

France, Germany, Luxembourg, Slovenia, and Switzerland all allow

partner registration, although the accompanying rights and obliga-

tions are less than those for married couples.¹⁶

In 2001, the Netherlands became the first country in the world to

allow same-sex marriage. It kept its registered partnership option for

both same-sex and diƒerent-sex couples. Currently, Belgium, Spain,

and South Africa (in addition to Canada) also allow same-sex cou-

ples to marry.¹⁷

Even with these formalization regimes in place, no European

country draws a bright line for all purposes between married/regis-

tered relationships and the relationships of unmarried couples.

Rather, they continue changes that began in the 1970s with respect to

recognizing unmarried couples. Listed here are some of the legal

consequences that attach to unmarried and unregistered couples

who live together. 

• If they are raising a child, the surviving partner receives social

security–type benefits (Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Ice-

land). 

• The survivor can sue for compensation based on wrongful death

(Finland, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, Norway,

Iceland, and Belgium).

• Cohabiting partners are considered next of kin for purposes of

medical decision making (Belgium, Finland, the Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden, France, and Germany).

• The survivor can remain in the couple’s rental home, even if the

only name on the lease was that of the deceased partner (Germany,

Denmark, France, Iceland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, and

Norway).

Outside Europe, Brazil has no partnership registration but has a

long tradition of recognizing the status of nonmarital diƒerent-sex

cohabitants, which has recently been extended to same-sex couples.

The right of a woman to recover for the wrongful death of her non-
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marital partner was established in 1912. The concept of de facto part-

nerships allows a partner who contributed domestic services to a re-

lationship to obtain financial compensation when the relationship

dissolves or one partner dies. The first case to extend this doctrine to

same-sex couples was decided in 1989.¹⁸

Brazil also recognizes a “stable union” between a man and a

woman. The relationship must be public and lasting, but the couple

is not required to live together. A stable union is a family, and treated

the same as a married couple with respect to inheritance, taxation,

insurance, and healthcare. Brazil extended social security benefits 

to dependents, including diƒerent-sex unmarried partners of gov-

ernment employees, in the early 1960s, and to same-sex partners

through court decisions in the late 1990s. In 2001 a state supreme

court recognized a same-sex relationship as a stable union. Others

have followed. In 2006, Brazil’s Supreme Federal Court ruled that

same-sex couples should be considered family entities.¹⁹

In Israel, religious institutions control marriage law. Many diƒer-

ent-sex couples are unable to marry because both partners are not

Jewish. Court cases and legislation have extended to them a variety

of rights. These include pension rights, intestate succession (the right

to inherit when there is no will), and financial support if the re-

lationship dissolves. Some of these have been extended to same-sex

partners.²⁰

The American marriage movement demands that the law rigidly

distinguish between heterosexual married couples and all other re-

lationships. It claims that this distinction is needed to promote a

“marriage culture” and that a marriage culture is required for the

well-being of children and society. Many countries do not make this

rigid distinction in their laws. If the marriage movement’s premise

were accurate, one would expect dire consequences to society result-

ing from family law in these countries, yet no such consequences

emerge. Comparing one important measure, for example, the data

show that the percentage of children living in poverty in the United

States is 22 percent, compared with 16 percent in the United King-

dom, 7 percent in France, 2 percent in Denmark, and 4 percent in

Norway and Sweden.²¹
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Immigration: A Case Study

Immigration laws have been a focus of lesbian and gay rights ad-

vocacy for many years and are an excellent example of the diƒerent

approaches to family definition in the United States and elsewhere.

Human Rights Watch and Immigration Equality compiled the laws

in a 2006 report, Family, Unvalued: Discrimination, Denial, and the

Fate of Binational Same-Sex Couples under U.S. Law.²²

U.S. law allows someone to sponsor his or her spouse for immi-

gration to the United States; even engaged persons are permitted

entry. When one person in a same-sex couple is a U.S. citizen (or per-

manent resident) and the other is not, they have no such ability. Ad-

vocates for gay and lesbian couples have been seeking to amend the

law. They propose including “permanent partners” defined as those

in an “intimate relationship . . . in which both parties intend a life-

long commitment,” are financially interdependent, and are unable 

to marry the U.S.-national partner in a marriage recognized by cur-

rent law.

At least twenty countries extend indefinite residency and per-

mission to work to the same-sex partners of their citizens. The

overwhelming majority of these countries extend this ability to un-

married heterosexual partners as well. Some countries require the

couple to have lived together for a minimum period of time; others

require proof of the stability of the relationship. Even in countries

that allow a same-sex couple to marry or register their relationship,

such formalization is rarely required for immigration.

• Of the five countries that allow same-sex marriage (Belgium, Can-

ada, the Netherlands, South Africa, and Spain), all except Spain al-

lowed unmarried same- or diƒerent-sex partners to immigrate

before it allowed same-sex marriage, and they continue to allow

unmarried-partner immigration. 

• Of the countries that allow partner registration, only Germany and

Switzerland require registration before a foreign-national partner

can immigrate.

• Australia, Brazil, Israel, and Portugal do not have national part-

ner registration but do allow immigration of both the same- and

diƒerent-sex partners of citizens or residents. 
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This array of countries demonstrates not only support for gay

and lesbian couples but overwhelming recognition that unmarried

and unregistered couples form families that should be able to live to-

gether. The United States is concerned with immigration fraud, but

this is one area in which the government recognizes that marriage

can take place for fraudulent purposes; procedures are in place to

weed out such fraud. In fact, if the United States adopted a mini-

mum period of cohabitation for unmarried couples it would likely

find less fraud in administering that requirement than it finds with

marriages; current law allows an American to sponsor a spouse for

immigration as long as the couple has met in person once.

The current eƒort to help binational same-sex couples, through

the Uniting American Families Act, often invokes the number of

other countries that permit immigration of same-sex partners, but it

overlooks the fact that almost all of those nations extend identical

rights to unmarried diƒerent-sex couples. Those countries have as-

similated same-sex couples into a system of family recognition that

does not hold marriage as the benchmark.

Internationally, gay and lesbian law reform eƒorts support the

ability to marry without elevating marriage above other family

forms. At the International Conference on LGBT Human Rights held

in Montreal in 2006, the assembly adopted the “Declaration of Mon-

treal.”²³ This declaration lists and explains necessary changes and

seeks to build an agenda for global action. The section on relation-

ships and families calls for access to marriage as a matter of equality

and states that “doing justice to the changing realities of family life

also entails recognizing and granting equal rights to non-marital

relationships.” It is the same sentiment found in the Family Bill of

Rights drafted at Lambda Legal in 1989.

In the almost twenty years since the draft Family Bill of Rights,

other countries have moved toward gay and lesbian civil rights af-

ter incorporating nonmarital relationships and households into

their family law. Both results are necessary to secure justice for all

families. An exclusive focus on obtaining for same-sex couples what

married couples have risks leaving behind many other households,

families, and relationships of LGBT—and indeed all—people.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Valuing All Families

Marriage brings with it a staggering number of legal consequences.

A 2004 U.S. Government Accountability O‰ce report identified 1,138

provisions of federal law that treat a relationship between two peo-

ple who are married diƒerently from any other relationship.¹ The

same is true at the state level. For example, Marriage Inequality in 

the State of Maryland, a 2006 report by the LGBT rights group Equal-

ity Maryland, lists more than 425 state provisions that exclude same-

sex couples because they depend on marriage or immediate-family

status.²

Advocates for same-sex marriage invoke these facts as evidence

of the justness of same-sex couples’ demand to be permitted to marry.

They present the stories of couples whose family life mirrors that 

of married couples. They document the undesirable—sometimes

tragic—consequences of excluding these couples from a legal status

uniquely available to diƒerent-sex couples who marry. In the stories

they tell, the harm is exclusion from marriage, and so the remedy is

allowing same-sex couples to marry.

But the injustice same-sex couples suƒer is not unique. When law

makes marriage the dividing line, it harms all unmarried people, in-

cluding those with children. The harm is the dividing line. The rem-

edy is drawing a diƒerent line more closely tailored to achieving the

law’s purpose.

Others have criticized laws that attach consequences to marriage

and no other relationship; two family law scholars and one law re-

form commission have been especially insightful. Martha Albertson

Fineman believes the relationship to which the law should grant priv-

ileges is the one between a dependent and that dependent’s care-

taker. Grace Ganz Blumberg argues that unmarried couples and

married couples should be treated identically. The Law Commission
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of Canada stated that government should not advantage relation-

ships based on sexual a‰liation—conjugal relationships—over oth-

ers able to fulfill critical social goals.

The Caretaker-Dependent Dyad

Fineman coined the terms “inevitable dependency” and “derivative

dependency.”³ Inevitable dependents are those who cannot care for

themselves, typically children, but also the ill, elderly, and disabled.

Derivative dependents are those who provide the care to inevitable

dependents; to provide uncompensated care they depend on others

for resources. When caretaking is treated as a private, rather than a

collective, responsibility, it is assigned to the family, where women

perform most of it. 

Unlike many feminists, Fineman does not argue that fathers

should do more caretaking and thus reduce the diƒerence in moth-

ers’ and fathers’ roles. Rather, she maintains that family should be

redefined with the caretaking dyad, prototypically the mother and

child, at its core. Caring for inevitable dependents should be a col-

lective responsibility, supported by policies that channel resources to

such units, not to the sexual dyad of a man and a woman. Even if the

sexual-dyad model included same-sex couples, she says, such units

should have no preferential claim to social resources.

Everyone is dependent at some point, but only some people care

for dependents. Those caregivers perform work critical to the gov-

ernment, the economy, and the society, so they deserve compen-

sation and accommodation. “We all lead subsidized lives,” Fineman

writes, arguing that autonomy is a myth. The government subsidizes

business and industry; it bails out farmers, airlines, car companies,

and savings and loans. The tax code subsidizes home ownership and

other endeavors. Uncompensated work caring for others subsidizes

those who receive it and the society that needs this work done.⁴

In Fineman’s view, society should ask what functions it expects

families to perform and then consider how it can help families carry

out their responsibilities. Among the solutions she advocates are di-

rect state subsidies—such as childcare allowances—and restructur-

ing the workplace to make it more compatible with caretaking so that

the market assumes a fair share of the burdens of dependency. 
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Recognizing All Couples

Since the 1970s, law professor Grace Blumberg has advocated treat-

ing unmarried couples similarly to married couples. “All conjugal

families need legal rules that respond to dependence and vulnerabil-

ity, the hallmarks and pitfalls of conjugal relationships,” she wrote.

Blumberg argued that after two years of cohabitation, or any co-

habitation if the couple had a child, the couple should be treated as

married when the relationship ended. She also argued that Social Se-

curity, income tax, and workers’ compensation should take into ac-

count unmarried cohabitants, based either on cohabitation alone,

cohabitation for a set time, or cohabitation with birth of a child.⁵

More than twenty years later, after California passed a comprehen-

sive domestic partnership law granting same-sex couples virtually all

of the state-law consequences of marriage, Blumberg expressed con-

cern that recognizing marriage or registration for same-sex couples

would reduce the likelihood of moving U.S. law in the direction

Canada took: recognizing unmarried couples, both same-sex and

diƒerent-sex. The American Law Institute’s Principles of the Law of

Family Dissolution: Analysis and Recommendations, which Blumberg

helped draft, applies the same rules to the dissolution of domestic

partnerships that it does to divorces.⁶

Canada: Beyond Conjugality

Canada has implemented the heart of Blumberg’s proposals—the

functional equivalence of married and unmarried couples. As dis-

cussed in the previous chapter, the Law Commission of Canada rec-

ommended further reform to recognize caring and interdependent

nonconjugal relationships in its report Beyond Conjugality, which

a‰rmed that “the freedom to choose whether and with whom to

form close personal relationships is a fundamental value in free and

democratic societies.”⁷

The commission developed a method for evaluating any law. It

includes allowing people to choose which relationships should be

subject to the law where appropriate. For example, an employee

should be able to identify for herself the people so close to her that

she would take bereavement leave if one of them died. When it is 
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not appropriate for an individual to self-define the relevant relation-

ships, as with laws designed to avoid a public o‰cial’s financial con-

flict of interest, then the law should apply to both the formal and the

functional relationships that are relevant to achieving the objectives

of the particular law. The commission applied this method to many

Canadian laws, including those governing who may be compensated

when someone dies due to someone else’s negligence, who can take

bereavement or caregiver leave, who may be sponsored under immi-

gration law, who should be considered a family member in various

conflict-of-interest rules, and who tax and pension laws cover. 

Marriage: The Wrong Dividing Line

Laws that make marriage—only marriage and always marriage—

diƒerent from all other relationships must be reevaluated. Many laws

apply only to marriage because of marriage’s historically gendered

nature; these stray far from their original purpose. Until recently

“husband” and “wife” remained distinctly gendered states, backed 

by distinctly gendered laws. In the 1970s the Supreme Court struck

down gender-based distinctions. This left two options: extend a law

equally to husbands and wives or eliminate it. Courts and legislatures

did both. When they extended the laws, husbands and wives were

then treated the same—a legal framework that would have shocked

societies and legislatures and judges of previous centuries—but un-

like everyone else. 

These laws no longer serve their original purpose, which was tied

to legally mandated sex roles in marriage. Laws enacted before no-

fault divorce, the end of illegitimacy, and the elimination of rigid

norms of gender and sexual expression must be reevaluated. When

children are involved, the law already ties rights and responsibilities

to parenthood, not to marriage; when a law’s purpose is to protect

children, marriage is never an appropriate dividing line. A legal

system in a pluralistic society that values all families should meld as

closely as possible the purposes of a law with the relationships that

that law covers. Marriage is not the right dividing line. 
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Real Support Should Count

Those who advocate marriage for same-sex couples stress that such

couples are willing to assume the responsibilities of marriage. An ar-

gument that the “special rights” given marriage reflect the “special

obligations” couples have to each other has rhetorical appeal but lit-

tle support in contemporary law.

Laws that used to codify a wife’s dependence on her husband

formed the core of an elaborate system maintaining “separate

spheres” for women and men, ensuring male domination and con-

trol at home, in the economy, and in public life. Such a purpose has

no place in contemporary law, as the Supreme Court recognized in

the 1970s and 1980s in finding sex-based classifications unconstitu-

tional.

Courts and legislatures responded to the Supreme Court’s gen-

der-neutrality mandate by either eliminating a husband’s duty to

support his wife, or placing the obligation of support on both

spouses, or obliging a spouse to pay for his or her spouse’s “neces-

saries” only if the debt-incurring spouse was unable to do so. Cases

involving the “necessaries doctrine” now almost exclusively concern

hospitals seeking payment for medical services. 

Maryland, Michigan, and Florida have abolished the necessaries

doctrine; spouses there do not have the obligation to pay for each

other’s necessaries, including healthcare. If a hospital cannot collect

from the patient or the patient’s estate, it cannot make a claim against

the patient’s spouse. Virginia and Missouri have extended the doc-

trine to both spouses; New Jersey and New Hampshire place sec-

ondary liability on the spouse.⁸ Despite this varied legal framework,

married couples in all states are entitled to, for example, spousal

health insurance coverage and Social Security retirement benefits.

These benefits are not tied to any obligation the spouses have under

their state’s necessaries doctrine. 

About half the states have criminal nonsupport statutes that ap-

ply to spouses, mostly triggered only when a spouse is left “destitute.”

No contemporary cases apply such laws; a standard text summariz-

ing family law contains only six cases after 1950 and none after 1970.⁹

A few states have “family expense” laws that make both parents re-

sponsible for family expenses and children’s education. These laws
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are overwhelmingly applied in circumstances concerning the sup-

port of children. Only a handful of cases in the past twenty-five years

involved spousal support, and, as with the necessaries doctrine, most

concern medical bills.¹⁰

Any remaining support obligation must be analyzed in light of

no-fault divorce. Whatever the obligation may be, it is no longer life-

long. Either party can end any obligation by ending the marriage,

with or without the other’s consent. Most states also allow two peo-

ple planning to marry to write a prenuptial contract in which they

agree that neither will have a financial obligation to the other if they

divorce, regardless of the reason for dissolution. They still count as

“married” for the special benefits the law provides.

While most states allow alimony, requirements to get it are strin-

gent and awards are rare. When alimony is awarded, it is almost

always for a specified number of years, not for life. For example, a

Maryland study found alimony awards in 8 percent of cases in 1999

and 6 percent in 2003.¹¹ Several laws recognize that the duty to sup-

port a spouse is the wrong basis for a rule. Alimony ends if the ex-

wife remarries, based on its original theory that the new husband

picks up the obligation to support her. But courts now often end al-

imony if the recipient begins living with a partner in a “marriage-

like” relationship. Some do this automatically; others assess whether

the partner is contributing to the recipient’s support or whether the

new arrangement has decreased the recipient’s need for alimony. 

While looking at the recipient’s economic circumstances is sen-

sible, a decision cannot be based on the partner’s legal obligation to

support the woman he lives with, because no obligation exists. In

fact, if that relationship ends, the woman will have no claim to sup-

port from her ex-partner. So marriage is a rigid dividing line for re-

ceiving alimony but not a rigid dividing line for losing it.¹² In a 2007

Virginia case, the court ended an ex-husband’s alimony obligation

because his ex-wife was living with a lesbian partner.¹³ It did so even

though a state constitutional amendment bars legal recognition of

that lesbian relationship.

Recipients of government assistance face similar laws. Federal

Temporary Assistance to Needy Families rules permit a state, if it

wishes, to deem the income of a mother’s cohabiting unmarried

partner available to the family unit; if the mother and her partner
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have a child together and there are also other children who are not

the partner’s children, the partner’s income must be counted. Thus,

although a man has no legal obligation to support his partner or any

of her children who are not also legally his, his income can render the

family ineligible for public assistance.

This picture should dislodge the notion that benefits flow to mar-

ried couples because they have an obligation to support each other.

It is better to extend benefits to family units that actually are sup-

porting each other, regardless of any legal obligation. In fact, it is

nonsensical to deny a benefit, such as health insurance coverage, to a

couple who are supporting each other on the ground that they are

not required to do so. Giving privileges to those who make an unen-

forceable promise of commitment over those who have carried out

that commitment is the triumph of formalism over function. It’s the

life together, not the promise, that the law should recognize. 

Recognizing Higher Values 

than Speed and E‰ciency 

A law that includes spouses and excludes everyone else is relatively

easy to apply, even though uncertainty and complexity, in some

cases, reign. Ten states permit common law marriage, and every state

recognizes as married a couple who had a common law marriage in

a state that permits it.¹⁴ In such situations, uncertainty often exists

about whether a couple is married. Sometimes laws make exceptions

that require scrutiny, such as when a woman “marries” a man who

was married to someone else: Did she know that he was already mar-

ried, and if so, when did she find out, and what did she do when 

she learned the truth? The law expects administrative agencies and

courts to apply these complex rules.

Still, in most instances marriage is a clear distinction that is sim-

ple to apply. Application ease should sound like a disturbingly fa-

miliar justification. States oƒered it, and the Supreme Court rejected

it, in many cases. Illinois argued that most fathers of children born

outside marriage were unfit, so it should not be required to hold

hearings after a mother died; it should simply be permitted to re-

move the children from their home. The Supreme Court responded

with the pronouncement that “the Constitution recognizes higher

values than speed and e‰ciency.”¹⁵
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The facts were compelling. Joan and Peter Stanley had lived to-

gether intermittently for eighteen years and had three children. It

was 1972, four years after the Court first found unconstitutional a

distinction based on a child’s “illegitimacy.” The sexual revolution

was well established. The rule disregarding as a parent the father of

children born outside marriage was consistent with centuries of law

that such children were not legally his, but it was clearly not good for

these children. After Joan Stanley died, if the state had removed the

children from their home it would have been depriving the children

of their sole remaining parent. The Court dispensed with centuries 

of law to avoid an unwise result.

The outcome of Stanley v. Illinois may seem obvious today—how

could it possibly be in children’s best interests to lose their father af-

ter they have lost their mother? But it was extraordinary in 1972. The

Supreme Court found that Peter Stanley’s right to raise his chil-

dren had been violated, and the decision required every state to re-

vise its laws.

In Reed v. Reed in 1971, the state also justified its law preferring

men over women as estate administrators based on application ease.

In that case, both the mother and the father of a deceased child

sought to administer the child’s estate. Idaho did not want to hold

hearings on the merits of competing relatives, and the Supreme

Court was sympathetic to the state’s desire to reduce the probate

court’s workload. Yet it ruled that mandatory preference based on

sex, “merely to accomplish the elimination of hearings on the mer-

its,” violated the equal protection clause of the Constitution.¹⁶

The Court was aƒected by the fact that women’s lives had

changed, and their demands for equality, paraded in the streets as

well as in courtrooms, had grown louder and stronger. As the decade

progressed, the Court repeatedly rejected government arguments

that it was cheaper and easier to make decisions based on sex-role

stereotypes than to hold hearings. 

These sentiments should animate contemporary family law.

Once the law made assumptions about nonmarital children and sex

roles, that produced certain and streamlined rules. It is more e‰-

cient to give a husband the sole and absolute right to select a child’s

surname and where the family lives. It is more certain to consider a
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man’s children only those born to his wife. The law has accommo-

dated a less certain and less e‰cient system that is more consistent

with modern values. When the law today makes assumptions about

marriage as compared with other family forms, it achieves certainty

or e‰ciency based on outdated generalizations at the expense of the

well-being of much of the population. 

Even so, law reform designed to value all families should be as

easy to apply as possible. Under the valuing-all-families approach,

states would keep marriage, but give it a new name—civil partner-

ship—and extend it to same-sex couples. While all marriages/part-

nerships would not have the same legal consequences, most would

trigger specific rules, facilitating straightforward treatment. In ad-

dition, states would keep records under a “designated family rela-

tionship” registration system. People who register would be publicly

declaring that their relationship should count as family under laws

that now list family members defined only by marriage, biology, or

adoption. 

Beyond that, deciding what relationships would be covered de-

pends on discerning each law’s purpose. Some laws’ purpose is to

give people maximum autonomy by allowing them to make deci-

sions for themselves, such as with respect to disposition of their re-

mains after death. Recognizing that people sometimes don’t or can’t

make such decisions for themselves, the law allows them to select

someone to make decisions for them. When no one has been desig-

nated, the law should determine who should make decisions on that

person’s behalf based on whom the person would most want in this

role. When it is inappropriate for people to make their own deci-

sions—for example, society values supporting all minor children,

thus the law will not allow parents to withhold support from those

born outside marriage—the law’s purpose is the driving principle. 

The current system sometimes draws lines based on a law’s ob-

jective rather than on marriage alone. The valuing-all-families ap-

proach extends this method to more laws. Where appropriate, the

law would minimize uncertainty through presumptions tied to 

the law’s purpose. For example, a law designed to account for eco-

nomic and emotional interdependence would automatically include

those who had lived together interdependently for a certain period.
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Family Law That Values All Families

Marriage/Civil Partnership 

The valuing-all-families legal system keeps marriage and extends it

to same-sex couples, although with a new o‰cial name—civil part-

nership. Over the past four decades, family laws have shed words

laden with outmoded and undesirable meanings. The change in

nomenclature symbolizes a break with the past. 

For example, “custody” and “visitation,” when referring to the

post-divorce care of children, have been replaced with, among oth-

ers, “parenting time,” “decision-making responsibility,” and “paren-

tal rights and responsibilities.” The old words implied that one

parent “won” control of the children and the other “lost.” The new

words remove the implication that one parent matters more than the

other.

“Support” and “maintenance” have replaced “alimony,” a word

that conjures a man’s lifelong obligation to support a woman, the

price a man pays for ending a marriage, and a form of blood money

sapping beleaguered men in favor of undeserving women. “Dissolu-

tion” sometimes replaces “divorce.” “Divorce” can be a nasty aƒair,

presuming one spouse at fault and stigmatizing the participants.

“Dissolution” is a less value-laden and contentious word for ending

a relationship. Residents of California, Oregon, and Missouri say

they are “divorced” after they have been to court to end their mar-

riages, but they have received a “Judgment of Dissolution of Mar-

riage.”

“Marriage” has a long history of exclusion; slaves, interracial

couples, and same-sex couples have been denied it. “Marriage” has a

long, sex-stereotyped past that is both unconstitutional and incon-

sistent with modern values. For many people, “marriage” is moored

to religious doctrine that belongs in churches, synagogues, and

mosques. The terminology of civil partnership distances this legal

status from its past and from the components of marriage that re-

ligions define. The legal terms “husband” and “wife” should also

change, making way for the gender-neutral terms “spouse” and

“partner.”

A valuing-all-families approach will alter marriage’s legal conse-
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quences, something the law has done repeatedly over the centuries.

In this instance, with the relationships included in a law dependent

on that law’s purpose, a law might encompass some marriages and

not others. If a law is designed to recognize or facilitate childrearing,

for example, a marriage without children would be excluded and any

household raising children would be included. While divorcing cou-

ples now have one set of rules for the economic consequences of

separation and unmarried couples who split up have another, laws

might instead diƒerentiate not based on marriage but based on

whether the couple has raised a child or on some other criteria. 

California’s domestic partnership law, for example, which con-

fers a status equal to that accorded spouses, allows dissolution of a

domestic partnership by filing of a notice with the secretary of state,

without having to go to court, if the couple meets certain criteria.

These include that they have been registered for less than five years,

have no children, own no real property, have relatively little money

or other assets, and have signed a property settlement agreement.

The scheme reflects the sound principle that not all marriages should

trigger the same legal consequences. 

Finally, with marriage neither necessary nor su‰cient to access

particular laws, marriage would be a real choice. While the move-

ment for marriage equality has insisted it is fighting for same-sex

couples to have the choice to marry, marriage is not a choice if it 

is the only way to achieve economic well-being and peace of mind.  

Designated Family Relationships 

In areas of the law that give people the right to make their own deci-

sions, a statute must determine what happens if someone does not

exercise his right. The most important legal matters in this category

are who makes healthcare decisions for an incapacitated patient; who

determines the disposition of a person’s remains; and who inherits

property.

Everyone can execute documents saying who should make med-

ical decisions if he is incapacitated and what should happen with his

remains. Everyone can write a will distributing his property. Most

people don’t. State laws then determine how to proceed, naming

people with certain relationships to the patient or deceased. In gen-
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eral, a spouse tops the list, followed by children, parents, siblings, and

more distant blood relatives (relatives by adoption were added only

recently). In other words, the law assumes that the one family mem-

ber a person has chosen—his spouse—is the one who should be

preferred, but that otherwise family is not a matter of choice but of

biology.

Since the purpose of laws in these areas is furthering autonomy,

the theory for the priority is that the person would most likely want

the result that the laws provide. After all, it is not feasible to hold a

court hearing in every case and ask a judge to rule on whom a dead

or incapacitated person would choose to make decisions on her be-

half. But the current model fails those who choose important family

relationships without marrying and would want such people, not bi-

ological relatives, to have rights and decision-making authority. 

A simple way to implement the valuing-all-families approach is

a registration system for those who lack a spouse/partner but wish to

identify someone considered a family member. With such a system,

a person listed as a patient’s or deceased’s “designated family” would

be treated as a spouse is now treated under the relevant laws. The des-

ignated family member would have the authority to make healthcare

and disposition-of-remains decisions unless the patient/deceased

had indicated a diƒerent preference. If someone died without a will,

his designated family member would receive the same share of his

estate that a spouse would have received; that percentage varies by

state law and generally depends on whether parents or children sur-

vive him. 

The current state laws operating most closely to this proposed

designated family relationship system are the Vermont category of

“reciprocal beneficiaries” and the Maine and Washington domestic

partner laws. The Vermont law is limited to relatives only; the Wash-

ington one to same-sex partners and diƒerent-sex partners over

sixty-two who live together; the Maine one to same- and diƒerent-

sex couples who have lived together for a year. The Vermont law 

does not include the right to inherit without a will, but since only rel-

atives may register as reciprocal beneficiaries there, and relatives are

already on the list of who inherits without a will, this was unneces-

sary in Vermont. 

A designated family relationship registration system would not
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have the limits of those in these three states; it would be open to all

unmarried/unpartnered people who wanted a chosen family rela-

tionship to be legally recognized. “Designated family relationship” is

a better term than “reciprocal beneficiaries” because it concisely ex-

presses exactly what the two people mean by registering—that they

are family. It is a better term than “domestic partners” because, as the

Maine and Washington laws demonstrate, the common usage of that

term is for couples. Because the purpose of this registry is allowing

anyone to designate a “next of kin,” neither a couple relationship nor

living in the same home are relevant requirements.

When the Law’s Purpose 

Is Maximizing Autonomy

Anna Nicole Smith died unexpectedly at the age of thirty-nine. Four

parties—her mother, from whom she had been estranged for more

than ten years; the lawyer appointed to represent the interests of her

five-month-old daughter; the man she lived with; and another man

with whom she had an aƒair (both of whom claimed to be the daugh-

ter’s father)—argued in court over several days about who should

have the right to decide where to bury her. The trial judge gave the

right to the child’s lawyer. Two state laws authorized release of re-

mains for burial to the legal next of kin eighteen or older, so Smith’s

mother appealed. The appeals court ruled that a person has the right

to decide for herself where she wants to be buried. Smith had put

nothing in writing, but the testimony was undisputed that Smith

wanted to be buried next to her son in the Bahamas. The court or-

dered that result.¹⁷

The laws gave the right to Smith’s mother, who had no real rela-

tionship with her and who wanted to bury her in Texas. The court

had to do some creative interpretation to reach the result Smith

would have wanted; in a routine case attracting less attention it might

not have done so. Many partners and friends of gay, lesbian, bisexual,

and transgender people have stories of being excluded from both

disposition-of-remains decisions and their loved one’s funerals by

parents unsupportive of their child’s sexual orientation or gender

identity.

To maximize autonomy for unmarried people who have not des-

ignated a family relationship, the law should do two things. First,
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designating one’s own wishes or the name of someone else to make

the decision should be easier, more routine, and not require law-

yers to draw up documents. Second, when someone does not put his

wishes in writing, the rules should maximize the chance of doing

what he would have wanted. 

This requires including an unmarried partner on the default list.

A New York law, enacted with strong support from gay health ser-

vices groups, gives control to a domestic partner but does not require

that the relationship be formally registered. It considers someone a

domestic partner based on the circumstances of the relationship.¹⁸

Disposition-of-remains laws should also be harmonized with the

best statutes on surrogate healthcare decision-making, because so

much thought has gone into getting the result a patient would want.

The best laws include “close friends” in the list of those who can serve

as healthcare proxies, and they authorize a person lower on the list 

to receive decision-making authority if she can show that she had a

close relationship with the person and was most likely to know her

wishes. Such a law would have made clear that Anna Nicole Smith’s

estranged mother did not have the right to bury her. Ordinary un-

married people also need the tools to achieve the right result.

How a Law Changes When Its Purpose Changes

Nancy no longer lived with her husband, Joseph. Over the course of

two days he struck her with his fists and threatened her at her place

of work. She sought a protection order, but the Maryland Domestic

Violence Act applied only to spouses living together when the acts

occurred.¹⁹

A Delaware woman went to court to seek an order protecting her

from her same-sex partner’s violence. The judge told her to take her

“funny relationship” out of his courtroom. The woman filed a mis-

conduct complaint about the judge in which she stated: “I am a hu-

man being. I am a taxpaying citizen. I am a proud black American. I

am a proud lesbian American, and I am a mother with a duty to teach

my daughter values. I am not some alien from another planet with

‘funny relationships.’”²⁰

Laws dealing with intimate-partner violence show how recon-

sidering a law’s purpose can expand beyond marriage those subject

to the law. Every state has laws designed to protect victims in abusive
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relationships. These civil laws allow a victim to get a protection or-

der and related remedies, such as exclusive use of a jointly owned

home and temporary child custody.²¹ They greatly enhance a victim’s

options, unlike criminal prosecution, which is at the prosecutor’s

discretion. And traditional civil remedies are not usually helpful be-

cause they give the victim the same status as any other injured per-

son, they may require lengthy legal actions and a lawyer, and the only

result available is money damages. These options are not tailored 

to the circumstances of a terrified abuse victim seeking immediate

safety.

Each state’s law identifies categories of relationships that allow

someone to apply for a protection order. These categories have

changed as the laws’ purpose has changed. Early laws applied only to

married couples living together because their purpose was to “reach

and treat the roots of family discord” and save marriages.²² When

feminist activists and lawyers named the problem of violence against

women in the late 1960s and 1970s,²³ they demanded that the state

respond more forcefully and, among other things, they lobbied for

more eƒective laws.²⁴

Once the goal was stopping violence, not saving marriages or

treating household problems, the laws were expanded. Advocates

argued that family members covered by laws should reflect “all con-

cepts of family as they exist in the reality of our diverse family rela-

tionships” and all intimate and dating relationships. Almost every

state covers unmarried partners living together, including same-sex

partners.²⁵

The expansion of partner-violence laws demonstrates an evolv-

ing understanding of those laws’ purpose. Marriage—sometimes re-

stricted to married couples who were still living together—used to

be the line between who was excluded and who was allowed access to

these laws. Hence Nancy’s experience. That is no longer the case any-

where. Other laws should be rewritten to change the categories of in-

cluded relationships based on their contemporary purpose. 

Three Key Principles for Valuing All Families 

Three principles should play a role in determining dividing lines

other than marriage. They are: (1) place the needs of children and
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their caretakers above the claims of able-bodied adult spouses/part-

ners; (2) support the needs of children in all family constellations;

and (3) recognize adult interdependency.

Place the Needs of Children First 

Pfc. Hannah McKinney married just before deploying to Iraq. She

entrusted her two-year-old son from an earlier relationship to her

parents. Hannah died in Iraq, and the military paid a $100,000 death

benefit to her husband, not to her parents, who will raise her son.²⁶

When a service member has a spouse and dies on duty, the govern-

ment pays $100,000 to the spouse. When the service member has a

child from a previous relationship, and that child is not being raised

by the widow or widower, the child gets none of this benefit.

This rule may be based on the assumption that a service mem-

ber’s children will be with his or her surviving spouse, so that by

paying the spouse, the military is providing for the children. This as-

sumption might have been valid in 1908, when Congress created the

benefit and it went to surviving wives. Divorce was rare. If a man had

a child outside of marriage, he had no obligation to support her. 

Today, many married service members have children who are not

the child of their current spouse. That child may be in the custody 

of a former spouse or unmarried partner, a grandparent, or another

relative. Determining who should get the money depends on the

benefit’s purpose. If it’s to support dependents, the money should go

first to the ones who have no choice but to be dependent: minor chil-

dren. If such children exist, it’s possible that none of the funds should

go to a widow or widower who is not caring for the service member’s

children.

In a Washington Post story on this topic, a military spokesman

justified the rule as easy to apply.²⁷ In the “vast majority” of in-

stances, he said, the spouse has the greatest need when the service

member’s paychecks stop. The rule allows the military to distribute

the benefit quickly, protecting the spouse from immediate financial

distress. In other words, this rule places speed and e‰ciency above

other values.

Soon after the article was published, legislation was introduced

in Congress to “fix” the problem. Unfortunately, it does not address

the purpose of this death benefit and identify beneficiaries based on
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that purpose. It proposes that if there is a spouse, the benefit goes to

the spouse, even if there were no children of that marriage. Even if

the marriage lasted only weeks. Even if the surviving spouse is self-

supporting.

Only if there is no spouse does the benefit go to the service mem-

ber’s parent or sibling who is caring for the service member’s child.

If someone else is caring for the child, that person cannot get the

benefit at all; it will be held until the child reaches adulthood and

then given to the child, ignoring the fact that money is needed to raise

the child. The solution that addresses the needs of children would

give the benefit to anyone raising the child. 

The law places spouses above children in other areas as well. Laws

about wills exist to protect someone’s freedom to distribute his es-

tate as he wishes, with one exception: a married person cannot com-

pletely disinherit his spouse. But a parent can, in almost every state,

disinherit minor children; if someone dies and leaves a minor child,

the law doesn’t require any assets to go to the child. The law does re-

quire that some assets go to the surviving spouse, so if the spouse is

caring for the child, presumably those resources will help support

the child. But if the child is in someone else’s care (for example, with

the parent’s former spouse or former unmarried partner), the child

may end up with none of the parent’s assets. The law restricts the

rights of the person who died to the benefit of the spouse but ignores

the child’s needs.

These schemes reflect family life in the past. When there was no

divorce and no obligation to children born outside marriage, legis-

lators could assume that minor children would be with the surviv-

ing spouse. Children did not need support for as long as they do now;

they started working at a young age and became economic assets to

the family. The legal disabilities of wives, on the other hand, justified

economic protection for them. 

This system has a certain logic, but it’s wrong for today’s families.

It’s time to revisit laws such as these. Laws that confer financial

benefits on spouses by virtue of marriage alone and disregard chil-

dren and their caretakers must be reexamined. 
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Support Children in All Family Forms

Some laws directly address the needs of children, but only if they 

live in certain family structures. The proposal to amend the military

death benefit is one; it would direct funds to the custodian of the de-

ceased service member’s child, but only if that custodian was the ser-

vice member’s parent or sibling.

The tax code’s definition of a dependent child is similarly flawed.

Consider its application to the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC),

which is the mechanism through which the tax code supports chil-

dren in low-income families. The program is widely heralded; an-

tipoverty proposals routinely advocate increasing the ceiling on the

income a worker can earn without losing its benefits. A worker who

has no children must have an income close to the poverty level to get

any benefit. The bulk of the money distributed through this program

goes to low-income workers with children. A taxpayer living with

and providing financial support to another adult—spouse, unmar-

ried partner, friend, parent—cannot claim that person to receive the

credit. This is appropriate for a program whose primary purpose is

addressing the needs of poor children.

Despite this program’s importance in reducing child poverty, 

a taxpayer can only claim the credit for a “qualifying” child. To

qualify, the child must have a specific relationship to the taxpayer.

The definition includes children, stepchildren, and children placed

through foster care or court order; whole, half, and stepsiblings; 

and the descendants of any of these (grandchildren, nieces, nephews,

etc.). A taxpayer living with an unmarried partner—same-sex or

diƒerent-sex—and supporting that partner’s children cannot claim

the children to receive the credit. If two single parents live together

and pool financial and childcare resources (for example, one parent

earns the income and the other cares for the children), the income-

earning parent cannot claim the EITC for all the children. A taxpayer

also cannot claim a godchild or more distant kin.

The distinction in the law is not based on a taxpayer’s legal obli-

gation, as she has no legal obligation to grandchildren, siblings,

nieces, or, generally, stepchildren. It draws a line beyond marriage

but short of supporting the needs of children whatever their family

structure. This should change.
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For purposes of the Family and Medical Leave Act, the federal law

that requires employers to extend twelve weeks of unpaid leave to

employees for the care of seriously ill family members, coverage is

extended to the “child of a person standing in loco parentis.” The reg-

ulations define such a person as one who has “day-to-day responsi-

bilities to care for and financially support a child. . . . A biological or

legal relationship is not necessary.”²⁸ That definition should apply to

the EITC and other laws designed to provide for dependent children.

Acknowledge Adult Relationships 

and Interdependency 

Adults build relationships for purposes other than childrearing.

Whether married or unmarried, sexual or platonic, connected

through biology, adoption, extended family, or choice, adults create

relationships that contribute to their health, happiness, well-being,

identity, and security. A society that cares about the welfare of its

people will make laws that value and support those relationships.

Laws must also justly address the consequences of these relationships

when they end through death or dissolution.

Bella and Fran had lived together for more than eleven years

when they lost their apartment and became homeless. Bella was on

dialysis and Fran had recently had brain surgery. At the homeless

shelter in the Bronx they were treated as two single women. When

they went to the Adult Family Intake Center in Manhattan, the shel-

ter for couples, they were told they needed to register as domestic

partners with the city to be housed together. They also needed to

bring proof of jointly paid bills and other documentation of how

long they had lived together. They sat in the waiting area for two days,

and when they hadn’t produced the documentation they were sent

back to the Bronx shelter.²⁹

Bella and Fran have a life together. Their relationship is as valu-

able as that of a married couple. They lost their home. They should

be able to hang on to each other. If the city can accommodate mar-

ried couples together, it should meet the needs of other adult inter-

dependent relationships.

Queers for Economic Justice, a New York progressive organiza-

tion focused on the needs of poor LGBT people, organized for two

years to reduce the likelihood that couples like Bella and Fran would
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be separated while homeless. Their advocacy focused on maximiz-

ing the possibility that anyone entering the homeless shelter system

would be housed with the person they live with or rely on. Couples

with domestic partner certificates no longer need additional proof of

the length of their relationship. Couples referred from the street by

an outreach worker don’t need domestic partnership certificates at

all. Any two adults will be housed together if one is medically de-

pendent on the other. Homeless adult relatives who lived together for

six of the last twelve months will also be housed together. In addi-

tion, the manager of the Adult Family Intake Center has the discre-

tion under extraordinary circumstances to house together any two

people who have lived together for six months.³⁰

Maria also faced a battle with New York City when she wanted 

her elderly father added to her Section 8 subsidized household. Had

she married, living with her husband in a one-bedroom apartment

would have been acceptable; living with her father was deemed

“overcrowding.” Maria successfully challenged the termination of

her Section 8 subsidy, but only by appearing at hearings on four

diƒerent dates spread over a year.³¹

Government regulations and benefit programs that single out

spouses for special treatment need to be reassessed according to their

contemporary purposes and in light of current demographics. Law

professor Frank Alexander has documented the shifting definitions

of “overcrowding” that have been used to regulate who can live to-

gether, especially in immigrant communities.³² He says that housing

laws should not be used “to define the relationships that count.” 

Financial benefits that spouses but no other adult relationships

receive also need to be reassessed according to their contemporary

purpose. For example, a woman may receive Social Security retire-

ment benefits based entirely on her husband’s earnings regardless of

whether she raised a child with him and if she was married to him for

only a year before he retired. The provision is essentially unchanged

since the program began in 1939, although the composition of fami-

lies and of the workforce has changed dramatically since then. 

Considering this program’s purpose today requires deciding why

we pay a benefit to spouses of retired workers. If it flows from an ap-

preciation of derivative dependency—the assumption that the spouse

has earned less because she cared for inevitable dependents, namely
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children—then it should not go to spouses who have not raised chil-

dren. And it should go to a family unit that has raised children—an

unmarried couple, same-sex or diƒerent-sex, or a nonconjugal pair

such as a mother and her mother. If instead it is recognition of the

economic interdependency of two adults, then it should go to those

whose lives are economically interdependent. Marriage, again, is not

the right dividing line.

A Valuing-All-Families Victory Is an LGBT Victory

The valuing-all-families approach is not specific to lesbian and gay

families. But any move toward valuing all families will benefit the full

range of LGBT families and relationships.

After the September 11, 2001, attacks, Congress passed a law bene-

fiting same-sex partners, but not in the name of gay rights.³³ The

Mychal Judge Act, named after the openly gay New York City fire

department chaplain who died inside the World Trade Center, en-

sures that the federal government will recognize every public safety

o‰cer killed in the line of duty by conferring a $250,000 death

benefit.

The previous law gave this benefit to a surviving spouse, minor

or otherwise dependent child, or parent. Had the law’s purpose been

compensation for a deceased o‰cer’s dependents, then bypassing

o‰cers without dependents would have been appropriate. But Judge

and nine other public safety o‰cers died that day without quali-

fied survivors, and Congress wanted to honor them. Judge was sin-

gled out because he was the first confirmed death, because the media

filmed his body’s removal from the wreckage, because he was much

loved in the fire department, and because of the poignancy of his

death while administering last rites to others. 

The new law splits payment between a surviving spouse and mi-

nor/dependent child if there are both, and awards it to a spouse or

children if there are not. If there are neither minor children nor a

spouse, the payment goes to whomever the o‰cer designated. Judge

had designated his two sisters to receive his life insurance proceeds,

and they received the benefit. 

So the Mychal Judge Act was good for lesbian and gay families

and other families. It was not a public a‰rmation of same-sex rela-
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tionships. The only “face” on the proposed legislation was that of a

celibate priest whose sexual orientation was then unacknowledged in

all but the gay media. If the rhetoric accompanying the measure is

the standard, it was not a gay rights victory.

But if advocates want LGBT people to have their families’ finan-

cial well-being protected, then it was a great victory. Judge named his

two sisters as beneficiaries. A gay or lesbian police o‰cer or firefighter

could name his partner as his sole beneficiary. A heterosexual o‰cer

could name his partner as well; unlike many gay-specific laws, this

one does not require that a heterosexual couple marry to get the

benefits. Someone who defines family more broadly, through com-

munal living not based on sexual a‰liation, through a polyamorous

relationship, or through a network of interdependent friends who 

do not live together, can divide the benefit as he wishes. The law 

does not prefer marriage-like, same-sex couples over other family

arrangements. It also allows an o‰cer to name the grandmother who

raised him, the uncle who paid for his education, the close friend

with whom he pooled resources to buy a home they shared, or the

“godchild” he helped support (whether that is the child of his sister

or his best friend from college, or the son of the lesbian couple who

asked him to be a male role model).

Legislators and policymakers increasingly respond to pressure 

to recognize gay and lesbian couples with proposals that recognize a

range of relationships. Thus they avoid appearing to validate LGBT

relationships. This occurred in Salt Lake City’s eƒorts to provide its

employees with domestic partner benefits. 

Gay rights advocates should take advantage of a political climate

open to such proposals. A victory for diverse family forms, as the My-

chal Judge Act shows, protects more LGBT people because it includes

a wider variety of LGBT relationships. When the law includes un-

married heterosexual couples, as this one does, it’s a total win. It’s not

a consolation prize for those “rightly” excluded from marriage; it’s 

a law that bypasses marriage entirely and therefore better serves its

purpose.

In places where the political climate welcomes gay rights claims,

advocates should not limit themselves to reforms that benefit only

marriage-like couples. Many marriage-equality advocates focus on

achieving for same-sex couples what the law gives married couples.
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Although understandable as a civil rights approach, this fails to ad-

dress the needs of the full range of LGBT relationships and families.

If all families were valued in the law, the harms same-sex couples 

say come from their inability to marry—and the harms many other

families endure—would be alleviated.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Domestic Partner 

Benefits for All Families

As an employee of the state of Maryland, Jo cannot enroll her part-

ner, Takia, or Takia’s children, in the state health plan. Until recently,

Takia was working part-time, and so she and the children were forced

to go without insurance. During that time the couple struggled to

aƒord medical care for their son’s asthma. Now that Takia is a full-

time employee, she and her children are covered, but the insurance

is inferior to the coverage Jo receives from the state.¹

In 1999, Vega left her job to move with Mala to Olympia, Wash-

ington. She was uninsured during the five months that she was un-

employed, and she could not be insured through Mala because they

were not married.²

Marriage is not the solution to the problem these couples de-

scribe. The solution is universal access to healthcare. All of the 45 mil-

lion uninsured people in the United States³—lesbian, gay, bisexual,

transgender, and heterosexual—should have healthcare. The num-

ber of uninsured and the cost of healthcare and health insurance 

premiums have skyrocketed in the past fifteen years. Medical ex-

penses trigger more than half of all personal bankruptcies. A job lu-

crative enough to provide health insurance, or partnership/marriage

to someone with such a job, should not be a prerequisite to obtain-

ing health care.

In the absence of a national healthcare program in the United

States, however, access for all but the very poor, who are covered by

Medicaid, and those over sixty-five, who are covered by Medicare,

depends primarily on benefits provided to employees and their fam-

ilies. Today, 80 percent of people who are not elderly and who have

health insurance receive that coverage through their job or through

the job of a family member.⁴ Defining what family members should

be eligible requires assessing the purpose of this type of program.
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The Job-Insurance Connection

Coming out of the Depression, during World War II, government

imposed wage and price controls to avoid inflation. Pressure from

unions to raise workers’ standard of living resulted in government

rulings that allowed employers to oƒer employee benefits instead of

wage increases, along with favorable tax treatment of such benefits.⁵

After World War II, employee health and welfare benefits in-

creased. European countries developed policies to serve the health

needs of all. The United States instead fostered a system connected

to employment and amended federal tax laws to subsidize the prac-

tice. This favorable tax treatment remains today; an employer can

deduct the costs of benefits from its taxable earnings, and the value

of the benefits, unlike wages, is not taxable to employees. (For the

moment this is not true of benefits to unmarried partners.)

Like that of many laws and policies that distinguish between

married couples and everyone else, the history of benefits as part of

a compensation package includes assumptions that date back to the

sex-specific roles of women and men. The “family wage” concept, de-

veloped in the nineteenth century, assumed that a man needed to

earn enough money to support himself, his wife, and his children. 

A working woman was assumed to have either another source of

income—her father or husband—or no dependents or both. This

justified paying women less than men for doing the same job. Con-

sistent with the concept of the family wage, when benefits became 

a part of employee compensation, employers took into account a

worker’s responsibility to support his wife and children. Women,

presumed not to have such needs, did not receive equal benefits.⁶

The expansion of healthcare benefits after World War II coin-

cided with new family characteristics that made the 1950s unique, in-

cluding a decrease in the age at which people married and an increase

in the birth rate.⁷ In 1950 only 23 percent of married women were in

the paid labor force.⁸ The 1950 census, for the first time, counted fam-

ilies related by blood, marriage, and adoption, rather than house-

holds consisting of all those who lived as a single housekeeping unit.

The term “nuclear family” entered common usage in 1949.⁹ Em-

ployee benefits covering spouses and children reflected the demo-

graphics of families.
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The 1963 Equal Pay Act required equal pay, including equal ben-

efits, for men and women doing the same jobs. Wage stagnation has

eliminated the family wage, and 71 percent of married mothers with

children under fifteen are in the labor force.¹⁰ Still, employers with

generous compensation packages provide health insurance not only

for employees but for their spouses and children as well. This singles

out married couples for a benefit that, until recently, was unavailable

to other family members who might rely on the employee for support.

Employee benefits are designed to attract and retain good em-

ployees, improve worker productivity, display a corporate image that

might generate interest in a company’s goods or services, and mani-

fest an employer’s values. Permitting an employee to cover family

members serves these purposes as well. The definition of family

members eligible for coverage when health insurance benefits were

instituted after World War II reflected the composition of American

families. While the census did not count the number of unmarried

couples living together until 1990, there were an estimated sixty-four

thousand such couples in 1960.¹¹ At that time, their sexual relations

violated criminal laws and their children were legally bastards.

The purpose of such programs today is best fulfilled by adjusting

eligibility to reflect today’s families. Hiring, retention, and worker

productivity depend on responding to employees’ real needs. Those

needs have changed as the way people organize their families has

changed. There were 3.2 million cohabiting couples in 1990, 5.5 mil-

lion in 2000, and 6 million in 2005.¹² The number of children in these

households almost doubled between 1990 and 2000. Unmarried cou-

ples are almost as likely as married couples to have minor children

in their homes. The Constitution mandates equal legal treatment of

those children.

Employers adjusting benefits to today’s demographics should

cover these families. Marriage should not be required. A person with

an unmarried partner of either sex is twice as likely as a married 

person to lack health insurance. For married couples, coverage as 

a dependent is almost as important a predictor of having health

insurance as coverage through one’s own full-time job. Thirty-six 

percent of married people are insured through a spouse’s employer-

based coverage; less than 5 percent of those with unmarried partners

have such coverage.¹³
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Employers will always consider the expense of any benefits pro-

gram.¹⁴ The principles of the valuing-all-families approach point 

to appropriate priorities when funds are limited. Employers should

extend benefits first to employees’ minor children, who are inevit-

able dependents and have no way to provide for their own needs.

Government targets children first when it allocates scarce funds to

healthcare, and the private sector should do the same.¹⁵

Employers should extend healthcare benefits to any child an

employee supports in her home, regardless of legal relationship. Em-

ployees may raise stepchildren, grandchildren, siblings, or the chil-

dren of their unmarried same- and diƒerent-sex partners. The fact

that employees are not these children’s legal parents is immaterial to

the goals of establishing a program that will attract and retain work-

ers and increase their productivity by relieving them of concerns

about their family members’ health needs. As with an adult partner,

the condition of actually supporting a family justifies the benefit. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the federal Family and Med-

ical Leave Act uses the term “in loco parentis,” defining someone

who stands in loco parentis to a child as a person who has “day-to-

day responsibilities to care for and financially support” that child.

The regulations state clearly that “a biological or legal relationship is

not necessary.”¹⁶ Employers must provide FMLA leave to employees

considered in loco parentis to children who are ill. They should have

no di‰culty using this definition to determine which children are el-

igible for coverage on an employee’s health insurance policy. If an

employer has enough funds to provide healthcare benefits to another

adult, the criteria should be dependence or interdependence. 

Toward Domestic Partnership Benefits 

Gay rights activists in the early 1980s spearheaded eƒorts to extend

employee health insurance benefits beyond spouses. By then, the le-

gal significance of marriage had been transformed. More straight

couples were living together, giving gay activists allies in demanding

that marriage cease to be required for coverage as an employee’s fam-

ily member. They urged employers to recognize their employees’

“domestic partners.” 

Three definitions of domestic partner emerged in that concept’s
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first decade. The earliest policies covered unmarried partners, both

same- and diƒerent sex; this recognized that marriage had become

more optional and that an unmarried couple was a family. A hand-

ful of policies later used a wider definition of relationships beyond

conjugal couples, such as the District of Columbia’s term, “com-

mitted, familial relationship.” In 1991, some employers began cover-

ing same-sex partners only in their domestic partner policies. This

was not a rejection of marriage as a measure of who was a family

member but rather an adjustment for the unavailability of marriage

for same-sex couples. Same-sex-only domestic partnership policies

demonstrated an employer’s commitment to equal treatment of its

gay and lesbian employees.

The movement for domestic partner health insurance benefits

has had considerable success; the number of public and private em-

ployers with such policies has mushroomed to over 9,000. This in-

cludes 13 states, 144 cities and counties, 299 colleges and universities,

and more than half of the Fortune 500 companies. 

State courts and legislatures cannot require private employers 

to provide domestic partner benefits. Federal law governs private

employer pension and benefits plans, and, because it does not man-

date inclusion of domestic partners, employers are free to decide for

themselves. Unions and other employee groups, through collective

bargaining or other negotiations, have played a major role in secur-

ing domestic partner coverage. 

Gay rights lawyers and activists have sought and achieved do-

mestic partner public employee benefits for same-sex couples. Law-

suits against Alaska in 2005, Montana in 2004, New Hampshire in

2006, and Oregon in 1998 were successful on the theory that extend-

ing public employee benefits only to spouses was discrimination on

the basis of sexual orientation because same-sex couples could not

marry.¹⁷ Advocates in San Francisco in 1996, furious at state and

federal “defense of marriage” acts, lobbied for and won an “equal

benefits ordinance” that requires contractors with the city to treat

their employees’ spouses and same-sex partners alike. This served as

a model for other cities.

These are civil rights victories for gay men and lesbians, but they

are not good family law. They leave such a scheme vulnerable to elim-

ination when a state grants a legal status—marriage, civil union, 
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or domestic partnership—to same-sex couples. Some employers in

Massachusetts and Vermont did precisely that after marriage and

civil unions, respectively, were enacted in those states. California

adopted an “equal benefits” law for all state contractors, but the

equality it requires is between spouses and registered domestic part-

ners. Employers can still discriminate against the families of unmar-

ried and unregistered employees. 

A better approach, the one that values all families, would not

make this distinction. An employer should not protect only the part-

ners of employees whose relationships have been granted formal sta-

tus by a state. The principles behind making marriage matter less

that animated early domestic partnership policies still apply. Given

the vast increase in couples living together without marrying, in the

context of a legal system that has made getting married and staying

married more optional, there is no basis for requiring marriage or its

same-sex analogue for someone to count as a family member.

What’s more, a public or private employer with two diƒerent

pathways for its employees to get family health benefits risks exclud-

ing the families of transgender employees. For example, if a state does

not allow a female-to-male transsexual to marry a woman, or the

couple doesn’t want to be the test case to find out if this is possible,

the couple would have to request domestic partner benefits as a

same-sex couple. Employee “John” would then have to explain why

his partner “Anne” is a same-sex partner. This would require com-

ing out as a transgender person and risking discrimination on that

basis. Neither Alaska, New Hampshire, nor Montana—all sites of re-

cent court victories for same-sex-only domestic partner benefits—

bans employment discrimination on the basis of gender identity.¹⁸

Every same-sex-only domestic partner policy could put couples

with one transgender partner in this bind. When the first same-sex-

only policies appeared in 1991, gay rights groups paid much less

attention to transgender people’s needs. Now transgender equality 

is part of their mission—another reason to seek more inclusive

policies.

Eligibility also should not be limited to “couples.” A lesbian and

gay man can decide to raise a child together in one home. Two les-

bian mothers can commit to being a family unit based on caring but

not romance. A gay man with no partner or children may be the one
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among his adult siblings best situated to move in with, support, and

care for an aging parent or grandparent. A benefits program that val-

ues the families of all its employees will not exclude these families.

Some employers already recognize a wide range of employees’

families. For example, Nationwide Insurance began oƒering “house-

hold member” benefits in 1999. Anyone who has lived with the em-

ployee for six months is eligible. A company spokesman said that 

the company wanted employees to determine who their own fam-

ily members were.¹⁹ Prudential allows an employee to cover either 

a same- or diƒerent-sex domestic partner or an extended family

member for whom the employee provides more than 50 percent

financial support. Both categories must have lived with the employee

for six months. Although the policy includes a list of relatives, the

definition of “extended family member” also includes anyone who is

a member of the employee’s household. 

Motives and Results

In a political climate filled with “defense of marriage” acts and 

marriage-movement rhetoric, the controversy over eligibility for

domestic partner coverage has taken on a novel anti-gay-rights di-

mension. Some public and private employers are oƒering broad eli-

gibility criteria, not because they value all families but because they

do not want to provide a benefit specifically to gay couples. Pressured

by market forces to reach beyond spousal coverage, but adamant

about avoiding the appearance of condoning homosexuality or even

unmarried heterosexual partners, they select broad language pre-

cisely so that gay rights advocates cannot claim a civil rights victory.

Gay and lesbian organizations have responded lukewarmly to

these developments. Even when a policy will cover same-sex couples

—as well as any LGBT person whose primary relationship is not with

a conjugal partner—advocates seeking a‰rmation of gay and lesbian

relationships are reluctant to embrace an approach couched solely in

terms of family diversity and inclusivity. 

This is a mistake. Litigation to allow same-sex couples to marry

highlights the harms couples experience because the law fails to

protect their relationships. When evaluating a change in the legal

treatment of families, a law or policy that eliminates those harms
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should be applauded, as long as it does not deprive others of the same

opportunities. If an employee benefits policy eliminates the harms

other unmarried family units suƒer, that is a great result, one that

helps an even larger group of gay men and lesbians because it extends

recognition to nonconjugal relationships. If the political and le-

gal climate accommodates lesbian and gay families’ needs as part of

embracing other family forms, advocates should seize that opportu-

nity. Once a truly expansive policy is in place, gay rights groups can

claim the policy as a victory regardless of the intent of those who en-

acted it.

Questionable Motives: The Salt Lake City Example 

Motives for expanding employees’ family benefits clashed in Salt

Lake City in 2005. In July, the county council rejected a proposal that

would have granted health insurance benefits to county employees’

domestic partners.²⁰ Later that year, the city’s mayor signed an exec-

utive order that did exactly that for city employees. It defined “do-

mestic partner” as “an individual with whom an eligible employee

has a long-term committed relationship of mutual caring and sup-

port.” The requirements were sharing a household for six months,

common financial obligations, and joint responsibility for each

other’s welfare. As with all definitions of domestic partner that ap-

ply only to those in a “marriage-like” relationship, it excluded those

related to the employee to a degree that would prohibit marriage (for

example, a brother and sister). A domestic partner’s children could

also be covered.²¹

Mayor Ross Anderson said that discrimination on the basis of

marital status and sexual orientation harmed the city’s “general wel-

fare,” that domestic partner benefits could help the city hire and keep

good workers, and that such benefits are “one of the hallmarks of a

progressive employer that values diversity.”²²

A few months later, the Salt Lake City Council passed an ordi-

nance allowing employees to identify an “adult designee” who would

be entitled to health insurance benefits. The requirements were: liv-

ing with the employee for more than a year with an intent to con-

tinue living together; being at least eighteen years old; and being 

economically dependent or interdependent. Benefits extended to
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children of the adult designee. While an employee’s same-sex or

diƒerent-sex partner could qualify, this definition was broad enough

to encompass any family unit.²³

Anderson vetoed the ordinance even though it provided the same

benefits to gay and lesbian employees and their partners that his ex-

ecutive order did. He asserted his goal was equality among employ-

ees regardless of sexual orientation or marital status, and that he

aimed to provide parity between married employees and those with

“spousal-like” relationships. Anderson said extending benefits to

others was unjustified and designed solely to avoid “marital status

equality, especially as it concerns gay and lesbian employees.”²⁴

The council overrode the mayor’s veto. One member noted that

single employees had been subsidizing the insurance pool and that

the ordinance recognized nontraditional families and support sys-

tems. Another noted that everyone pays when people lack health

insurance. One councilmember said that the council’s approach al-

lowed single employees to provide for a primary family member and

that true equality recognized the needs and living situations of all

employees. While not gay-specific, these comments were not anti-

gay, nor were gay and lesbian families excluded from the ordinance’s

benefits.²⁵

The council’s action not only protected more families, it also in-

sulated the program from legal challenge. The antigay Alliance De-

fense Fund had challenged the mayor’s order as a violation of the

state’s statutes and constitution. Like many states, Utah has a Defense

of Marriage Act that prohibits laws creating rights or benefits “sub-

stantially equivalent” to those provided a married man and woman.

It also has a constitutional amendment defining marriage as between

a man and a woman and prohibiting any other “domestic union”

from receiving “substantially the same legal eƒect.” The lawsuit be-

came moot once the city council’s “adult designee” law superseded

the mayor’s “domestic partner” program.

Utah’s antigay groups did bring a new lawsuit on the same

grounds against the council’s benefits law, which failed. The judge

noted that “single employees may have relationships outside of mar-

riage, whether motivated by family feeling, emotional attachment or

practical considerations, which draw on their resources to provide
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the necessaries of life, including health care.”²⁶ In other words, the

judge described a valuing-all-families rationale.

While no LGBT group in Utah opposed the council’s program,

the city’s gay and lesbian employee association said it would have

preferred the domestic partner plan. Mike Thompson, director of

Equality Utah, commended the council’s work as progress and said

that the more residents receiving healthcare the better. Still, no gay

rights advocates were present at the city council votes. This con-

trasted with the ten gay rights advocates who had appeared with

Mayor Anderson when he signed the domestic partner executive

order.

In 2007, Jenny Wilson, the Salt Lake County councilwoman 

who failed to get domestic partner benefits for county employees two

years earlier, spearheaded an eƒort to cover “adult designees,” bor-

rowing from the Salt Lake City program. The Republican who cast

the deciding vote against the plan in 2005 said he would support 

it because it was about “fair health care” and didn’t define a “new

legally protected class of people.”²⁷ Thompson supported the mea-

sure, saying he hoped such a “progressive decision” would shift the

way people think about the state of Utah.

Questionable Motives, Less Inclusive Policies

The Salt Lake City policy should shift the way people think about

employee benefits (although its one-year-minimum cohabiting re-

quirement is too long). Other, less inclusive, policies fall short.

Georgetown University, a Jesuit institution, came late to the trend

among colleges to extend domestic partner benefits, no doubt be-

cause of conflicts with Church doctrine on homosexuality and sex

outside marriage. In 2006 it extended coverage to an employee’s

“legally domiciled adult”—a person in an interdependent “close

personal relationship” living with the employee. This resembles the

Salt Lake City model, but it fails to cover a legally domiciled adult’s

children.

In 2006 Colorado considered extending benefits to “reciprocal

beneficiaries.” This term was created in Hawaii in 1997, after the con-

stitutional amendment that allowed the legislature to prohibit same-
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sex marriage passed. To be eligible for registration as reciprocal

beneficiaries, the two people must be barred from marrying. In other

words, the status is for same-sex couples and those whose familial

relationship precludes marriage, such as a brother and sister or a

grandmother and grandson. 

The Colorado bill’s Republican sponsor said that the legislation

would help same-sex couples without treating them as the legal or

moral equivalent of married couples.²⁸ To the surprise of many con-

servative groups, Focus on the Family endorsed this legislation as

about “need” rather than sexual relationships; its chairman James

Dobson mentioned elderly siblings living together or a parent caring

for a child.²⁹ Most right-wing groups opposed the bill.

This proposal did not cover a reciprocal beneficiary’s children. 

It was also diƒerent because it excluded unmarried diƒerent-sex

couples. Legislation the marriage movement supports will always

exclude diƒerent-sex partners, because the movement’s ideology in-

sists that a man and a woman marry, thus preserving the “special”

status of marriage. Antigay organizations will always oppose exclu-

sive coverage for same-sex couples, but some will support a proposal

such as the one in Colorado. 

What’s a Gay Rights Group to Do?

Although gay rights groups would be smart to embrace the Salt 

Lake City model, the Colorado proposal is more problematic. It nei-

ther values all families nor champions gay rights. This presents a

dilemma.

Opposing inclusion of family members barred from marriage in

order to achieve a “pure” gay civil rights win separates the needs of

same-sex couples from the needs of extended-family relationships.

Asking employers to address the health needs of fewer people than

they are willing to protect disrespects the needs of others who suƒer

from the “special rights” given married couples. On the other hand,

it is hard to be enthusiastic about the Colorado approach when its

supporters make dismissive or derogatory comments about same-

sex couples. A policy that covers fewer employees—only those in

same-sex couples—is at least a gay rights victory.

Looking solely at the substance of the Colorado proposal, its core
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problem is identical to that which any policy that excludes diƒerent-

sex couples poses: it preserves the “specialness” of marriage. It is bad

family policy, because it coerces couples to marry, reversing the gains

that have made marriage matter less. And it leaves couples with one

transgender partner vulnerable.

If it seems politically di‰cult to argue for benefits for unmarried

diƒerent-sex couples, LGBT advocates need to recognize that con-

servative marriage-movement rhetoric created this political climate.

The movement’s adherents make bogus claims that those who do 

not marry, especially if they have children, are responsible for every

conceivable social problem, neglecting to hold government account-

able for actions and inactions that are responsible for childhood

poverty, education failure, and other deplorable social and economic

circumstances.

Sean Cahill, former director of the NGLTF Policy Institute, has

shown how marriage-movement eƒorts to control both heterosexu-

ality and homosexuality are two sides of the same coin.³⁰ Given the

drawbacks of embracing a policy that excludes unmarried diƒerent-

sex couples, gay rights advocates should go this route only as a last

resort. This means they should seek out allies who will argue for the

healthcare needs of unmarried couples. It was the norm in the 1980s

to work in coalition with such groups in the name of family diver-

sity, and this is still the best approach. Once formed, such a coalition

may realize that it should strive for coverage of relationships outside

the conjugal model—the Salt Lake City approach.

Looking Ahead in Congress

As part of a tax code that singles out marriage for a special status, em-

ployee benefits to those who are not spouses are not tax deductible

to the employer, and the employee must pay taxes on them (unless

the recipient is a “tax dependent” of the employee, something few

domestic partners would qualify for). Some states exempt partner

benefits from tax, but only Congress can change the law for the pur-

pose of federal taxation. 

Congress gave these tax breaks sixty years ago to encourage em-

ployers to provide these benefits. The family has changed since then,

and the tax rules should change as well. Congress should pass the
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pending “Domestic Partner Tax Equity for Health Plan Beneficia-

ries Act,” which will extend the benefits that now only spouses receive

to anyone covered by an employer’s health benefits.³¹ This would

support advocacy for the most inclusive possible definition of whose

health an employee can protect.

Today, access to healthcare is on the national political agenda. In

the 1960s, President Lyndon Johnson and a Democratic Congress es-

tablished the Medicare and Medicaid programs to ensure that older

people and very poor people would have healthcare. Healthcare costs

increased dramatically as did the number of Americans without

health insurance coverage. The AIDS crisis in the 1980s turned the

attention of gay activists to many aspects of the U.S. healthcare

system. In 1993, President Bill Clinton tried to achieve widespread

healthcare reform, but that eƒort failed. 

If a plan for access to healthcare emerges in the coming years that

favors employment-based coverage for workers and their families,

gay rights organizations can work with others to protect the widest

possible range of families. If any politicians propose an individual-

based system like Medicare or the Canadian or European models, gay

rights groups should urge its adoption. A plan for everyone is a plan

for all LGBT people.
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CHAPTER NINE

Coping with Illness

Medical Care and Family and Medical Leave

When Robert was transferred by helicopter from a community hos-

pital to a shock trauma center in Baltimore with severe compli-

cations of AIDS, medical staƒ said that his partner, Bill, was not 

a family member and thus could not see Robert, learn anything 

about his condition, or speak to his doctors. Bill and Robert were reg-

istered domestic partners who lived in San Francisco; they were trav-

eling through Maryland en route to visit Robert’s sister. Bill had

Robert’s healthcare power of attorney, which had been placed in Rob-

ert’s medical record at the community hospital. Bill knew Robert’s

end-of-life wishes, including that Robert did not want to be placed

on a respirator. Bill watched, distraught, as families of other patients

were permitted to visit their loved ones. The hospital excluded Bill

until Robert’s sister and mother arrived four hours later. The hospi-

tal gave them information about Robert’s status and allowed all three

to see Robert, but by then medical staƒ had inserted a breathing tube

and Robert was unconscious. He died two days later.¹

After nine years in a committed relationship, Julie and Hillary

planned to have a child together. Julie had complications resulting in

a di‰cult cesarean section, and after the birth, their daughter was

placed in neonatal intensive care. Hillary was not allowed to see ei-

ther Julie or their daughter; hospital staƒ said she was not immedi-

ate family. She was allowed in after she lied and said she was Julie’s

sister. Julie and Hillary had adopted the same surname, Goodridge,

so that they could claim to be sisters in an emergency.²

Janet and Carol have been a committed couple for more than

thirty years. Janet has had frequent hospitalizations. After Carol

waited during an eight-hour surgery to remove Janet’s life-threaten-

ing liver tumors, she was not allowed to visit Janet in intensive care
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because she wasn’t immediate family. When she explained that she

was Janet’s partner, the attending nurse said she didn’t know what

that meant. During another hospitalization, Janet was not allowed to

identify Carol as her next of kin.³

Karen was planning to give birth at the only hospital in her

county that oƒered birthing services. The hospital informed her that

Edward, the baby’s father, would not be allowed in the delivery room

because she and Edward were not married, although they lived to-

gether with Karen’s child from a former marriage. Hospital policy al-

lowed only a spouse or member of the mother’s immediate family to

be present during delivery. Karen and Edward sued the hospital. The

trial court ruled against them. On appeal, the court found that this

was discrimination in public services on the basis of marital status,

in violation of the state’s civil rights law.⁴

Who Makes Decisions and Who Visits?

The concern that LGBT couples suing for the right to marry voice

most often is that one partner will be denied access to the other in

the hospital or during a medical emergency, and denied the right to

make healthcare decisions on a partner’s behalf. Couples pay lawyers

to draw up documents that they hope hospitals will honor, and yet

they fear that such measures will not be enough. The examples above

show that these concerns are well founded. 

The couples state that only marriage will quell their fears.

Lambda Legal opined that Bill and Robert “paid a terrible price for

[marriage] discrimination.”⁵ The Human Rights Campaign used the

issue to make a video ad for marriage equality. But the problem isn’t

lack of marriage; Karen and Edward could have married. And mar-

riage is not the solution, because it will be ineƒective until every state

to which a couple travels recognizes their marriage. Better solutions

are attainable more quickly.

The law gives every adult the autonomy to make healthcare deci-

sions and to delegate that authority to another person through a doc-

ument such as a healthcare power of attorney. The problem is that

the law is not uniformly well implemented. The solution is better im-

plementation, including a national advance-directive registry. New

laws are needed that allow patients to decide who may visit them in
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the hospital. Laws governing healthcare decision-making must be re-

formed, using as models laws already in eƒect in some states, to meet

the needs of all families and relationships, including LGBT people

who do not have partners.

Lawyers serving LGBT people should hesitate before using Julie

and Hillary, Robert and Bill, and the other couples mentioned here,

as evidence supporting a focus on the legalization of same-sex mar-

riage. The law should facilitate autonomy for married and un-

married people alike in matters of hospital visitation and medical

decision-making. Reforms ensuring that hospitals follow patients’

instructions with regard to visitation, and the implementation of a

nationwide advance-directive registry to cover those who enter hos-

pitals in emergency situations, would help all persons, married and

unmarried, LGBT and straight—and such reforms could be accom-

plished relatively quickly.

For the foreseeable future, marriage for same-sex couples, when

it is enacted, will be a civil rights triumph, but it will not achieve 

the peace of mind that all LGBT families crave. Because of federal

and state laws “defending” marriage, most states will not give mar-

ried/partnered same-sex couples the rights they have in their own

states. Even if a couple is able to marry where they live, if they leave

the state they will be no better oƒ than they are now.

Because patient autonomy is universally understood as the

proper purpose of any policy in this area, gay rights advocates would

find many allies in reform eƒorts.

Making It Easier to Name a 

Surrogate Medical Decision-Maker

A patient has the right to make her own decisions about medical

treatment. The federal law also requires hospitals to tell patients that

they have the right to name someone to make these decisions if they

become unable to do so.⁶ That person is called a healthcare agent,

proxy, or surrogate. The document’s name varies from state to state,

but common names include healthcare power of attorney, durable

power of attorney, and advance directive.

A few states, including Arizona, Idaho, Maryland, North Car-

olina, and Vermont, have advance directive registries. A person can

register both her choice of healthcare proxy if she is incapacitated
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and her desires about end-of-life treatment (generally called a “liv-

ing will”). These registries are in an Internet database accessible to

healthcare providers. State Web sites walk users through the steps to

create the proper documents, eliminating the need to pay an attor-

ney. Maryland law lets residents note on their driver’s licenses or gov-

ernment ID cards that they have an advance directive in the registry;

Idaho issues a card like a driver’s license with a scannable bar code.

Every state should establish a registry, and registries should be

linked through a national database all hospitals can access. Federal

regulation should require that hospitals search the national database

whenever a patient is not able to designate a proxy at the time of

admission. With such a system, the Baltimore hospital that treated

Robert would have found his California designation. 

Regardless of whether a state or national registry exists, hospitals

should improve procedures that secure a healthcare agent from com-

petent patients. In a recent study of outpatients at a Chicago hospi-

tal clinic, only 18 percent of those surveyed had a durable power 

of attorney for healthcare, but 100 percent were able to name the

person they would want to act as proxy, and 87 percent would have

completed a form on the spot if a doctor had asked them to do so.⁷

Hospitals should not assume that a married patient would select 

her spouse; the Chicago study showed that 33 percent of married pa-

tients would select someone else. A study of elderly people in De-

troit showed that 50 percent of married people did not choose their

spouses.⁸ The law already gives everyone the right to name whomever

they want; hospitals need to do a better job of making such designa-

tions happen. 

If a patient is conscious and competent but not able to sign a doc-

ument, verbal designations should be allowed. The Uniform Health-

Care Decisions Act (UHCDA), adopted by the National Conference

of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by the

American Bar Association in 1994, maximizes patient autonomy by

allowing someone to make known orally to his primary healthcare

provider who he wants to make medical decisions on his behalf.⁹ A

2002 report by the national coalition Last Acts graded states on the

quality of their advance directive laws; giving patients the ability to

express their wishes in their own way, rather than requiring manda-

tory forms or language, was one component of that grade.¹⁰ About
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ten states have approved this method of designating a proxy. Hospi-

tals need this provision to ensure that doctors who act on what they

know to be the patient’s wishes will not be subject to lawsuits just be-

cause the instructions were oral rather than written. 

What to Do When There’s No 

Named Healthcare Surrogate

Laws that determine what happens when patients have not desig-

nated anyone to make medical decisions on their behalf should do a

better job of reflecting contemporary families and relationships. In

2000, 81 million people in the United States—40 percent of those

over eighteen—were not married.¹¹ Most laws say that in those cases

biological or adoptive kin make the decisions. This overlooks the cir-

cumstances of all people estranged from their families of origin—in-

cluding gay men, lesbians, bisexuals, and transgender people rejected

because of their sexual orientation or gender identity—and all un-

married couples. 

Gay rights advocates do not meet the healthcare-agent needs of

their constituency by winning marriage, civil unions, or domestic

partnerships. Many same-sex couples will not marry/register, and

they should not have to in order to make healthcare decisions for

their partners; an ideal default law places an intimate partner at the

top of the default list. 

Two jurisdictions do this now. The District of Columbia calls this

person a “domestic partner,” defined as “an adult person living with,

but not married to, another adult person in a committed, intimate

relationship.”¹² Notably, the District does have a formal domestic

partner registration system for both diƒerent- and same-sex couples,

but registration is not required under the surrogate healthcare law.

New Mexico uses the following definition: “an individual in a long-

term relationship of indefinite duration with the patient in which the

individual has demonstrated an actual commitment to the patient

similar to the commitment of a spouse and in which the individual

and the patient consider themselves to be responsible for each other’s

well-being.”¹³

A law referring to committed, intimate relationships has some

ambiguity, but it serves the needs of same-sex couples. It authorizes

hospitals to rely on someone who identifies himself as the partner
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when no one else is present, as they do now when someone identi-

fies himself as a patient’s spouse. Hospital staƒ would no longer be

able to say, as did Janet’s nurse, that she doesn’t know what “partner”

means. A biological relative disagreeing with a partner’s decision

would have to prove there was no such relationship. If this had been

the standard when Karen Thompson clashed with Sharon Kowalski’s

parents, Thompson would have won. 

Model healthcare proxy laws include a relationship that serves

the needs of many LGBT people: “close friends.” The UHCDA

defines such a person as: “an adult who has exhibited special care and

concern for the patient, who is familiar with the patient’s personal

values.”¹⁴ About twenty state laws include this category on the list 

of those eligible to be named surrogates.¹⁵ The Last Acts coalition

identified including “close friend” in the list of default surrogates as

one component of the grade it assigned to states. The report noted

that this category recognizes that “‘family’ in today’s world often ex-

tends beyond the nuclear family.”¹⁶

In every instance, the right choice as the surrogate decision maker

is the person who is most likely to know what medical decisions the

patient would make if she were able to. To achieve this goal, a law

needs flexibility. One example of such flexibility is in place in Col-

orado. The law defines “interested persons” as the patient’s spouse,

parent, adult child, sibling, grandchild, and any close friend.¹⁷ The

law instructs this group to select a proxy decision maker who has a

close relationship with the patient and is most likely to know the pa-

tient’s wishes. If the group cannot reach consensus, any of them may

petition the court for guardianship.

The D.C. law, which lists spouse, domestic partner, adult child,

parent, sibling, and close friend in that presumptive order, says some-

one lower on the list can rebut the presumption if he knows the pa-

tient’s wishes better or is “better able to demonstrate a good-faith

belief as to the interests of the patient.”¹⁸ A close friend is likely to

know the patient’s wishes better than an estranged parent or distant

sibling. Hospital staƒ should explain this law if a conflict arises be-

tween a close friend and a biological or adoptive relative, thus dis-

couraging those relatives who have had little contact with the patient

from challenging the friend’s authority. 

Gay rights groups can channel the justifiable anxieties many
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LGBT people have into advocacy eƒorts that would quell their worst

fears. They’ll fall short if they use those fears to gather support for ac-

cess to marriage when a solution lies elsewhere.

The Best Hospital Visitation Policies

The stories of the plaintiƒs seeking access to marriage include dozens

of examples of exclusion from hospital rooms. Medical staƒ turn to

“immediate” family at such times. Diƒerent-sex couples have an ad-

vantage; they can say they are married even when they are not. In-

tensive-care nurses do not routinely ask a “husband” to produce a

marriage license before visiting his “wife.” Karen and Edward’s story

illustrates that when they tell the truth, diƒerent-sex unmarried cou-

ples also may not be counted as “immediate family.” A lesbian may

succeed by identifying herself as a patient’s sister. This deception is

humiliating and should be unnecessary.

Little dispute exists about what policies should be in this area. 

The purpose of all hospital care is the patient’s health and well-

being. A decision about who can visit the patient must be tailored 

to achieve that goal, which is why hospital staƒ must sometimes 

be able to prevent anyone from visiting. If visits are permitted, pa-

tient well-being is promoted by allowing the patient to choose her

visitors. So it is inappropriate for a hospital to limit visits to imme-

diate family. 

A simple amendment to the federal law that regulates hospitals

would require them to allow every entering patient to list those they

most want to visit them. This should include designation by a preg-

nant woman of those who can visit her newborn child. Virginia en-

acted a law in 2007 requiring its hospitals to allow patients to see

whomever they wish. Hospitals and the AARP supported the bill, as

did conservative state legislators. As one said, “Why would anybody

say no to that?”¹⁹

Gay rights advocates should seek this broad protection because it

helps all same-sex couples and all LGBT people who are not coupled

but who want contact with friends when they are hospitalized. 

Hospitals need a visitation policy for emergency admissions

when the patient can’t make a designation. The most eƒective solu-

tions to this problem are adding to any advance directive form a

section declaring that the person wants hospital visiting privileges
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for her healthcare agent and enacting legislation stating that anyone

named as a healthcare agent must be allowed to visit. Maryland law

provides for this now, thanks to the eƒorts of the gay rights group

Equality Maryland. 

A law is needed to address the situation of anyone who has not

written or registered hospital visitation wishes. The recent Virginia

law is silent on this issue. New York has a hospital visitation law for

a “domestic partner”; it includes those registered anywhere and those

“dependent or mutually interdependent” on one another for sup-

port. It lists a number of factors that can be considered in determin-

ing a “mutual intent to be domestic partners”; most involve financial

sharing, but others include having a child in common or the length

of the relationship.²⁰

Anyone in a committed partner relationship with the patient

should be permitted to visit, and if the patient does not have such a

person, a close friend should be allowed to visit. References to those

in committed relationships and to close friends appear in many laws

authorizing surrogate healthcare decision making. It is a much more

weighty matter to determine who can make a decision that may mean

life or death than to name who can visit. Visitation laws should take

a cue from these related laws and incorporate the concepts of com-

mitted relationships and close friends.

When a same-sex partner is denied visitation, the consequence

often is that no one visits. This disregard of the meaning of friend-

ship is cruel. LGBT advocates could find allies among the elderly and

other patient advocacy groups for the single patient’s right to visits

from friends.

In the few instances when more than one person requests to visit

or be transported with the patient, and medical circumstances re-

quire that only one person be chosen, the priority should be: (1) 

the person named in a document the patient signed authorizing vis-

itation and/or surrogate decision making or listed in an advance

directive registry; (2) the formal spouse or partner; (3) the person

named as a designated family relationship, should a state implement

such a registry; (4) the person in a committed relationship with the

patient, in which the two consider themselves responsible for each

other’s well-being; (5) any adult child, parent, or adult sibling; (6) 
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a close friend who has exhibited special care and concern for the

patient.

The most critical provision in a law is that anyone on this list must

be allowed to visit or be transported with the patient as long as it 

isn’t medically contraindicated. That assures that a patient unable to

speak for himself will not be left alone simply because medical staƒ

wish to impose a narrow definition of family. It also attempts to pri-

oritize based on what can reasonably be assumed to be the patient’s

wishes. As soon as the patient is able to communicate his desires,

those would govern.

The Maryland Experience 

In 2005 the Maryland legislature passed a bill—the Medical Decision

Making Act—creating a status called “life partners,” open to same-

and diƒerent-sex couples who lived together in a mutually inter-

dependent relationship.²¹ Equality Maryland worked to ensure the

law’s passage. Registered life partners were authorized to make sur-

rogate medical decisions, visit each other in a hospital, accompany

each other on medical transfers, share a room in a healthcare facil-

ity, make decisions about disposition of remains, and authorize

anatomical gifts. A person in an interdependent relationship with

the patient but not registered as a life partner would be able to visit

and accompany the patient but would not have the other rights.

Republican governor Robert Erhlich vetoed the act. In the veto

message, he expressed sympathy with the “compassionate goals” of

the legislation but said that codifying a relationship called life part-

ners “could lead to the erosion of traditional marriage.” He said he

hoped he could work with the legislature to find a compromise that

would help those in need while “respecting the uniqueness of tradi-

tional marriage under Maryland law.”²²

Erhlich kept his word. The bill he proposed established the state’s

advance directive registry and required the motor vehicle adminis-

tration to enable those with registered advance directives to have that

fact noted on their driver’s licenses. The bill passed, and Maryland

joined the list of states where residents, including LGBT couples,

need not pay lawyers to draw up documents and then carry those

documents with them in case of emergency.²³
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The governor’s message was an oƒensive collection of right-wing

incantations. But he isn’t governor anymore. Maryland has an ad-

vance directive registry that will benefit everyone and move the

country closer to having a nationwide database. Equality Maryland

worked to achieve a law that adds to the advance directive form the

right to visit a patient, to accompany a patient, and to determine dis-

position of remains. It became law without the governor’s signature.

Maryland now has a model for states whose advance directives make

no reference to these other issues.

The Maryland bill creating life partners addressed LGBT cou-

ples’ needs while ignoring the needs of those not in couples. It would

have required partner registration to achieve most of its benefits.

That approach mixes up the civil rights goal of equal rights for same-

sex partners with the needs that all people have to control their

healthcare circumstances. Had Ehrlich signed the law, Maryland

probably wouldn’t have an advance directive registry, and all Mary-

landers would be worse oƒ. Now Equality Maryland can focus on im-

plementing the registry, reforms needed to protect the interests of

those who do not register, and its civil rights and progressive agenda.

Here’s what Dan Furmansky, head of Equality Maryland, said

about their eƒorts: “Lack of resources keeps us focused on equal pro-

tection for LGBT people, and we look to various means to the end.

In this case, advance directives was a great route, and it’s nice to work

on things that will benefit a more broad contingency than just our

own community.”²⁴

Other state-level LGBT groups could learn from this insight. Not

only did Equality Maryland’s work benefit those outside the LGBT

community, it helped more LGBT people because its focus was

broader than “couples.” Because marriage equality claims loom so

large on the political and legal horizon, a focus on “equal protection

for LGBT people” too easily starts with a look at what diƒerent-sex

married couples have. An emphasis instead on what all LGBT people

need can produce better results.

Family and Medical Leave

After twenty-five years with the same Pennsylvania employer, David

received a call while at work that his partner of twenty-three years
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had suƒered a heart attack and been airlifted to a hospital. David,

who had never come out at work, notified his boss he needed to leave

for personal reasons. The next day, he returned to work, explained

his situation, and requested family leave. His boss refused the re-

quest. David exhausted his personal and vacation leave caring for his

partner.²⁵

Mary, a Denver social worker, requested three days of family leave

to care for her sick same-sex partner. Her request was denied because

the list of “immediate family” members in the city’s regulations did

not include unmarried partners. Mary argued that this was unlaw-

ful under another city regulation banning discrimination on the ba-

sis of sexual orientation. The court ruled against her. It held that the

city was treating all unmarried couples identically, and that therefore

it was not discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.²⁶

Under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act, an employer

with more than fifty workers must provide twelve weeks of unpaid

leave to employees who have a serious health condition; or who must

care for a spouse, minor child, disabled adult child, or parent with a

serious health condition; or who give birth to or adopt a child. Un-

married couples are not entitled to leave to care for their partners.

Because of the federal Defense of Marriage Act, couples married in

Massachusetts are not entitled to this leave either.

The proposed FMLA originally did not allow even spouses to

take leave to care for each other; its purpose was ensuring that

women who needed time oƒ for childbirth would not be fired. Con-

gressional hearings in 1984 focused on the need for maternity leave

only; feminist lawmakers insisted on caretaking leave for both moth-

ers and fathers. In other words, the bill’s original focus was the in-

evitable dependency of children.

Business groups opposed employers being required to grant any

leave. Some Republicans argued that such a program should be lim-

ited to mothers, because fathers would abuse the law, taking time oƒ

but not really caring for their children. In 1986 lawmakers revised the

bill to permit leave to care for a spouse or parent; this garnered the

AARP’s strong support. Over the next few years spousal coverage was

the most controversial part of the proposal. President Ronald Rea-

gan made clear he would veto any bill. By the time supporters were

able to overcome the persistent opposition of the business commu-
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nity, George H. W. Bush was president, and he did veto the bill—

twice. Fulfilling a campaign pledge, President Bill Clinton signed it

in 1993 during his first month in o‰ce.²⁷

To take the law at its word, its purpose is to “promote the stabil-

ity and economic security of families, and to promote national in-

terests in preserving family integrity.” The need for the law came

from changing demographics: more mothers with children and

more people with aging parents were in the workforce. 

Every part of the legislation reflects a compromise between em-

ployers’ interests in narrowing its mandates and employees’ inter-

ests in expanding it. The requirement of a “serious health condition”

means leave is not mandated for routine doctor’s appointments 

or brief illness. Because it mandates only unpaid leave, its value 

in promoting economic security is limited. The vast majority of

countries provide paid annual leave, sick leave, and maternity leave;

dozens provide paid parenting leave to both men and women.²⁸ The

leave policies in many Western countries extend to care of unmar-

ried partners, any member of the employee’s household, or anyone

who depends on the employee for care.

In 2004 California became the first state to provide partially paid

family leave; employees receive 55 percent of their weekly pay, up to

about $850, for six weeks, to care for a child, parent, spouse, or reg-

istered domestic partner, or to bond with a newborn or newly

adopted child. The program is funded through a payroll deduction

and administered by a state agency. Approximately 138,000 workers

received an average $409 a week during the program’s first year.²⁹

A few states require employers to allow their workers to use sick

leave to care for sick family members. The federal government and

forty-eight states allow public employees to use sick leave this way

but do not mandate it for private employers. Paid sick leave and fam-

ily leave are critical to the well-being of all workers and their fami-

lies. Workplace policies that compensate those who must leave work

to care for others are one way to implement the collective responsi-

bility for dependency. These eƒorts are incomplete, however, if they

narrowly limit whom an employee can take leave to care for.
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Who Is Covered

The FMLA started as a bill about the parenting of infants. When it

was expanded to encompass care of sick children, the law included

the “child of a person standing in loco parentis.” The regulations

define such a person as one who has “day-to-day responsibilities to

care for and financially support a child. . . . A biological or legal re-

lationship is not necessary.”³⁰ This enables the same-sex partner of 

a child’s biological parent to take leave to care for her child. This

definition should be a model for the definition of “child” in many

laws and policies that have economic impact on a family, including

federal and state tax laws, employee health benefits that cover family

members, and various government benefits programs.

A law whose primary purpose is facilitating care of inevitable de-

pendents—especially children—should allow a broader range of

employees leave to provide that care. Grandparents, godparents, and

other extended family members should be given leave to care for sick

children who are not their day-to-day responsibility. This is espe-

cially critical for single parents unable to aƒord taking unpaid leave.

Lack of aƒordable childcare already restricts the employment op-

tions of single mothers; childcare for sick children is almost nonex-

istent. Widening the list of those eligible to take leave to care for a sick

child is an appropriate way to broaden collective responsibility for

children.

Some state laws cover other family members. New Jersey, Ore-

gon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin cover parents-in-law.

Oregon covers same-sex domestic partners. Rhode Island covers

same-sex and diƒerent-sex domestic partners. California, Connecti-

cut, Hawaii, New Jersey, and Vermont extend coverage to those 

same-sex couples who register under their domestic partnership/

civil union/reciprocal beneficiaries laws. 

The District of Columbia passed its own family leave law three

years before the federal government did. It covers those who live to-

gether, or have in the past year lived together, in a “committed re-

lationship.”³¹ D.C. allows both same- and diƒerent-sex couples to

register as domestic partners, but registering is not required for tak-

ing family leave. D.C. also provides leave to care for any child living

with the employee “for whom the employee permanently assumes
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and discharges parental responsibility” and for people related by bi-

ology or marriage—in other words, extended family.

The FMLA has not proved as burdensome as businesses feared.³²

Some employers voluntarily extend leave to care for domestic part-

ners. Developing an ideal group of people for whom an employee

could use leave requires balancing an employer’s legitimate needs

against the diversity of employees’ caregiving obligations. The main

tool to address employer needs, however, should not be how family

is defined. The purpose of a family and medical leave policy is facil-

itating care of those unable to care for themselves; the law should en-

compass the broadest possible range of relationships.

A Better Model 

The “Healthy Families Act,” introduced in 2007 in both houses of

Congress, would make four dramatic improvements on current

law.³³ It provides for some paid leave; it applies to smaller businesses;

it eliminates the requirement of a “serious” illness; and it broadens

the group of eligible care recipients.

The bill provides for seven days a year of paid sick leave. Half of

all workers have no sick leave, and almost 80 percent of those who

earn in the lowest one-quarter of pay do not. It also allows leave for

doctor’s appointments and shorter illnesses and to care for an adult

family member “in need of care” beyond the listed medical reasons.

The bill uses the term “sick leave,” but defines leave as available

for both a worker’s own medical needs and those of others. Specifi-

cally, it allows leave “for the purpose of caring for a child, a parent, a

spouse, or any other individual related by blood or a‰nity whose

close association with the employee is the equivalent of a family re-

lationship.” This definition comes from the current regulation gov-

erning use of sick leave by federal government employees. In other

words, the federal government has already approved the ability of its

workers to use their paid sick leave to care for a very broad category

of family members.³⁴

This definition responds directly to the problem that family leave

is designed to address: the need to care for loved ones. If it passes, 

the result will be better than that achieved by marriage or civil

union/partnership laws; they merely extend the ability to take leave

to an employee’s spouse or registered partner. Unmarried partners,
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both same-sex and diƒerent-sex, are harmed if marriage/registration

is a requirement. It also broadens the definition of “child” to en-

compass those not in the employees’ day-to-day care. A witness at the

Senate committee hearing on the Healthy Families Act supported 

the definition of “family” in the bill because her extensive research

on workers’ lives demonstrated that only such a broad definition

would reflect the “needs and commitments of American families.”³⁵

The AARP support for the FMLA was critical, and that is the rea-

son the FMLA doesn’t require that the employee live with the person

she wants leave to care for; the group’s constituency includes parents

of an employee who do not live with their children but rely on them

for care. The AARP is likely to support the broader definition in the

Healthy Families Act because it both enables more of an elderly per-

son’s relatives to provide care and enables grandparents to take leave

to care for grandchildren.

The act would require all employers with fifteen or more em-

ployees to provide seven days’ paid leave for the stated purposes. The

FMLA would still mandate that larger employers provide longer un-

paid leave. Reforms at the state level also may follow two diƒerent

tracks. The definition of a covered family member, however, should

be the same for both paid and unpaid leave. 

The act provides model language for state eƒorts. A gay civil

rights approach concentrates on getting for same-sex couples what

married couples now have, either through a formal status such as

civil unions or through listing same-sex partners in the included cat-

egories, as Oregon does. The District of Columbia does better by in-

cluding all unmarried couples (thereby recognizing that care needs

are as strong among those who do not marry as among those who

do) and all extended family. A valuing-all-families approach, epito-

mized in the Healthy Families Act, would garner many allies under

a banner of family diversity and protect the wide range of caring

LGBT families and relationships.
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CHAPTER TEN

When a Relationship Ends 

through Dissolution or Death

Distributing Assets and Providing for Children

Helen and Lisa lived together for more than ten years. During that

time they had five children. In 1990, Lisa gave birth to the first child,

Scott, born using unknown-donor insemination obtained through

a fertility clinic. Helen quit her job and stayed home with Scott.

When they decided to have another child, a medical condition pre-

vented Helen from becoming pregnant, so Lisa again conceived, us-

ing the same donor semen from the same fertility clinic. Pregnant

with quadruplets, Lisa became incapacitated, and Helen cared for her

as well as for Scott.

The quadruplets were born in 1993. Lisa went back to work at the

end of her maternity leave. Helen stayed home with the five children.

Lisa pursued career advancement as a civilian employee of the United

States Navy, where she achieved a GS-14 professional position. She

paid the bills. Helen was the stay-at-home mom. The couple split up

when the quadruplets were four years old.¹

This case entered the court system in Pennsylvania when Helen

filed for custody of the children. The couple settled their dispute,

with an agreement giving Helen joint legal custody and Lisa physi-

cal custody. Lisa moved to California with the children. Helen had

specified weeks of visitation. Helen took a job as a light-machinery

operator. Lisa petitioned for child support. Helen argued that she was

more like a stepparent and should not be required to support the

children. The court disagreed and ordered that Helen pay the same

amount under the state’s child support guideline that any noncusto-

dial parent was obliged to pay.

On the issue of child support, the case reached the right result.
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It’s what was not at issue in the case that’s troubling. Helen stayed

home with one and then five children for seven years. During that

time, Lisa’s career advanced. When their relationship ended, Lisa

walked away with her increased earning power and paid nothing to

Helen, who was, as she said, a stay-at-home mom. Nothing in Penn-

sylvania law, or the law of any state, gave Helen the right to request

temporary support while she got back into the labor market. Noth-

ing gave her the right to ask for money from Lisa to oƒset the ten

years of retirement benefits Lisa accumulated or a share of any prop-

erty that wasn’t titled in both of their names. Had they been married,

Helen would have had the right in a divorce action to request such

relief.

The Financial Consequences of Splitting Up

The plaintiƒs in marriage-equality cases do not say that they want to

marry so that if they split up the property division and support rules

that accompany divorce will apply to them. Like all couples who plan

to marry, they do not expect to divorce. But the diƒerent rules for set-

tling money issues at the end of a marriage versus an unmarried re-

lationship can cause indefensible hardship. 

Same-sex couples who marry in Massachusetts or enter civil

unions/domestic partnerships in Vermont, New Jersey, New Hamp-

shire, the District of Columbia, Oregon, or California will have

divorce laws apply if they separate. That reform is not su‰cient. For-

malization should not be required for achieving a fair allocation of

the costs associated with the end of a couple’s life together. 

Applying the valuing-all-families approach requires first consid-

ering why rules apply to the end of marriages that are diƒerent from

those that apply to other private disagreements about who owns

what property and who owes whom what amount of money. Until

the changes in divorce laws in the 1970s, the forty-two “common law”

property states did not treat the end of a marriage as an event need-

ing specific rules for determining who got what property. The per-

son whose name appeared on the title to land or the bank account

kept it. Untitled property belonged to the spouse who paid for it. Ob-

viously, this meant the husband owned most of the property during

the marriage and kept it when the marriage ended. 
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For example, in a 1974 case at the end of a twenty-two-year mar-

riage, a wife who had no outside employment for the first ten years

while she cared for the children, and who kept homemaking even

when she had paid employment, received her personal items and her

car. Her husband kept a 265-acre farm, the family home, machinery,

and livestock. The court said the result was “harsh” but required by

the law.² With no-fault divorces and many more marriages ending in

divorce, courts and legislatures in common law property states came

to see the outcomes as unfair because they failed to take into account

noneconomic contributions to the household. They established new

laws allowing judges to transfer title to property—something that

would have shocked our ancestors—to achieve a result that was “eq-

uitable.” 

The law governing the end of unmarried relationships has not

caught up with the times. Traditionally, the law would not even en-

force deals in which a man agreed to provide for a woman with whom

he “cohabited.” The law considered such arrangements no diƒerent

from prostitution. When the California Supreme Court ruled in 1976

that actor Lee Marvin could be required to support Michelle Triola

Marvin if he had agreed to do so, it heralded a more modern treat-

ment of unmarried couples.³

Unfortunately, Marvin v. Marvin proved to be an end point,

rather than the beginning of a more appropriate legal treatment of

all families. Law books are filled with decisions denying assets and

support to “stay-at-home moms” like Helen who lived with male

partners, raised children, and got nothing when those relationships

ended. Some were together for decades. All they had available to

them when their relationships ended was the opportunity to prove 

a contract with their former partner or financial contributions to 

the former partner’s property. Their status as a partner who devoted

years to home and family counted for nothing. 

In fact, Michelle Triola received nothing. She was unable to prove

a contract with Marvin, and the court refused to approve an award

of temporary support based solely on the equities of their situation.

Contracts are hard to prove. In a 2006 case at the end of a thirteen-

year lesbian relationship, Harriet argued for compensation based on

her partner Sara’s pension, which was valued at close to $250,000 for

the period the couple was together. The judge ruled against her, find-
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ing that Sara had not agreed to share her pension if their relationship

ended.⁴ Even when couples have agreements, a few states still adhere

to the pre-Marvin rule and refuse to enforce them.⁵

In the thirty years since Marvin, the number of unmarried cou-

ples living together has increased exponentially. In 2003, there were

about 5.5 million such couples. Among diƒerent-sex couples, 44 per-

cent of them had children under eighteen. Thirty-eight percent of

female same-sex couples and 27 percent of male same-sex couples

also had children under eighteen.⁶ Two people who filled the same

roles in their respective homes should not be treated diƒerently based

on whether they had a marriage license. When the relationship ends,

the court has all the information it needs about how the couple lived

and should have the power to transfer property and order support to

achieve just results.

One state goes part of the way toward a just result now. If a cou-

ple lives together in Washington, that state will treat the property

they accumulate as the equivalent of community property and ap-

portion it equitably between them. In a 1995 case, the Washington

Supreme Court ruled that the property acquired during a seven-year

relationship was presumed owned by both parties and that the name

on the title was irrelevant. The man’s net worth had almost doubled

from $1.4 million to $2.7 million during that time. The court said he

could overcome the presumption of joint ownership only by show-

ing that he bought the property using money he had before their re-

lationship began.⁷ Subsequently, the court applied this doctrine to

the separation of a lesbian couple.⁸

A just result can be reached through applying Martha Fineman’s

observations about inevitable and derivative dependency. Someone

needed to take care of Helen and Lisa’s five children. Helen did this,

and cared for Lisa as well. That made her dependent on Lisa for finan-

cial support, and it hindered her ability to support herself because

she was out of the workforce for seven years. The law needs to ac-

knowledge this type of commitment.

The ALI Principles

The vast increase in the number of unmarried couples living to-

gether prompted the American Law Institute to include “domestic

partners” in its Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution. If a cou-
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ple meets the criteria for domestic partners, then the rules govern-

ing the financial consequences of their dissolution are the same as

those applied to married couples, unless they make an agreement to

the contrary. The authors, including law professor Grace Blumberg, 

base this doctrine on “the familiar principle that legal rights and ob-

ligations may arise from the conduct of the parties with respect to

one another, even though they have created no formal document or

agreement setting forth such an undertaking.”⁹

The ALI principles define as domestic partners two individuals

who are “not married to one another, who for a significant period of

time share a primary residence and a life together as a couple.”¹⁰ They

presume that a couple who lives together for three years meets this

test. If they have a child, they meet it after two years. 

The principles list thirteen factors relevant to determining

whether two people “share a life together as a couple.”¹¹ They in-

clude written and oral statements and promises made to one another

about the relationship; statements to others and the couple’s rep-

utation in the community as a couple; commingling of finances; 

economic interdependence, or dependence of one person on the

other; assumption by the parties of specialized or collaborative roles;

changes in the life of either or both as a result of the relationship;

naming of each other as financial beneficiaries or in documents, such

as wills; participation in a commitment ceremony or partnership

registration; jointly raising a child; and the parties’ emotional or

physical intimacy.

Stepping into the Culture War 

Blumberg and the ALI were vilified by marriage-movement ideo-

logues for including domestic partners in their recommendations, a

step opponents claimed would “secularize the culture and hasten the

‘deinstitutionalization’ of marriage.” “[The ALI] want[s] marriage to

mean nothing,” said Representative Marilyn Musgrave, sponsor of

the constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage. U.S. News

and World Report columnist John Leo blasted the “drastic notion” 

in the ALI principles that “marriage is just one arrangement among

many.” Brigham Young law professor Lynn Wardle said the princi-

ples “reflect an ideological bias against family relations based on

marriage” and a continuation of “the war on the traditional family
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and traditional sexual morality that has been waged over three

decades.” Bush administration welfare policy advisor Ron Haskins

was the most blunt. “Cohabitation is a plague,” he said, “and we

should do what we can [to] discourage it.”¹²

David Blankenhorn stated: “Anyone who cares about the state 

of marriage, which is weak enough already, if you want it to become

weaker still, knock away legal protections marriage enjoys.”¹³ Of

course, the ALI was not knocking any protections away from mar-

riage; it was extending them to unmarried couples who also needed

them.

The lawyers and law professors who wrote the ALI principles re-

jected these criticisms. Blumberg remarked that it was a good thing

to acknowledge reality. Katharine Bartlett, the dean of Duke Law

School, who was also a principal drafter of the principles, a‰rmed

that law needed to deal with families as it found them and do the 

best it could for all children. A Pennsylvania lawyer who advised the

ALI maintained that the divorce code wasn’t about “protecting mar-

riage”; it was about dealing with the realities of a breakup.¹⁴

The marriage movement isn’t looking for the most just way to re-

solve the family disputes of unmarried couples. It is drawing a line

to keep marriage “special,” even if this causes others great harm.

Deciding Not to Marry Doesn’t 

Justify Not Dividing Property 

Some commentators say it is inappropriate to require a separating

couple who has chosen not to marry to divide their assets as though

they had. They argue that the choice not to marry means neither

party agreed to share assets with the other if the relationship ended,

and they suggest it is paternalistic to impose financial obligations on

couples who chose to live together without marrying. They would

apply this argument with equal force to an unmarried/unregistered

same-sex couple in Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, New

Jersey, California, or any other state that allows same-sex couples to

formalize their relationship.

The argument has a fatal flaw. Couples who marry have no idea

what economic obligations accompany their marriage, either while

they are together or if they divorce. They couldn’t possibly. The law

is so diƒerent from state to state that unless they research the laws of
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their specific state—and any state they move to while married—they

can in no sense be seen as having agreed to the legal consequences of

their marriage.¹⁵

Most states diƒerentiate between “marital property” and “sep-

arate property.” Separate property is owned before marriage or ac-

quired through gift or inheritance. When people divorce, most states

divide only marital property. Some allow a judge to divide separate

property to avoid an unfair result. Still others consider all property

either party owns up for grabs.

Certainly a divorcing spouse with inherited wealth might be sur-

prised to learn that his spouse could get a share of it, especially if his

brother, who lives in a diƒerent state, was able to shield his inheri-

tance during his divorce because it was separate property. He might

say he never thought marriage would give his wife a claim on his in-

herited wealth. The wife might also have assumed she had no claim

on those assets until she consulted a lawyer. The law is set to estab-

lish a norm for all regardless of what they think or intend. 

Even marital property rules diƒer from state to state. Some

statutes require a fifty-fifty division. Some presume a fifty-fifty divi-

sion but let a judge rule otherwise. Some instruct a judge simply to

do what is “just” or “fair” or “equitable.” Some states consider why

the marriage ended; some think that’s irrelevant.

Spouses don’t know when they marry whether their sexual in-

fidelity or other marital “fault” could have economic consequences

when they divorce. They couldn’t. The law on that also diƒers from

state to state. An unfaithful wife will be barred from alimony in

North Carolina but not in New Jersey. An unfaithful husband may

have to “pay” for his transgression in North Carolina but not in

Delaware. In some states a divorced spouse cannot receive alimony

unless he cannot support himself. 

A wife who supports her husband through medical school in

New York can claim a share of his earning ability if they divorce. A

wife who does the same in Indiana won’t even get back the money

she spent supporting her husband while he was in school. 

Each state sets rules for the economic consequences of divorce

based on what it thinks fair and appropriate. It is equally legitimate

to set rules for the end of “a life together as a couple” that recognizes

the interdependency and vulnerabilities of such a shared life. 
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How They Do It in Australia and New Zealand

Australia has incorporated unmarried couples into the dissolution

laws that apply to divorces. Australia considers two people who “live

together as a couple” to be in a de facto relationship. The ALI con-

sidered the list of factors used in Australia when it developed its cri-

teria for domestic partnerships. The Australian factors are: the length

of the relationship; the nature and extent of common residence;

whether a sexual relationship exists; the degree of financial depen-

dence or interdependence; any arrangements for financial support

between the parties; the ownership, use, and acquisition of property;

the degree of mutual commitment to a shared life; the care and sup-

port of children; the performance of household duties; and the cou-

ple’s reputation.¹⁶

Australia began applying these principles to unmarried hetero-

sexual couples in the mid-1980s. Most Australian states require two

years of cohabitation in order to apply marital property rules to the

end of a relationship, but the law gives judges the flexibility to waive

this requirement to avoid great hardship. In 1999, New South Wales

became the first state to extend these rules to the dissolution of same-

sex relationships. All now do so. 

New Zealand also treats separating unmarried and married cou-

ples alike, but its laws have an additional component especially

significant with respect to matching the reach of a law to the law’s

purpose. When a married couple divorces, the applicable property-

division laws depend upon whether the couple has been married for

at least three years. In other words, marriage is not the dividing line

in New Zealand for what laws apply to the end of a relationship.

When a couple has been married less than three years, each

spouse leaves the marriage with what he contributed.¹⁷ After three

years, principles requiring sharing of marital property kick in. New

Zealand applies the same standard to unmarried couples. The ALI

principles require a minimum period of living together before mar-

ital property-division rules apply to a cohabiting couple. If the pur-

pose is to ensure that the couple really has a shared life, it makes sense

to judge marriages in the same way. A couple who marries vows 

to stay together until death does them part. A divorce in less than

three years shows that to be an empty promise. New Zealand’s law
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holding all couples to the same standard is a good example of decid-

ing that marriage, by itself, should not determine “special” legal con-

sequences.

What Happens to the Children?

Lisa and Janet lived in Virginia. They traveled to Vermont in 2000

and entered into a civil union. They decided to have a child, and Lisa

gave birth to Isabella, who was conceived using unknown-donor se-

men, in April 2002. The couple moved to Vermont in August. They

separated in September 2003. Lisa moved back to Virginia with the

baby. She filed an action in Vermont to dissolve the civil union and

asked for custody of Isabella with visitation rights going to Janet. The

court issued a temporary custody and visitation order in June 2004.

In July 2004, after Virginia passed a constitutional amendment ban-

ning recognition of same-sex unions, Lisa filed an action in Virginia

asking to be determined Isabella’s sole parent.¹⁸

Although this case garnered much press attention about inter-

state recognition of same-sex couples, the case turns on the com-

pletely separate question of which state had authority to issue a

custody and visitation order. Under both federal and state law, Ver-

mont had that power because Isabella lived in Vermont during the

six-month period before Lisa filed for custody and visitation there.

Once Vermont made a decision about Isabella, no other state had the

authority to do so. These rules exist to stop parents from “forum

shopping” until they find a state willing to change another state’s

custody order. The Virginia trial judge incorrectly granted Lisa’s re-

quest and was reversed by the Virginia appeals court.

Couples seeking the right to marry often say they want it for their

children. With the prominence of advocacy for marriage equality,

the claims of same-sex parents raising children have been mistakenly

conflated with the issue of whether to recognize the parents’ rela-

tionships with each other. That accounts for the Virginia trial judge’s

mistake. In fact, same-sex parents have been raising children to-

gether, and courts have been grappling with the law that governs

their families, for more than twenty-five years.

When a same-sex couple with a child splits up, the legal land-

scape that aƒects them depends on a number of circumstances. If
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they have both adopted the child, or if one partner is the biological

parent and the other completed a second-parent adoption, then they

have equal rights and responsibilities toward the child. They are no

diƒerent from two unmarried diƒerent-sex parents. The children of

same-sex parents have benefited from the constitutional and statu-

tory reforms that ended discrimination against all children born

outside of marriage. Over 45 percent of same-sex couples live in states

or counties that grant second-parent adoptions, and all states are re-

quired to recognize adoptions granted in other states.

The ALI developed rules for disputes over children when there

has not been a second-parent adoption. When a child is born to a

same-sex couple with the agreement that the couple will each have

“full parental rights and responsibilities,” the second parent is a “par-

ent by estoppel.” A person can become a parent by estoppel even 

if she and the biological parent did not have an agreement before 

the child was born; this requires living with the child for two years,

“holding out and accepting full and permanent responsibilities as a

parent, pursuant to an agreement with the child’s parent.” A parent

by estoppel has parental rights and obligations identical to that of the

biological parent.¹⁹

At least fourteen states allow a parent who did not give birth to

or adopt the child the right to a continued relationship with the child

and the obligation to pay child support.²⁰ That’s why Helen, with

Scott and the quadruplets, had joint legal custody, visitation rights,

and an obligation to pay child support. 

In fact, all the states that gay rights lawyers targeted for marriage-

equality litigation already protected the relationships between chil-

dren and both their same-sex parents. Having those protections first

made it easier to argue for marriage because the state could not cred-

ibly claim that same-sex couples should be denied marriage as a way

of denying them the ability to parent.

As long as federal and state “defense of marriage” acts exist, a

parent-child relationship based on the couple’s marriage or civil

union is vulnerable. An adoption decree is not. Every state and the

federal government must honor it. That’s why lawyers representing

same-sex couples in the states that grant couples a formal legal sta-

tus urge their clients to obtain adoption decrees as well.
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When Death Does Them Part

Sam and Earl lived for twenty-three years on a ranch in Oklahoma

that was titled in Earl’s name alone. They raised Sam’s three children

from his former marriage. Earl worked a full-time job and Sam ran

the ranch. In later years, Sam cared for Earl’s elderly mother, Viola.

Viola considered Sam her son-in-law and asked his children to call

her “Grandma.” Earl had a stroke in 1997 and Sam was his primary

caregiver. None of Earl’s relatives came to visit, although they lived

less than thirty miles away.

Earl was diagnosed with cancer in 2000 and died within three

months. Sam sought to probate the will Earl had written, leaving 

him the ranch and all his possessions. But the signed and witnessed

will was one witness short of the number required under Oklahoma

law. Five of Earl’s cousins challenged the will. Although Earl’s intent

was completely clear, the court awarded all of Earl’s property to his

cousins.²¹

Randall and Ronald lived together in Colorado for twenty years.

One year, at Randall’s birthday party, in the presence of two friends,

Ronald gave Randall a card containing a typed, signed letter stating

that if anything should happen to him all he owned should go to

Randall. The letter said that Randall, their pets, and an aunt were 

his only family and that “everyone else is dead to me.” The next 

year Ronald died of a heart attack. When Randall sought to probate

the letter as Ronald’s will, Margaret, the mother of Ronald’s three

nephews, argued that the document was not a valid will and that

Ronald’s nephews should inherit all of Ronald’s property.

This document complied with even fewer formalities than Earl’s

will. It didn’t say it was a will and it had no witness signatures. None-

theless, Randall was entitled to prove that Ronald intended it to 

be his will. The two people present when Ronald gave the letter to

Randall could testify about what Ronald said as a way of proving his

intent.²²

Probating a Will as 

the Deceased Intended

Had Sam and Earl lived in neighboring Colorado, Sam would still

have his ranch. The diƒerence between the two cases is not the abil-
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ity to marry. The diƒerence is that Colorado has adopted Section

2–503 of the Uniform Probate Code.²³ That statute permits probate

of a will that fails to comply with all the will formalities if it can be

shown that the deceased intended the document to be his will. 

The reasoning of this “harmless error” rule is that a technical de-

fect in will formalities should not defeat the intent of the deceased.

The only purpose of the formalities is to ensure that the will does

represent the deceased’s intended disposition of his property. The

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws de-

termined in 1990 that proof of intent should trump the requirement

of formalities. Their Uniform Probate Code described the success of

such rules in Australia, Canada, and Israel. The American Law Insti-

tute reached the same conclusion, and urged that courts adopt this

approach even without a statute authorizing it.²⁴

Experts on wills consider it embarrassing that a relative might 

be “unjustly enriched” through inheriting property contrary to the

clear intent of the deceased. Examples of unjust results abound,

aƒecting many more people than just same-sex couples. In one case,

the will left the decedent’s property to his stepson. It was denied pro-

bate because it lacked all the formalities; the decedent had no heirs

because he had no relatives listed in the intestate succession statute,

so the decedent’s assets were given to the state.²⁵

It will be a long time before marriage or civil union for same-sex

couples comes to Oklahoma. The statewide LGBT advocacy group

Oklahomans for Equality points out that LGBT people there can be

turned down or fired from a job, denied or evicted from rental hous-

ing, denied or refused service in a public place, and turned down for

a home mortgage loan. When the U.S. Supreme Court in 2003 de-

clared unconstitutional a Texas law criminalizing private, consen-

sual, same-sex sodomy, Oklahoma was one of three other states with

an identical law on the books. The crime was a felony punishable by

up to ten years in prison. That’s the legal environment Sam faced

when he went to court trying to inherit under Earl’s will.

It need not be long before states adopt the harmless-error rule,

thereby assuring the result everyone agrees is the purpose of the law

of wills—that a person should be able to decide for himself who in-

herits when he dies. No one should have to marry, even if they could,

to achieve that result.
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Inheriting without a Will

When Earl’s will was denied probate, his property passed according

to his state’s law of intestate succession. A spouse always receives a

share of the estate, and may receive all of it if the deceased had no

children. The property of an unmarried person with no children

passes to “next of kin”—relatives in an order specified in the statute.

That’s why Earl’s cousins got the ranch.

Christine and Andre met in 1983. They built a home in a New

Hampshire town and lived there until Andre died in 2003. They

weren’t married but were generally considered husband and wife.

Andre had worked for the post o‰ce for more than ten years. His

widow was entitled to federal employee retirement system benefits.

Christine applied for them, and the government argued that she was

not eligible.²⁶

New Hampshire does not recognize common law marriage, so

the couple wasn’t married while they lived together. That’s why an

administrative judge ruled against Christine’s claim for benefits. But

New Hampshire has a unique statute that recognizes a couple as mar-

ried after one of them dies, if they lived together and were considered

husband and wife for three years before the death.²⁷ For purposes 

of intestate succession, therefore, Christine was Andre’s spouse. Her

case claiming federal benefits as his survivor is still pending.

The law of intestate succession has two main purposes: to make

it easy to distribute the decedent’s property, and to distribute it in a

way that approximates what the decedent would have wanted. Be-

cause the order of descent consists of family members, definitions 

of family form a critical component of intestate succession laws.

Adopted children and children born outside of marriage were once

entirely excluded from inheritance. Stepchildren are still in most in-

stances excluded, even from inheriting from a stepparent who raised

them, and even though they qualify as a decedent’s child with respect

to other purposes.

Courts do not have the power to stray from intestate succession

statutes. They have no authority to allow proof of the intent of a per-

son who dies without a will concerning how he wanted his property

distributed. Several scholars have proposed categories for inclusion

in such statutes that would make inheritance more feasible for a sur-
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viving same-sex or unmarried diƒerent-sex partner, including co-

habitation in a “marriage-like” relationship or living together “as a

couple” according to a list of factors.²⁸ With the exception of the New

Hampshire statute, no state takes such an approach. 

Two legal scholars, Mary Louise Fellows of the University of Min-

nesota and Gary Spitko of Santa Clara University, propose adding to

those who inherit by intestate succession someone named to benefit

from a “will substitute” such as life insurance and retirement or pen-

sion assets. Those proceeds pass outside of a will to the designated

person. Sam did receive Earl’s life insurance and retirement fund

proceeds. When Congress passed a statute awarding a death benefit

on behalf of every public service o‰cer killed in the line of duty, 

it selected as the recipient for someone without a spouse or child the

person named as beneficiary on the o‰cer’s life insurance policy. 

This proposal shows promise as a way of matching intestate suc-

cession laws with their purpose—distributing an estate as the dece-

dent would have chosen had he made a will. A person’s choice to

confer financial benefits on someone not on the intestate succession

list is one way he demonstrates that his wishes are not defined by

bloodlines alone—or at all. This proposal has the further advantage

of valuing relationships beyond the couples who would benefit from

adding “committed partner” to the list of those entitled to inherit.

Registration

When Hawaii became the first state to make a formal status with lim-

ited rights available to same-sex couples, one of the rights it enu-

merated was intestate succession on par with that of spouses. Hawaii

calls its status “reciprocal beneficiaries.” In the handful of states that

now aƒord same-sex couples the opportunity to obtain all the state-

level consequences of marriage (Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,

California, New Hampshire, and Oregon) those couples are treated

as spouses for purposes of inheritance. In addition, the District of

Columbia and two states, Maine and Washington, have enacted

statewide domestic partnership that includes intestate succession as

one of its legal consequences. If a couple moves to a state with a con-

stitutional amendment banning recognition of same-sex couples,

however, that state would likely not recognize rights deriving from

these statutes. 
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A registration mechanism is well suited to the circumstances 

of intestate succession because it provides certainty. But it’s a mis-

take to conflate registration for this purpose with marriage or civil

union. Everyone should have the opportunity to, in essence, choose

a family member. Current law aƒords that chance only to intimate

partners, who exercise their choice by marrying. Those who are un-

married are “stuck” with blood relatives. They are of course free to

write a will, but so many people don’t that an alternate mechanism

is desirable. 

A registration system that allows a person to designate who is 

a member of his family can resolve this issue. A designated person

would have surrogate medical decision making authority and con-

trol of disposition of remains in the absence of a written indication

otherwise. These are also rights normally assigned to “next of kin”

—the same people listed in intestacy statutes. For inheritance pur-

poses, in the absence of a will, a “designated family member” would,

like reciprocal beneficiaries in Hawaii, inherit in the same way as 

a spouse. In most states, if a decedent has children, the assets are 

split between the spouse and the children; that same split would ap-

ply here.

Marriage Is Too Special

Marriage is a bright line in inheritance law. A spouse instantly rises to

the top of the list of those who inherit without a will. The length of

the marriage is immaterial. What’s more, for those who write wills,

in every state except Georgia a spouse cannot be disinherited, unless

she waives her right to inherit in a prenuptial agreement or other

acceptable document. One part of rethinking the role of marriage

should be rethinking why all marriages receive this special status.

In keeping with the valuing-all-families principle that the needs

of dependent children come before those of able-bodied spouses, 

the law should not permit disinheritance of minor children. Right

now every state except Louisiana and Massachusetts allows people 

to do this. 

Furthermore, intestacy should be expanded to reach any child a

decedent lives with and supports, or supported when the child was 

a minor. This would allow stepchildren, children of an unmarried

partner, godchildren, and others to inherit if the decedent did not
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make a will. For decades, adopted children were disadvantaged in

inheritance law because the law protected distribution of property

along bloodlines. That is no longer an acceptable justification for

discriminating against adopted children. Intestacy is supposed to do

what the deceased would have wanted. In the modern world of di-

verse and blended families, the law should presume that a person

who has raised a child wants that child to be considered an heir. 

Earl treated Sam’s children as his sons. He took the boys to com-

pany Christmas parties and carried them on his insurance. It’s a sure

bet that Earl would have preferred them—not his distant cousins—

to inherit the ranch. 

The Tax Consequences of Death

The sisters Joyce, eighty-eight, and Sybil, eighty, have lived together

all their lives. They own a home on thirty acres of English farmland,

which they lease out. They live oƒ the rental income they receive.

They each have wills naming the other as beneficiary. When one of

the sisters dies, the 40 percent inheritance tax her estate is obligated

to pay will make it necessary for the survivor to sell the land and

move.²⁹

When Jodie, Mary’s partner of twelve years, died in 2004, the

home they owned together in California was retitled in Mary’s name;

Mary’s property taxes nearly doubled.³⁰

Protecting the Homes of Everyone

Mary and Sybil and Joyce face a diƒerent set of laws that give married

couples who live together an advantage that no other family form re-

ceives. Tax laws in Britain and the U.S. exempt spouses from the taxes

that are otherwise due when assets pass from one person to another.

Bequeathing your share of your home by will to anyone other than a

spouse, as Sybil and Joyce want to do, is a “taxable event.” It may pro-

duce so much tax liability that, after losing a life partner, the survivor

also loses her home. Spouses do not face this loss.

In California, property taxes remain stable, no matter what the

value of the property, until ownership is transferred. Then the prop-

erty value is reassessed and the tax increases to meet the new value.

When this law was enacted in 1978, only transfers between spouses
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were exempt from reassessment. In 1986, transfers between parents

and children were added to the exemptions, and in 1996, transfers be-

tween grandparents and grandchildren were exempted. As of Janu-

ary 1, 2006, transfers between domestic partners registered with the

state are also exempt from reassessments.³¹ This change came too late

for Mary. 

Michele, fifty-eight, and Jenny, fifty-five, had been friends in

Ohio for fifteen years when they decided to pool their resources,

build a home together in Florida, and “enjoy the pleasures of female

friendship.”³²

Brenda and Dan, close friends in their forties in the San Francisco

Bay Area, bought a house jointly to raise their children together and

have been doing so for many years.³³

The California domestic partnership law won’t help Brenda and

Dan, and if Michele and Jenny had built their home in California it

wouldn’t help them either. When the first of these two co-owners

dies, the property would be reassessed. If the increased taxes were

prohibitively expensive, the survivor would have to sell the home and

move.

Mary and other same-sex couples who experienced property tax

hikes compared themselves to married couples, who were spared

these increases. The executive director of Equality California in-

voked the specter of a widowed partner forced out of his home while

grieving the loss of his loved one. If denial of access to marriage is the

cause of their di‰culty, then marriage equality or the second-best

solution of a domestic partnership/civil union law is the way to alle-

viate that problem. But that still leaves families constructed in other

ways—sisters, friends, coparents—vulnerable.

Allowing same-sex couples to marry is not the solution to this

problem. The example of Sybil and Joyce shows why that helps too

few people. Sybil and Joyce took their case to the European Court 

of Human Rights. They live in the United Kingdom, which allows

same-sex partners to enter civil partnerships. They complained,

quite rightly, that if they were a lesbian couple the survivor would not

face the loss of her home. In December 2006 the court narrowly ruled

against them in a 4–3 vote.³⁴

The solution is reforming tax laws so that no one loses their pri-
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mary home because a co-owner dies. California doesn’t do this. In-

stead, California law allows children to move into wildly expensive

homes they inherit upon the death of their parents or grandparents.

The children could not aƒord to buy those homes now and could not

aƒord to keep them if they were taxed at their present value. But the

survivor of Brenda and Dan or Michelle and Jenny might lose her

own home because of its reassessed value. So could the survivor of any

unmarried, unregistered couple.

Here’s the principle that should drive tax law on housing: No one

should lose the home they live in because of the tax consequences of

the death of an owner. California does not reassess property tax when

one spouse dies, because it doesn’t want the other spouse to lose her

home. Anyone who lives in a home, and who inherits it upon the

death of a spouse, partner, sibling, friend, or coparent, should not

have to lose it upon a co-owner’s death. California is protecting the

wrong people—children and grandchildren who don’t live in the

home—and abandoning the people most entitled to protection from

the loss of their home due to increased tax liability.

Tax on Inherited Pensions

Until 2006, when a person died with funds in a retirement account,

the beneficiary of those funds had to pay income taxes on them im-

mediately. The only exception was for spouses. A spouse could roll

the funds over into his own retirement account, thus deferring tax

liability until he used the funds during his own retirement. Congress

changed the law in its pension-reform legislation in 2006. It created

a way for any beneficiary to move funds in an inherited retirement

account into his own retirement account with no tax consequences.

It also extended from spouses only to any beneficiary the ability 

to use retirement funds early without tax penalty for medical and

financial emergencies.³⁵

The Human Rights Campaign lobbied for this change “without

fanfare” for three years. Immediately after passage, HRC staƒers

hailed its impact on LGBT couples. Legal director Lara Schwartz said

that HRC made the case for “more fair treatment” by sharing sto-

ries of how real people were aƒected by the existing tax penalties. A

Republican senator said the change would help the “large group of
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Americans that are left behind in traditional pension benefit mod-

els.” A Democratic congressman a‰rmed that “all families need to

be able to plan and save for their future.”³⁶

All tax matters raise questions of distributive justice. These

should never be resolved by drawing a line between spouses and

everyone else. That makes the result HRC achieved better than a re-

sult singling out marriage for special treatment—even if same-sex

couples could marry.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Losing an Economic Provider

Wrongful Death, Workers’ Compensation, 

and Social Security

Diane Whipple was mauled to death in the hallway of her apartment

building by her neighbors’ dogs, one of which had, on a previous oc-

casion, bitten her on the wrist. Owner Marjorie Knoller, who was

with the dogs at the time, was convicted of second-degree murder 

in Whipple’s death; co-owner Robert Noel was convicted of invol-

untary manslaughter. Whipple was survived by her partner of seven

years, Sharon Smith.¹

Recovering for Wrongful Death

Under common law, there was no such thing as recovering money

damages from someone whose negligent or intentional actions re-

sulted in another’s death. Oddly, this made it cheaper to kill some-

one than to injure him. If death resulted, the criminal law could step

in, but survivors could not bring lawsuits (except for husbands, who

could sue for the loss of their wives’ “services”).²

In the mid-nineteenth century, England enacted a statute au-

thorizing such suits with the goal of compensating dependents.

American states followed. The statutes specify who may bring such

actions. Sharon Smith faced a motion to dismiss her wrongful death

suit against the dog owners and the landlord who allowed them to

keep their dogs, because unmarried partners are not specified in the

statute as among those who can bring such an action.

Wrongful death statutes vary from state to state, but their lists of

who can bring a claim look much like the lists governing who inher-
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its by intestate succession. A spouse tops the list, followed by chil-

dren, parents, siblings, and other relatives. It’s time to update these

statutes to accord with modern life and the purpose of compensat-

ing for loss.

The overturning of a wrongful death statute ushered in the end

of discrimination against children born outside of marriage. In cases

decided on the same day in 1968, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that

a child born to an unmarried woman had a constitutional right to

recover for her wrongful death and that a mother had the same right

with respect to her nonmarital child; both groups were excluded un-

der the Louisiana wrongful death statute.³

Justice William Douglas reasoned that the children depended on

their mother, writing pointedly: “The rights asserted here involve the

intimate, familial relationship between a child and his own mother.

When the child’s claim of damage for loss of his mother is in issue,

why . . . should the [wrongdoers] go free merely because the child is

illegitimate?”⁴ In the companion case brought by a mother whose

son was killed in a car accident, Douglas wrote that the law denying

her recovery created “an open season on illegitimates in the area of

automobile accidents,” giving a windfall to wrongdoers.⁵

A judge refused to dismiss Smith’s wrongful death action. The

opinion echoed the reasoning of the Supreme Court in the “illegiti-

macy” cases; the judge said the purpose of the statute was compen-

sation for loss, the plaintiƒ ’s sexual orientation was irrelevant to 

that loss, and “denying recovery would be a windfall for the [wrong-

doer].”⁶ But the judge could not just rewrite the statute. Like the child

of an unmarried woman or the unmarried mother of a child in the

Louisiana cases, Sharon could proceed only if the statute’s exclusion

of her was deemed unconstitutional. The judge ruled that it was, be-

cause Sharon and Diane had been denied the opportunity to come

within the statute by marrying.

California has since amended its statute to allow registered do-

mestic partners to bring wrongful death actions. This is an improve-

ment that will help same-sex couples who register, but it misses the

point. The purpose of the statute is compensation for loss. Even with

the addition of registered domestic partners, the statute falls short 

of achieving that goal. Sharon should have been allowed to sue for
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wrongful death, regardless of whether she and Diane had a formal-

ized relationship, because she suƒered the greatest loss at Diane’s

death.

A Better Approach: Compensating Dependents

A handful of states come closer to meeting the purpose of a wrong-

ful death statute. If the deceased had no spouse, child, or parent, Ari-

zona allows suit by anyone named in the decedent’s will. Michigan

covers anyone named in the decedent’s will, regardless of whether

there are other survivors. The September 11th Victim Compensation

Fund also adopted this approach; same-sex surviving partners who

were named in the wills of those who died on September 11 recovered

from the fund without di‰culty. West Virginia does the best job by

including anyone “financially dependent” on the deceased.⁷ Smith

accepted a settlement in her wrongful death suit, so the trial judge’s

decision to let her proceed was not tested in an appeals court. 

The California statute does a better job with respect to children

who may recover for an adult’s wrongful death. It allows suits by chil-

dren, dependent stepchildren, and any minor who lived with the de-

ceased for the 180 days preceding her death and was dependent on

her for at least half his support.⁸ Thus, if Sharon Smith had a child

who had not been adopted by Diane, the child would have been

entitled to recover if Diane was responsible for at least half her ex-

penses. The distinction between one’s legal children and others in the

statute, however, is inappropriate; stepchildren should not have to

show dependency to the extent of 50 percent support. No child

should have to meet this hurdle. 

A wrongful death statute should allow all those dependent in

whole or in part upon the deceased to recover from whoever was re-

sponsible for the death. Any other result creates either the kind of

“open season” that lets a wrongdoer oƒ the hook or the “unjust en-

richment” of distant relatives, as in the intestacy statutes described

in the previous chapter. 

A few states have allowed suits for emotional loss upon a loved

one’s death. The New Hampshire Supreme Court ultimately allowed

Catrina Graves to recover for the harm of seeing her partner of seven

years killed when a car struck the motorcycle he was riding.⁹ New
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Mexico allowed a woman to sue for the loss of companionship of her

unmarried partner, and, using similar reasoning, allowed a grand-

mother to sue for the loss of companionship when a pharmacy error

resulted in the death of the granddaughter she was raising.¹⁰ These

more expansive understandings of who is harmed when a family

member is hurt or killed should be models for other courts. Califor-

nia could have taken a more expansive view if it had borrowed the

model in its workers’ compensation statute.

Workers’ Compensation Death Benefits

Joe Lopes and Bill Valentine met in San Francisco in 1980. They be-

gan living together in 1982. The next year, Joe was hired as a flight at-

tendant for American Airlines. When he was transferred to New York

in 1984, Bill moved with him. In 1994, they registered as domestic

partners with the city. In 1995, they purchased an apartment together.

Bill and Joe had a long-term financial plan. Bill was going to leave 

his job and enroll in journalism school; Joe was going to support

him. On November 12, 2001, Joe died when the flight he was work-

ing, American Airlines Flight 587, crashed near Kennedy Airport. Bill

applied for workers’ compensation death benefits, but the claim was

denied because he was not Joe’s “surviving spouse.”¹¹

When San Francisco supervisor and gay community leader Har-

vey Milk was assassinated in 1978, his partner of five years, Scott

Smith, received death benefits approved by the state’s Workman’s

Compensation Appeals Board.¹²

The diƒerence in outcomes in these two cases did not hinge on

marriage. Scott Smith and Harvey Milk were not married; they were

not even registered domestic partners, a status that was not created

until many years after Milk’s death. The diƒerence hinged on the fact

that California awards workers’ comp death benefits based on de-

pendency.

Workers’ compensation began early in the twentieth century. It

addressed the growing problem of industrial accidents causing in-

jury and death. Before workers’ comp, an injured employee, or the

survivors of a deceased employee, could recover money only by prov-

ing that the employer’s fault caused the injury or death. Those un-
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able to meet this burden of proof could be left with no income; if a

worker died his dependents lost their source of support. 

Workers’ comp is a type of no-fault insurance system. All em-

ployers pay into a state fund. Benefits are paid from that fund. In ex-

change for paying into the fund, the employer is immune from suit

by an injured employee. The employee’s only compensation comes

through the administrative agency in charge of the state’s workers’

compensation system. Similarly, if an employee dies as a result of an

injury on the job, survivors cannot sue the employer; they receive

death benefits from the state-administered fund. Each statute estab-

lishes its own criteria for every aspect of the program, including who

counts as a survivor, how much money they receive, for how long,

and under what circumstances the payments cease. 

Until 1972, a state could deny workers’ compensation benefits 

to a deceased employee’s children if those children were born out-

side of marriage. Using the same reasoning it had earlier applied to

wrongful death actions, the Supreme Court ruled that making such

a distinction was unconstitutional.¹³

States also used to treat husbands and wives diƒerently based 

on assumptions about the diƒerent roles of men and women. The

sex-based distinctions inherent in the program were captured in its 

original name: workmen’s compensation. In 1980 the Supreme Court

ruled unconstitutional a typical sex-based statute.¹⁴ The Missouri

law presumed that a widow was wholly dependent upon her deceased

husband. A widower, however, had to prove that he received more

than half his support from his deceased wife to obtain the benefit.

The state argued that its rules properly reflected the diƒerent eco-

nomic positions of working men and women and that it was cheaper

to presume a wife’s dependency than require proof of it in every in-

stance. The Court ruled that administrative e‰ciency could not jus-

tify the sex-based classification. 

In response, most states extended the benefit to both spouses

without proof of dependency, but some required proof of depen-

dency by either surviving spouse. Michigan and Maryland made this

choice; every surviving spouse must prove dependency. California

had declared its statute unconstitutional even before the Supreme

Court ruling.¹⁵ It, too, remedied the unconstitutionality by requir-
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ing both husbands and wives to prove dependency. California later

amended its statute so that a surviving spouse who earned less than

$30,000 in the year preceding the employee’s death is presumed de-

pendent upon her spouse. Those who earned more must prove their

total or partial dependency.¹⁶

Some states award the benefit to a spouse based on relationship

alone. Many states modify the rule for spouses to include only those

living together at the time of the death. This condition is so consis-

tent with common sense that one might miss its importance. The le-

gal relationship of husband and wife exists whether or not the couple

lives together. Spouses are eligible for many economic benefits solely

based on their legal relationship. For example, a retirement-age wife

separated from but still married to her retired husband is eligible for

his Social Security survivors’ benefits when he dies. Those statutes

that award workers’ comp benefits automatically only to those living

with their deceased spouses demonstrate an intent to compensate

only for a loss in the survivor’s ability to meet expenses. It’s the func-

tion of sharing a home that warrants the death benefit, not the legal

relationship. 

Unless a statute awards the death benefit based on relationship

alone, a survivor must prove he was dependent on the employee. All

workers’ comp statutes include the concepts of total and partial

dependency. In some states if someone depends wholly on the em-

ployee then partial dependents get nothing; in others the benefit is

split among dependents. Many state statutes list those people eligi-

ble to prove that they were dependent on the deceased employee. 

Bill Valentine was denied benefits because unmarried partners of

any sex are not on the list in New York. Scott Smith received benefits

because California permits someone who is “a member of the family

or household of the employee” to apply for the benefit.¹⁷ In 1979, 

a court ruled that a man’s unmarried partner qualified under the

statute.¹⁸ In another California case, the thirteen-year-old grandson

of the deceased unmarried partner was found eligible.¹⁹

In Maryland as well, anyone “wholly dependent”—or partially

dependent if no one is wholly dependent—can receive the compen-

sation.²⁰ In 1950, a woman who lived with a man for ten years was

found eligible for benefits. The state’s highest court cited with ap-

proval the principle that workers’ compensation “is not a code of
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morals, but is a practical device for the economic protection of em-

ployees and those dependent upon them.”²¹

The emphasis on proof of dependency in workers’ compensation

statutes presents a good opportunity to consider the purpose of the

statutes and how to achieve that purpose without making marriage

a rigid dividing line. If the purpose of the original workers’ comp

scheme was continued financial support of dependent wives, then

the fix to the unlawful gender-based classification that made the

statute gender-neutral in most states obscures that purpose. Pay-

ment to all surviving spouses based on an assumption of total de-

pendency frustrates the purpose of supporting only those who are

dependent and only to the extent of their dependency.

States like Maryland, Michigan, and California recognize this,

because marriage to the deceased does not always result in payment

of any, let alone total, death benefits. All spouses in Michigan and

Maryland, and those in California who earn more than $30,000 a

year, must prove dependency on their deceased spouses. If they were

partially dependent, they receive a partial award.

So, had Bill and Joe lived in Maryland, Bill would have been eli-

gible for death benefits as a member of Joe’s household. His entitle-

ment to any payment, however, would have depended on the degree

to which he was dependent upon Joe—the same standard applicable

to spouses. States have diƒerent ways of calculating partial depen-

dency; in California, for example, the measure depends upon the

amount the deceased worker contributed to the household (as op-

posed to his personal needs) including expenses that contributed to

the standard of living.²² Scott Smith received benefits based on his

partial dependency on Harvey Milk.

The New York law does more than exclude Bill. It includes those

not remotely dependent upon the deceased employee. For example,

in one case the father of a twenty-five-year old was able to share in

his son’s $50,000 workers’ comp death benefit even though he had

abandoned the child as an infant.²³ A statute designed to protect

those dependent upon the employee should not produce such a re-

sult, and would not in many states.

Larry Courtney faced the same hurdle as Bill Valentine in his

quest for benefits as a result of his partner Eugene Clark’s death in

the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center. But in August
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2002 the New York legislature passed a law making domestic part-

ners of those who died in the September 11 attacks eligible for work-

ers’ compensation benefits.²⁴ The statute extended eligibility on the

same terms as spouses to same- and diƒerent-sex domestic partners.

The survivor needed to show either registration as domestic partners

with an employer or a governmental unit or “unilateral dependence

or mutual interdependence, as evidenced by a nexus of factors in-

cluding, but not limited to, common ownership of real or personal

property, common householding, children in common, signs of in-

tent to marry, shared budgeting, and the length of the personal rela-

tionship with the employee.”²⁵

New York does not adjust the amount of compensation paid

when the survivor was not wholly dependent upon the employee.

Larry received the entire spousal award. It appears that neither Eu-

gene nor Joe had children. Spouses don’t need to have children to re-

ceive a workers’ comp death benefit. As Eugene’s domestic partner,

Larry receives $400 a week indefinitely. While this recognizes Larry

and Eugene’s relationship as equally valuable to that of married cou-

ples, it overlooks a larger question that applies to both types of re-

lationships: On what basis does a nondisabled adult have a claim 

to financial compensation from scarce resources for the loss of an

income-earning loved one?

Consider the following case, also the result of the September 11

attacks. Paul Innella died, leaving Victoria, a twenty-two-month-old

child, the product of his relationship with Jennifer Novara. Jennifer

received the $400 a week workers’ comp death benefit on Victoria’s

behalf. After enactment of the statute treating the domestic partners

of September 11 victims the same as spouses, Lucy Aita successfully

asserted a claim as Paul’s domestic partner. As a result, Lucy receives

$220 per week. Victoria receives $180.²⁶

Whether Lucy was Paul’s wife or his domestic partner is imma-

terial. Preferring her over Victoria overlooks that Paul’s child is an in-

evitable dependent. Lucy had a son. If Paul was supporting him, in

some states he would have had a separate claim as a dependent, but

not in New York.

Oregon workers’ comp law has a provision for unmarried part-

ners. It gives death benefits to the survivor of an unmarried different-

sex couple who have a child together. (Given other law in Oregon, a
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court would likely extend this to a same-sex couple raising a child to-

gether.) In a recent case, a court ruled that an unmarried partner was

not eligible because the child she had with the deceased worker was

no longer a minor.²⁷

This law gets it both right and wrong. It’s wrong to exclude some-

one whose child is grown, because the derivative dependence caused

by having raised the child remains. It’s also wrong to diƒerentiate be-

tween married and unmarried couples. If the decision is that those

with children deserve the benefit and those without children do not,

then marital status should be irrelevant. Where the law might get it

right, however, is in withholding benefits from an adult partner who

did not raise a child with the deceased worker. Even if a state does

value the interdependency between adults, interdependents should

not be the priority. Workers’ comp benefits are a finite amount split

among survivors; with scarce resources, children and disabled adults

who relied on the employee should come first.

The New York workers’ comp law is all wrong. It awards benefits

based on formal status rather than dependency. Because of that,

except for those who died on September 11, it ignores unmarried

couples. In cases in which a worker has no spouse or child, it gives 

money to distant or estranged parents. It also places the needs of

able-bodied adults over the needs of children. 

By handpicking provisions in existing state laws, it would be pos-

sible to craft a workers’ comp death benefit scheme that: 

• compensates adults and children actually dependent upon the de-

ceased worker regardless of formal relationship; 

• recognizes children as wholly dependent upon a deceased parent

and an able-bodied adult as partially dependent, thereby awarding

greater benefits to a surviving child than to a surviving spouse or

partner; 

• acknowledges greater dependence of one adult upon another when

they are raising or have raised a child together; and 

• defines “dependence” to recognize the partial dependence that

comes when two people are economically interdependent.
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From a gay rights/marriage-discrimination perspective, the

problem with workers’ comp death benefits is that only married cou-

ples get them; same-sex couples can’t marry, so same-sex couples

can’t get them. The solution is allowing same-sex couples to marry.

The second-best solution is creation of an institution parallel to mar-

riage that will give couples the state-level consequences of marriage,

of which the workers’ comp death benefit is one.

A valuing-all-families perspective identifies a diƒerent problem.

Dependency is a functional matter. If the purpose of workers’ comp

is partial wage replacement for those who depended upon the em-

ployee’s wages, the legal relationship between the deceased and the

dependents is irrelevant. Many states assess actual total and partial

dependency in workers’ comp cases; more states could easily do what

some do already and elevate function over form. Some states also dis-

tinguish among surviving spouses, making workers’ comp in those

states an excellent example of not making marriage the dividing line.

This approach is better than the gay rights approach because it

incorporates better values about allocation of scarce resources. It 

also would meet the needs of same-sex couples who do not marry/

register when a formal status is available to them, and it facilitates

compensation for the full diversity of LGBT interdependent house-

holds.

Social Security

Social Security is “out of step with the modern family.”²⁸ Its im-

pact on same-sex couples is a small piece of a huge problem traceable 

to the program’s origins. Social Security was designed in the 1930s,

when only 15 percent of married women worked outside the home.²⁹

It had one family structure in mind: the wage-earning husband with

a dependent wife. It also had mostly white people in mind, as it

excluded domestic servants and farmworkers, two predominantly

African American job categories. Until 1950, men were ineligible for

benefits based on the earnings of their wives. Beginning that year, a

widower became eligible, but only if he proved that he had been de-

pendent upon his wife for at least half his support.³⁰

In 1977, the Supreme Court found this sex discrimination un-
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constitutional.³¹ Congress could have eliminated the discrimination

by requiring all surviving spouses to prove dependency. It didn’t.

Our current sex-neutral system, therefore, rewards married recipi-

ents based on their marital status alone. (In fact, a widow receives

survivors’ benefits even if she and her deceased husband were mar-

ried for only nine months before he died.) That wasn’t the original

purpose. Congress added spousal benefits as a way to meet what 

it thought to be the greatest need—the dependent wives of wage

earners. In 1965 Congress added benefits for divorced wives if their

marriage had lasted more than twenty years. As a result of feminist

advocacy on behalf of “displaced homemakers,” the required mar-

riage length was reduced to ten years in 1977.³²

The program remains true to its origin. Married couples with a

single earner, or with one spouse who earns the vast majority of 

the family income, reap the greatest benefits today. A couple with

$80,000 in average income, for example, all earned by one spouse,

will receive more in Social Security benefits over their lifetimes than

a couple in which each averages $40,000 a year. 

In this way it is similar to the income tax rates for married cou-

ples. When law professor Dennis Ventry said that “modern tax rules

governing married and single taxpayers were constructed at a time

when married men made rules for the benefit of other married men

and their families,” he could have just as well been speaking of Social

Security.³³ Married same-sex couples would benefit under income

tax rates only if they approached the one-income-earner model. 

Here is how Social Security benefits work: The spouse of the re-

tired worker gets her own retirement benefit, which is half that of her

husband, without ever paying into the system. The more her hus-

band earned, the higher her benefit. If his benefit is $1,800, hers will

be $900, for a total of $2,700 in household income. When her hus-

band dies, she’ll get his full benefit amount, $1,800, for a reduction of

income to her household of only one-third. 

A spouse always has this option to receive benefits calculated as

50 percent that of her spouse. But members of an equal-earning cou-

ple elect to receive benefits based on their individual earnings, be-

cause their total is more than the sum of one spouse’s benefit plus 

the spousal benefit of 50 percent that amount. As an example, as-
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sume each is entitled to $1,350 based on his own earnings; the house-

hold will receive $2,700. The spousal benefit for someone receiving

$1,350 is $675, so the household would receive only $1,925 if the sec-

ond earner elected to receive the spousal benefit.

But this equal-earning couple is disadvantaged relative to a cou-

ple with a single high-income earner when the first spouse dies. 

In the equal-earning couple the survivor is left only with her own

benefit, $1,350, causing a 50 percent cut in income.

Because same-sex couples have no access to the spousal retire-

ment or survivors’ benefit, those with significant income disparity

between the two partners lose when compared with a married cou-

ple in the same situation. If the high earner is the first to die, the sur-

vivor will have only his own benefits to rely upon. 

One publication on LGBT family policy uses the example of

“Thorsten,” who earns $44,000 a year, and “Christopher,” who earns

$4,000. Based on their current earnings, Thorsten’s retirement bene-

fit will be $1,527 a month and Christopher’s $303. If Thorsten dies

first, Christopher will be left with his $303 benefit. If Thorsten and

Christopher were a married couple, they would receive Thorsten’s

$1,527 plus a spousal benefit of half that ($764), which is $461 a month

more than Christopher’s benefit alone. Regardless of who dies first,

the survivor would receive the amount of Thorsten’s benefit—$1,527

a month.³⁴

Unmarried same- and diƒerent-sex couples with more evenly

split lifetime earnings will be in a position more like that of married

couples with similar incomes. Neither gets the benefit that goes to

the spouse of a high-income earner. Because black married couples

are far more likely than white ones to earn roughly equal amounts,

they too are disadvantaged in the current system.³⁵

All those who pay into Social Security subsidize the wives of

high-income husbands, including multiple wives, as long as each 

was married to the wage earner for at least ten years. That’s because

the widow and each surviving divorced wife receives 100 percent of

the benefit the worker was receiving while he was alive, regardless of

whether she ever paid into the system herself or raised children with

him. Unlike workers’ compensation death benefits, which usually di-

vide a fixed amount of money among dependents, there’s no limit to
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the amount of money available to ex-wives, as long as each marriage

lasted ten years.

Consider Newt Gingrich. He was married to Jackie for nine-

teen years; they had two children. He was married to Marianne for

eighteen years; they had no children. When he dies, his current wife,

Callista, with whom he has no children, and Jackie, and Marianne,

will each be entitled to the full amount of his monthly Social Secu-

rity checks. (If Gingrich stays married to Callista until 2010, then

they divorce, and he remarries, four women will be entitled to sur-

vivors’ benefits based on his earnings.) The highest benefit level in

2007 is $2,116 per month. If Gingrich’s earnings entitle him to the

highest benefit, that’s what each former spouse will receive upon his

death, every month until she dies.

On the other hand, a never-married worker, or a divorced worker

whose marriage lasted less than ten years, has only her own earnings

on which to base her benefits. If she raised children, she may have 

had less opportunity and fewer years to earn high wages. This makes 

a diƒerence, because benefits are based on thirty-five years of earn-

ings; those who take time from the full-time workforce to raise chil-

dren, or who lose jobs because of their childcare obligations, can

never recoup that loss. This workers’ retirement benefit will likely be

less than the survivors’ benefit available to any one of Gingrich’s for-

mer wives.

Minor children receive survivors’ benefits when a worker dies.

This is one of the most significant reasons why a nonbiological par-

ent should do a second-parent adoption even if she is married or in

a civil union with the child’s biological parent; the federal govern-

ment may not have to recognize a parent-child relationship created

through a same-sex marriage or civil union, but it must recognize an

adoption decree.

A widow or surviving divorced spouse caring for a child under

sixteen also receives survivors’ benefits. Unmarried couples lose be-

cause an unmarried diƒerent- or same-sex partner caring for the

deceased worker’s child can’t get benefits. In 1979 the U.S. Supreme

Court upheld this distinction. By then, the advances of the earlier

part of the decade had met a concerted backlash. Although four jus-

tices believed this distinction unconstitutionally penalized a child
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born to an unmarried couple, the five-justice majority allowed Con-

gress to make it.³⁶

Right now Social Security pays benefits based on actual depen-

dency on the deceased worker to two categories of survivors who are

not a spouse, divorced spouse, or child: the parent of a deceased

worker if she is at least sixty-two and not entitled on her own to a

higher benefit, and the minor stepchild or grandchild of the deceased

worker. Both categories of recipients must prove that they were re-

ceiving at least half their support from the worker at the time of his

death. Grandchildren must meet additional requirements; they can’t

be receiving benefits through a parent, and their parents must usu-

ally be dead or disabled. These provisions fit well with Social Secu-

rity’s purpose of providing for a worker’s dependents.

If these rules were extended to anyone who could prove the dece-

dent provided more than half his support, marriage would matter

less in distributing Social Security survivors’ benefits. The stepchild

rule should be extended. What matters is not that the deceased

worker was married to the child’s mother, but that he was support-

ing a child although under no obligation to do so.

Economists have developed many proposals for reforming Social

Security in light of today’s family demographics.³⁷ Some make mar-

riage matter less, including providing a minimum benefit for every-

one and assigning credits for caring for young children. Some make

marriage matter diƒerently, by, for example, crediting each spouse

with half the couple’s combined earnings. All try to remedy the cur-

rent system’s bias in favor of one-earner married couples. Advocates

for same-sex couples could play a role in envisioning reforms, but 

the marriage-equality perspective is not the right framework for this. 

Advocates for same-sex marriage ask that gay and lesbian couples

be treated as married couples are now treated. But when they sup-

port their argument with evidence of some concrete harm from lack

of access to marriage, they make a diƒerent claim—that they are en-

titled to what married couples now have. 

This is a fair argument when invoking the survivors’ benefits 

that go to parents with minor children. It is a problematic one, how-

ever, when invoking the current system of retirement and survivors’

benefits for the elderly. The same-sex couples who stand to gain the

most from marriage equality for purposes of Social Security are
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those whose married counterparts benefit too much from the sys-

tem today—couples with a single high-income earner. Marital sta-

tus alone gives them too much. Progressive reformers are urging a

more just benefit distribution. A guaranteed minimum benefit for

everyone would be a good start, and it would have nothing to do with

marriage.
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Conclusion

We the undersigned—lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT)

and allied activists, scholars, educators, writers, artists, lawyers,

journalists, and community organizers—seek to oƒer friends and

colleagues everywhere a new vision for securing governmental and

private institutional recognition of diverse kinds of partnerships,

households, kinship relationships and families. In so doing, we hope

to move beyond the narrow confines of marriage politics as they ex-

ist in the United States today.

So begins a 2006 document titled “Beyond Same-Sex Marriage:

A New Strategic Vision for all our Families & Relationships.”¹ Writ-

ten by two-dozen LGBT individuals calling for an overtly progres-

sive framework around the goal of achieving marriage for same-sex

couples, the document calls for the fight for same-sex marriage to be

part of “a larger eƒort to strengthen the stability and security of di-

verse households and families.” It advocates fighting against “the full

scope of the conservative marriage agenda.”

The foundation of that agenda is the assertion that the married

heterosexual couple is the only family form worthy of legal recogni-

tion and proper for raising children. It is in furtherance of that claim

that the marriage movement opposes LGBT parenting and marriage

for same-sex couples.

The marriage-equality movement counters that aspect of con-

servative ideology, and this is an honest, worthy, and just cause. Once

marriage for same-sex couples moved from a discussion of priorities

among LGBT advocates, as exemplified in the Stoddard-Ettelbrick

exchange in 1989, to a matter subject to an up or down vote in state

elections, there were only two sides to choose from.

Those who oppose same-sex marriage think that we LGBT peo-
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ple are unworthy of equality, and that our lives are of less use than

theirs to the building of strong communities. Some, especially

adherents of the Religious Right, think we are sick, sinful people,

dangerous to children and undeserving of protection against dis-

crimination. I disagree with every aspect of their position.

Those who support marriage equality want a child in any part of

this country to know that if he grows up to love someone of his own

sex there is nothing wrong with him. They want same-sex couples to

occupy public spaces just as diƒerent-sex couples do. They want les-

bian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people to be safe on the streets

and secure in their jobs. I agree with all of these goals.

When Evan Wolfson debates David Blankenhorn, there is no

question about which side I support.

But the other positions of the marriage movement are as alarm-

ing as their condemnation of LGBT families, and that is why a

broader agenda is necessary. 

A law reform agenda that values all LGBT families and relation-

ships, and by extension those of heterosexuals as well, does not start

with the package of rights that marriage gives diƒerent-sex couples

and work down from there, strategizing about how many of those

rights politicians are willing to grant same-sex couples who sign up

with the state in a status called civil union or domestic partnership.

Instead, such an agenda starts by identifying the needs of all LGBT

people and works up from there to craft legislative proposals to meet

those needs.

This is a diƒerent mindset and will produce diƒerent results. 

For example: In 2006 the Washington Supreme Court ruled against

same-sex couples seeking marriage. Gay rights activists went to the

state legislature seeking domestic partnership. They were successful.

The domestic partnership law begins with a statement that because

same-sex couples cannot marry they lack access to certain rights ac-

corded married couples. It continues: “The rights granted to state

registered domestic partners in this act will further Washington’s in-

terest in promoting family relationships and protecting family mem-

bers during life crises.” 

But other than benefits for partners of state employees, the law

aƒords only the following to registered couples: 
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• hospital visitation; 

• surrogate healthcare decision making in the absence of a directive

to the contrary;

• related matters such as right to consent to organ donation and

right to dispose of remains; 

• the right to inherit under the state’s law on intestate succession and

to administer each other’s estates.²

Existing laws assign these rights now to spouses or blood/adop-

tive “next of kin” unless documents such as wills or powers of at-

torney say otherwise. Registering eliminates the need to write these

documents. The law allows same-sex couples, and diƒerent-sex cou-

ples where one partner is at least sixty-two, to register. They must live

together.

But there is widespread agreement across the political spectrum

that these are matters of personal autonomy. Cast in these terms, the

Washington law should be open to any two unmarried people who

wish to designate each other as “family” for these purposes, and it

should not require that they live together.

This would help all LGBT people who need these protections—

including those who are not in couples or who don’t live with their

partners—and many non-LGBT people as well.

Marriage-equality leader Evan Wolfson saw this very diƒerently.

After Washington’s governor signed the law, Wolfson criticized the

fact that diƒerent-sex couples could register. He said it conveyed the

impression that the law was about handling legal issues rather than

about recognizing same-sex couples. He claimed it diminished the

rights of gay couples and called it “the right wing’s way of saying . . .

we’re not legitimating gay relationships.”³

This is the challenge for the LGBT movement and the lawyers

who represent it:

Laws that value all families are not primarily about legitimating

gay relationships that mirror marriage. They are about ensuring 

that every relationship and every family has the legal framework for

economic and emotional security. Laws that value all families value

same-sex couples but not only same-sex couples. Lesbian, gay, bisex-
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ual, and transgender people live in varied households and families.

A valuing-all-families approach strives to meet the needs of all of

them, making real the vision in the “Beyond Same-Sex Marriage”

statement that “marriage is not the only worthy form of family or re-

lationship, and it should not be legally and economically privileged

above all others.” 

Looking Ahead 

Gay rights litigators argue for marriage equality in state courts, us-

ing state constitutions. They have mined legal precedents looking 

for support. In Vermont, they argued that exclusion from marriage

violated the state constitution’s common benefits clause. The clause

a‰rms that “government is, or ought to be, instituted for the com-

mon benefit, protection, and security of the people, nation, or com-

munity, and not for the particular emolument or advantage of any

single person, family, or set of persons, who are a part only of that

community.” That argument resulted in civil unions for same-sex

couples. It sounds like a plausible basis to argue for the needs of di-

verse families. It’s time to see if other state constitutions might sup-

port the needs of all family structures.

The work of the marriage-equality litigators reverberates in leg-

islatures. Successful cases—those in which the courts rule that the

current laws are unconstitutional—wind up in the legislature for a

remedy. Losses also can wind up in the legislature, as Washington

demonstrates, when enough political support exists to address some

of the problems same-sex couples experience. Even in states with-

out marriage-equality litigation, such as Maine, New Hampshire,

and Oregon, nearby eƒorts can prod legislators to act.

Once the issue of crafting laws to protect families is before a leg-

islature, the constraints of making legal arguments to judges disap-

pear. In the legislature it is possible to ask for what all families need.

Even if gay rights groups see their constituency as only LGBT people

and their relationships, households, and families, it is possible to ask

for what they all need, not only those that mirror married heterosex-

ual couples. 

Models for laws that might be on such a legislative agenda in-

clude: 
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• the Maryland advance directive registry, with its provisions for vis-

itation and disposition of remains; 

• the District of Columbia law on surrogate healthcare decision mak-

ing, which places domestic partners (registration not required) at

the top, includes close friends, and allows close friends to challenge

relatives if they know the patient better; 

• the New York law on disposition of remains, which also does not

require partner registration;

• the Salt Lake City “adult designee” employee benefits law; 

• the Colorado “harmless error” statute, derived from the Uniform

Probate Code, on wills lacking all the formalities; 

• the federal O‰ce of Personnel Management rule that allows em-

ployees to take sick leave to care for “any individual related by

blood or a‰nity whose close association with the employee is the

equivalent of a family relationship”;

• the New Hampshire law that extends inheritance rights to unmar-

ried diƒerent-sex couples who live together for three years;

• the Washington court decisions equitably dividing the property of

unmarried couples when they split up or upon the death of one

partner (the ALI principles would be better);

• the Family and Medical Leave Act regulation defining “child” as

one for whom the employee has “day-to-day responsibilities” and

provides financial support;

• the California and Maryland laws authorizing workers’ compen-

sation death benefits based on actual dependency; 

• the District of Columbia definition of de facto parent as the legal

equivalent of a parent; and

• second-parent adoptions and orders of parentage now available in

many states.

Some of these need improvements, but they are good places to

start. By matching relationships to the purpose of a law it is possi-

ble to meet the needs of today’s families. It is possible to do this across
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the country, not only in those places with a political climate sup-

portive of gay rights. Advocacy linked to the purpose of a law or pol-

icy bypasses antigay sentiment. It will garner support from many

people who stand to gain from this approach.

Increasingly, legislators are voting to protect a wide range of fam-

ilies because they do not want to cast a vote in the name of “gay

rights.” Activists understandably find their motivations distasteful. I

urge advocates to wholeheartedly embrace good proposals that help

all LGBT relationships and that include unmarried diƒerent-sex cou-

ples. When a law excludes unmarried heterosexual couples it sends

the distinct message that marriage is special, and that the law’s pur-

pose is to meet the needs of those “rightly” excluded from that sta-

tus. This is an oƒensive message. When unmarried heterosexual

couples are eligible for the law’s benefits, then the law is not about

marriage at all; it is about valuing all families. The model laws cited

above all meet this standard.

Some marriage-equality advocates criticize as utopian the vision

in the “Beyond Same-Sex Marriage” statement. They think that ob-

taining the support that all families need to thrive and prosper is a

more di‰cult goal than obtaining marriage equality. If this is true, it

is because the marriage movement and the Right have inundated the

culture with the claim that what they call “family breakdown” causes

poverty and all other social problems. 

When marriage-equality advocates sidestep this false assertion

and only counter right-wing claims specific to access to marriage 

for same-sex couples, they risk contributing to the climate that

makes advocacy for diverse families di‰cult. I do not believe most

marriage-equality advocates want to contribute to that climate. I be-

lieve it happens nonetheless.

Members of the marriage movement will hate a valuing-all-

families agenda. They are committed to a privileged place for mar-

riage. They base this privilege on their claim that family diversity is

responsible for our social ills. They take every opportunity to repeat

this claim. Seeking law reform that values all families will give them

such an opportunity.

Repeating this claim distracts attention from real solutions to

poverty, like the plan the Center for American Progress proposes

—twelve steps to reduce poverty by 50 percent in ten years. Promot-
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ing marriage is not one of those steps. For the Right, it is the only 

step. 

Fighting these marriage-movement claims is as important a role

for organizations that represent all LGBT people as is fighting the

claims they make that are specific to same-sex couples and parents.

Joining with other groups that also seek to redirect for the good of

the many a portion of the wealth now concentrated in the hands 

of the few is the only way that all lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans-

gender people will have both equality and justice. 

The fight for laws that value all families is a fight for justice. It is

not strictly a fight for equality under a set of laws enacted long ago,

when families were very diƒerent, that no longer serve their original

purpose or that serve a purpose discredited in an egalitarian and plu-

ralistic society.

This vision is not new in the LGBT community. It was there at

the founding of the modern gay rights movement after Stonewall. It

was fundamental to radical feminism. It was intimately bound up

with the changing legal and cultural norms that stripped marriage of

its role in demarcating good and bad sex, good and bad motherhood,

and good and bad families. It was there in the 1989 draft of the Fam-

ily Bill of Rights, which advocated opening up marriage to same-sex

couples in the context of urging reform of health, housing, employ-

ment, immigration, and family law to meet the needs of all families.

It was there in the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force assessment

of the harms in the Bush administration’s “welfare reform” proposal. 

It remains part of imagining the United States as a place of both

equality and justice for all.
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